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Abstract

This dissertation asks whether Japanese main bank monitoring relationships were
disturbed by the deregulation of the corporate finance market that took place in Japan
during the 1980s. It is motivated by the observation that successful bank monitoring
of the corporate sector depends, in part, upon the returns to banking. In Japan, these
returns declined substantially during the 1980s, and so it becomes appropriate to ask
whether bank based systems of corporate monitoring have become less effective.
The study confirms that this conjecture is justified. A fonnal debt pricing
theory is developed to show that, when the conte stability of the lending market
intensifies, the potential for main bank monitoring failure increases, owing to the
potency of moral hazard problems. A subsequent empirical study provides some
formal evidence for this proposition, by showing that finns with stable main bank
connections performed less efficiently, after financial deregulation.
The argument is organised into six chapters. Chapter 1 motivates the study by
contrasting perceptions that main banks are effective corporate monitors, with the
reality that those same banks incurred substantial bad debts, as a result of their having
misjudged the creditworthiness of their clients in the early post-deregulation era.
The second chapter enlarges upon this material by explaining how reform of
the financial markets in Japan contributed to a narrowing of bank margins and a
decline in bank profitability after financial deregulation. I link these developments to
perceptions, both official and public, that Japanese banks were much less effective in
providing corporate monitoring than they had previously been.
Chapter 3 explores the theoretical dimensions of monitoring failure from the
perspective of main bank relationships. It first sets out the features of the main bank
system, before showing that existing theory does not deal adequately with the effects
of competitive capital markets on the pricing of main bank [mance, and on the closely
related incentives of the main bank to monitor corporate borrowers.
In the fourth chapter, I develop a theory of main bank debt pricing to explain

how main bank debt is priced and how that pricing can lead to the failure of main
bank monitoring mechanisms. The theory shows that when the main bank lending
market is contestable by non-main bank sources of finance, the potential for main
bank monitoring failure intensifies.

The model put forward in Chapter 4 does not lend itself to direct testing.
Nevertheless, it is possible to test the implication of the argument indirectly by testing
for the effects of main banks on corporate performance. Such tests are carried out in
v

Chapter 5. Econometric techniques that have not previously been applied in the
literature on main banks are used to demonstrate that main bank monitoring has
become less conducive to technically efficient corporate performance.
A sixth chapter concludes the study. The main findings of previous chapters
are summarised, and matters that bear further investigation are highlighted in order to
identify a possible future research agenda.
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1 Perceptions of Japan's Main Banks
OVERVIEW
It was once widely held that Japan's commercial banks had sound lending policies, and

that they governed the activity of the Japanese corporate sector judiciously.
Consequently, banking was seen as a pillar of national post-war prosperity, and its
features became a subject of scholarly interest. But, in the early 1990s, these perceptions
soured abruptly. The bad debts of major banks soared during a severe recession,
suggesting that lending may have been poorly directed and monitored during the
preceding lxx>m. By an acute twist of fortune, those banks which were once upheld as
models of best international practice found themselves accused of outrageous
negligence.
This reversal in perceptions is puzzling. How was it that those banks, which had
managed lending risk so effectively through Japan's sustained and sometimes heady
post-war lxx>m, perfonned so abysmally in the latter 1980s? Theories to explain the
phenomenon have flourished. It has been particularly common to attribute the failures of
banking over this period either to delinquency and malignant profiteering by a cohort of
financiers, or to ruinous gyrations in asset prices and macroeconomic conditions. In this
study, I consider a complementary third possibility: that deep structural changes in
financial markets vitiated Japan's bank-based system of corporate governance, and that
banks ceased their intensive monitoring of corporate borrowers because the markets in
which they were operating ceased to reward them adequately for it.
Stated so baldly, such an hypothesis seems unoriginal. It is already widely felt
that financial deregulation has significantly reduced the ability and willingness of
Japanese banks to monitor the corporations which borrow from them. The returns to
banking are understood to be a return for the screening and monitoring of corporate
borrowers. To the extent that financial deregulation in Japan raised the contestability of
the corporate finance market and lowered those returns, the banking system must have
been less able to monitor the corporate sector by the means that it had previously
employed. l
While this mechanism may be reasonably well understood in general tenns, it has
not yet been thoroughly investigated with specific reference to main bank relationships.
lThe literature relating to this proposition is reviewed in the next two chapters.
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The institutional features of the main bank mode of corporate financing and governance
have been well documented over the last decade or so. They are now recognised as
being quite distinctive, and the process of main bank monitoring is heavily differentiated
in the finance literature from the more conventional means by which other banks monitor
and screen their oorrowers. It follows that the incentives which banks require to deliver
monitoring through this system should likewise be quite distinct. Hence, structural
changes in the capital market have probably affected main bank monitoring in special
ways.
If valid, such an hypothesis could well have implications for the non-financial

corporate sector, as well as for the main banks themselves. For if financial deregulation
has affected the incentives of main banks to monitor their clients, and if monitoring
matters for corporate performance, then we should be able to discern a behavioural
change in the finns that are monitored by main banks. Main bank monitoring has long
been thought to have special implications for the performance of the firms which
subscribe to it. In normal states, a main bank is thought to monitor and regulate a finn's
performance in the interests of the firm's constituents, and if the firm finds itself in
adverse states, it can usually count on the main bank as a reliable ally. The broad
implication of this is that the main bank should affect the performance of the oorrowing
finn through its monitoring activity. But if this is so, and if the process of structural
change has weakened the incentiv~s of main banks to monitor, then we should be. able to
discern a change in the behaviour of firms that have main banks.
Despite the pervasiveness of main bank relationships in Japan, the literature on
Japanese banking and corporate finance has yet to address thoroughly the way in which
financial deregulation might have affected the incentives of main banks to monitor, and,
by implication, the post-deregulation effect of main bank monitoring on corporate
performance. Although much work has been done on the effects of financial deregulation
on Japan's banking system in general, considerably less has been devoted to the effects of
financial deregulation on the main bank sub-system. In particular, although some
attention has been given to the corporate sector's demand for main bank monitoring
since financial deregulation, very little research has been done on the extent to which
main banks have remained willing to supply monitoring in a contestable lending market.
The first purpose of this study is to analyse main banks' incentives to supply
monitoring and to question whether, and how, the liberalisation of Japan's corporate
finance market could have reduced the vitality of main bank monitoring. I argue that a
system of integrated monitoring, such as that provided by the main bank system, depends
upon a certain degree of insulation from completely competitive capital markets. The
2

basic reason is that integrated monitoring mechanisms require the generation of capital
prices that are higher than those which a perfectly competitive capital market might
generate.
Having shown that the incentives of main banks to supply monitoring may have
eroded over time as a result of capital pricing processes, I then produce econometric
evidence to confirm that the effect of the main bank relationship on corporate
performance has degenerated with the progress of financial deregulation. Specifically,
the estimation procedure reveals that firms with stable main bank connections have been
further from efficient performance than they were prior to fmancial deregulation.
The implication of both the theoretical and empirical arguments is that main bank
monitoring has proved to be somewhat brittle in the face of increasing competition in
financial intermediation. While the main bank system might have made a distinctive
contribution to the successes of many corporations in earlier periods, its structure is
proving somewhat vulnerable to challenges from new forms of financial intermediation.
The rest of this chapter introduces the key issues in broad detail, and it outlines
the structure of the following chapters. In the next section, I develop a working
definition of the main bank system, and I explain briefly those of its attributes which are
the most pertinent to a study of corporate monitoring. I then consider the reasons for
which these attributes have been held to be an effective means of governing the
corporate sector. This analysis exposes a deep rift between common perceptions that
banks performed badly as monitors in the 1980s and early 1990s, and the much rosier
view of many corporate finance theorists that those same banks are highly effective
monitors when they act as main banks. The final section reviews the main arguments of
the chapter before previewing and outlining the structure of the remainder of the study.

DEFINING THE MAIN BANK SYSTEM
Research into the Japanese main bank: system has proliferated over the last decade, and it
has produced a number of analytically distinct frameworks. Some strands of work have
linked the main bank: to networks of inter-corporate co-operation, and hinted that such

networks bear upon the competitive practices of the corporations to which the main
banks lend. In a slightly different vein, other studies have considered the ostensible
centrality of main banks in networks of cross-shareholding. Still others have emphasised
that the main bank: is merely a particular means of channelling capital from uninformed
would-be lenders to productive corporate borrowers.
3

Undoubtedly, there are points on which these various frameworks overlap. Even
so, it is necessary to settle on an appropriate model at the outset. Since this study is
primarily concerned with the reasons for which main banks monitor and on the effect of
that monitoring on corporate perfonnance, I will concentrate on the role of the main
bank as a delegated monitor; that is, as an agent which facilitates interactions between
borrowers and lenders. 2 With that in mind, it seems most appropriate to define the
system in the terms favoured by Aoki et al. (1994). As they do, I take the main bank
system to be:
... a system of coworate financin~ and ~ovemance involving an infonnal set of
practices, institutional arrangements, and behaviours among industrial and
commercial frrms, banks of various types, other financial institutions, and the
regulatory authorities (Aoki et al. 1994, p.l).

In isolation, this definition is broad, and quite vague about the processes which
connect the relevant players. Since the full discussion of the relevant linkages is quite
involved, I defer most of it until Chapter 3. To motivate the discussion for the rest of
this chapter, it will suffice to note only the most prominent features of the system.
The most important of these is that main banks function as delegated monitors.
The main bank acts as an agent, accepting from depositors the responsibility for lending
to a final borrower, and monitoring the behaviour of that borrower. By its very nature,
this monitoring service is mostly unobservable by depositors, and so incentive
compatible contracts need to be designed and enforced by regulation and private
contract in order to eradicate moral hazards. It is this nexus of arrangements, to which
Aoki et al. refer and on which I will focus.
So far, there seems to be little in any of this to distinguish the main bank system
from the more universal notions of commercial banking. After all, the task of screening
and monitoring borrowers on behalf of depositors is a function of banks in all modern
industrial economies. Moreover, the design of institutional mechanisms to ensure that
banks perform their obligations properly is a universal problem for economic planners
and private agents alike. It is by no means peculiar to Japan.3
To be sure, the differences between the practices of Japanese banks and those of
their foreign counterparts often appear to be of degree, rather than of kind. In the first
instance, main banks are differentiated from other banks from which a firm borrows
2Nevertheless, and in the interests of a proper coverage, I shall review some of the alternative theories of
the main bank in Chapter 3.
3Banking supervision by the monetary authorities is perhaps the most visible of these institutions.
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merely by reason of the fact that they are the largest single supplier of the borrower's
fInance. Despite the fact that Japanese firms have historically had a higher dependence
on external fInance than have firms in other industrialised countries, close financial
relationships between individual borrowers and their banks are hardly unique to Japan.
Yet, in the rarefIed climate of Japanese corporate fInance, being the largest
supplier of fInance to a borrower appears to cause, or at least coincide with, incentives
to act in ways that would be either illegal or irrational in other banking systems. And it is
these types of behaviour which are of the greatest interest. For instance, main banks not
only provide substantial financing to their clients through debt contracts, they also
provide significant equity fInance. In other industrial countries, such as the United
States, this is expressly prohibited on the grounds that the joint status of a bank: as a
creditor and shareholder erects conflicts of interest in corporate governance processes. 4
Another unusual feature of main bank: relationships is the depth of integration in
the monitoring process. The term 'integration' refers to the extent to which a bank
monitors at all stages of a borrower's life cycle. In Japan, a main bank: would ordinarily
screen borrowers prior to providing them with fmance (ex-ante monitoring); it would
monitor while the borrower is active (interim monitoring); and it would resolve
outstanding claims against the borrower should it (the borrower) encounter financial
distress (ex-post monitoring).
It is in this last phase of monitoring that main bank: activity is usually at its most
distinctive. As Sheard (1985, 1989) and Aoki (1990) note, main banks playa dominant
role in resolving the financial distress of their client fIrms, often to the extent of
subordinating their own claims and incurring losses which far exceed their nominal
exposure to the distressed borrower. As some commentators have noted,5 such
behaviour in other industrial countries would probably invite legal action against main
bank: officers by shareholders of the bank.
To summarise, main banks are distinctive in that they provide varied types of
fInance for their corporate clients, and they are involved in the monitoring of those
clients to an unusual degree. Hence, for the purposes of this study, a bank: can be said to
be main for a ftnn if it meets the following broad criteria:

a). It is a signiftcant creditor of the fIrm, and in particular, it holds a high
proportion of the ftrm's short-term debt
4It is often argued that the main bank system is beset with such problems, notwithstanding the benefits
of having a monitor that is both a shareholder and creditor. Arguments for and against this notion are
reviewed in Chapter 3.
5See, for instance, Saikei (1995b).
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b). It monitors the finn at all stages of the ftnn's life-cycle
c). It is a significant, if not the largest, shareholder of the ftnn
d). It is widely recognised by those with whom the ftnn deals as being the finn's
main bank
e). Its relationship with the ftnn, in tenns of the foregoing criteria, has been
stable over time.

THE MONITORING PERFORMANCE OF MAIN BANKS
In The General Theory, Keynes (1936, p.157) observed that banks which lend on a long-

term basis, and thus "promote the public interest", tend to be the financial intermediaries
that are the most heavily exposed to public censure for reckless lending. Until the early
1990s, his observation went untested in post-war Japan. Between the end of the Second
World War and the so-called "bursting of the bubble", Japanese banks were praised for
their ability to lend prudently, and they were widely thought to have underpinned much
of Japan's post-war growth and industrial transformation.
Partly for this reason, the banks have been used as a counterweight to those
models of economic organisation which identify the state as the prime motivator of
Japan's post-war transfonnation. For instance, Calder (1993) argues that Johnson's
(1982) famous development state model significantly understates the role of the private
banking system as a source of Japan's industrial successes. According to him:
The centrality and influence of these private institutions (major commercial and
industrial banks) in the operation of the financial system - and beyond into the
economy as a whole - was such that we may speak of Japan from the early postwar years through the high growth period as a Bankers ' Kingdom (Calder, 1993,
p.136).

Much of the interest in the role of the banks as directors of Japanese economic
activity has collected around main banks. Research quickly recognised that when banks
are main for their client firms, they take on a special significance, and they are meant to
act in what Keynes would almost certainly have recognised as the public interest. They
are supposed to support their depositors' interests by lending savings with care; that is,
screening and monitoring borrowers diligently. Moreover, the benefits of this activity are
intended to benefit a wide number of other constituents of the borrowing finn . By
ensuring that the top managers of borrowing firms use funds wisely, main banks are
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meant to protect effectively the interests of other parties interested in the firm, such as
shareholders, creditors, and even employees.
One of the chief reasons for which these various players were once so ready to
accept this monitoring by main banks is that main banks were extremely efficient in
providing it. On this point, the literature has been almost unequivocal. The following
remark from Patrick (1994), for instance, epitomises the widespread belief that main
banks have a robust capacity to sift through the competing claims for capital, and to lend
to those enterprises that are most likely to prosper.
It (the main bank system) is a low cost efficient and effective institutional solution
to the problems of costly, imperfect, and asymmetric infonnation about borrower
creditworthiness ... (patrick, 1994 p.36).

As noted earlier, another important attribute of main banks is that they are often
thought to be capable of monitoring borrowers on an ongoing basis. In other words,
they are effective interim monitors. Banks involve themselves heavily in the business of
the firms for which they are main, providing infonnation and otherwise helping to direct
the conduct of business. 6 Such intervention is often thought to be highly beneficial for
the flnn, as the following remark by Calder (1993) illustrates.
Financial power has been a key aspect of keiretsu strength in propelling Japanese
economic transition. At the heart of the industrial groups' financing are the socalled "main banks" - Mitsubishi, Sumitomo, Fuji, Sanwa, and so on ... Their role
had declined somewhat by 1990, but the keiretsu main banks remained a
stabilizing element in the financial environment of many large Japanese
corporations (Calder 1993, p.142-3).

Supporting this view, Hodder and Tschoegl (1985) point to the considerable
diversity and complexity which characterise the main bank's monitoring and lending
activity. They contend that:
For heavy borrowers, there are extensive fonnal and infonnal contacts between the
finn and its main bank at a variety of levels. In addition to providing a substantial
fraction of the finn's borrowed funds, the main bank acts as a financial advisor as
well as an agent on other loans and such bond issues as do occur. The bank has
considerable influence and, in some cases, veto power over capital spending plans
(Hodder and Tschoeg11985, p.186).

6S ee Sheard (1994) for a deeper exploration of this issue.
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In addition to stabilising the performance of finns that are in relatively normal
states, main banks are also alleged to take an active part in resolving problems for client
firms that find themselves in the more extraordinary state of financial distress. Aoki

(1990) gives a fairly comprehensive list of the main bank operations that feature in this
process. He argues that:
If the company suffers a business crisis, the main bank assumes major
responsibility for various rescue operations, which include the rescheduling of loan
repayments, emergency loans, advice for the liquidation of some assets, the
facilitation of business opportunities, the supply of management resources, and
finally reorganization, to secure the claims of the consortium (Aoki 1990, p.14).

Perhaps the most interesting feature of main bank efforts to resolve financial
distress is that they are usually extremely efficacious. As the following observation from
Horiuchi (1993b) suggests, the main bank is often able to mount a successful salvage
operation, where another form of fmancial distress resolution might be less successful.
The reason that the main bank generally plays the role of mediator in the process of
taking care of the company that was hit by business difficulties is because the main
bank is a very important producer of information. This kind of activity of the main
bank has been very useful in rescuing companies from liquidity crises and may also
be thought to be lowering the probability of bankruptcies (Horiuchi 1993b, p.82).

There is significant empirical support for this hypothesised role of the main bank
in ex-post monitoring. Sheard (1985, 1994) provides a good deal of case study evidence

to show that main banks are active participants in the affairs of financially distressed
finns. 7 In more formal terms, Lincoln et al. (1993) show that Japanese finns with close

main bank connections recover more quickly from periods of financial distress than do
firms without those connections. A similar finding is reached by Hoshi et al. (1990).
Taken together, the arguments from each of these authors constitute an orthodox
perception that main banks are an effective means of ensuring high quality monitoring at
all stages of a borrower's life cycle. Patrick's judgment appears to be that the main bank
system is a relatively effective means of allocating capital among competing applications
for it; that is, it is an effective source of ex-ante monitoring. The remarks of Calder and
Hodder and Tschoegl indicate that this effectiveness extends through into the main
bank's interim monitoring. And finally, the assessments of Horiuchi and Aoki appear to

7Pascale and Rohlen (1983) provide a careful anatomy of the archetypal case of Sumitomo Bank's
rescue of Mazda.
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be that the main bank is a useful remedy to temporary financial distress, and that it is an
efficient solution to the need for ex-post monitoring.
Intriguingly, these ringing endorsements of the main banks' capacity to
underwrite corporate solvency stand in stark contrast with the actual perfonnance of the
banking system in general during the late 1980s and early 1990s. At this time, the quality
of bank assets deteriorated spectacularly; to the point where, by mid-1995, up to 15 per
cent of Japanese banks' loans were thought to be non-performing. 8 This is ironic, to say
the least. After decades of helping corporations to avoid, and recover from, debilitating
bouts of financial distress, a great many of Japan's banks suddenly joined their clients in
the very financial problems from which they had once skilfully extricated them.
Many might argue that this does not constitute any sort of indictment on main
banking, and that there can be no suggestion of the more imprudent loans of the latter
1980s having any parallels in the steady relations that join banks to their manufacturing
clients. According to this reasoning, the real causes of the bad loans debacle of the latter
1980s are to be sought and found in factors such as the gyrations of asset prices, and the
surge of liquidity. To the extent that these and similar monetary factors are the
fundamental explanations of the boom-bust cycle, it would be inappropriate to infer that
the non-performing loans problem has any adverse implications for main banking.
In fairness to this position, macroeconomic phenomena and asset price inflation
are undeniably and profoundly relevant to the study of the period, and they have much to
do with the non-performing loans that afflicted Japan's major banks in the early 1990s.
Nevertheless, there are often good reasons for regarding aspects of Japan's economic
malaise in the early 1990s as a bank monitoring failure, and for focusing on the
behaviour of main banks in particular.
For one, there is the inescapable fact that, whatever monetary conditions may
prevail, banks are ultimately responsible for choosing those to whom they lend money. If
they target borrowers who subsequently fail, then the implied losses might be interpreted
as a failure of ex-ante monitoring. As we shall see in the next chapter, there is little
reason to doubt that banks did indeed target high risk sectors with their lending policies,
and the neglect of their monitoring standards was a deliberate response on their part to a
changing operating environment. Exactly why the banks increased their willingness to
bear risk is a question that is not easily answered with theories of the asset price inflation
or macroeconomic variables.

8Hartcher (1995).
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Second, in explaining the bad loans problem, it is sometimes helpful to emphasise
the significance of banking practice over theories of asset price inflation or
macroeconomic instability, because many of the monetary forces of the period are not
new to post-war Japan. Consequently, it is hard to see how, in and of themselves, they
might amount to a full explanation of an extreme business cycle. High savings, abundant
liquidity, aggressive credit expansion, and the inflation of asset values, are all (to greater
or lesser degrees) precedented in the post-war period. If there is anything particularly
unusual about these conditions in the late 1980s, it is that they were validated and
sustained by bank: lending, with disastrous effect. Macroeconomic hypotheses, or
theories of the asset price inflation, need to be supplemented with theories of bank
behaviour to explain this phenomenon.
Still more to the point, banking practice ought not to be judged exclusively in
terms of the degree to which it sponsored certain types of activity, such as real estate
speculation. As I suggest below, and demonstrate more formally in Chapter 5, it is
possible that the costs of deficient bank: monitoring reach well beyond those visible
deadweight losses which are associated with the bank: loans that fuelled speculative
activity. It is quite possible, for instance, that banks have lent to enterprises which have
remained solvent across the business cycle. But if, in their eagerness to reduce
monitoring costs and bear greater risk, the banks have failed to monitor those enterprises
efficiently, then the borrowers themselves may not have behaved efficiently. Welfare
losses that arise from this situation will probably be invisible at the macroeconomic level,
and they will certainly not be quantifiable in terms of movements in the prices of assets
such as real estate. Yet they are costs of bank: lending behaviour which economic
analysis can not afford to ignore. Only by examining the role of financial institutions in
corporate monitoring mechanisms in Japan will it be possible to ascertain whether or not
such costs have actually been incurred. Since main banks are a particularly important
feature of Japan's financial landscape, it is necessary to include them in any analysis of
this issue.
Furthermore, the recession of the early 1990s raises a set of sensitive political
economy questions, to which monetary theories of Japan's recession have no easy
access, but which apply to the theory of main banking. As noted earlier in this section,
the opinion that banks (and particularly main banks) contribute to the effective
governance of the corporate sector forms the cornerstone of a paradigm that emphasises
private, over public, institutions as causes of Japan ' s post-war economic success.9 At a
9Key works on this theme include Nakatani (1984) and Calder (1993).
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time when the banks are suffering under the weight of their own bad loans, there is an
evident need to review the ongoing validity of that school of thought. One of the most
effective ways of doing this is to consider the reasons for which Japan's once
distinguished banking system might have failed to employ sound lending policy.
Finally, the notion that main bank monitoring mechanisms weakened during the
latter 1980s is not necessarily inconsistent with the ideas that macroeconomic turbulence
or asset price inflation explain the financial sector's difficulties (or those of the corporate
sector in general) during the early 1990s. In fact, the various theories may well be
complementary. As Patrick (1994) observes, the successful operation of the main bank
system in Japan over the post-war period hinged upon a steady macroeconomic climate.
By implication, if macroeconomic conditions become unstable (as they undoubtedly did

in Japan during the latter 1980s), then it becomes appropriate to ask whether main bank
based corporate governance structures remain intact.
For all these reasons, the boom and bust cycle of the late 1980s and early 1990s
directs our attention to the role of banks in corporate governance mechanisms. While the
bad loans crisis may remind us of the adverse effects of fluctuating asset prices and
unstable macroeconomic conditions, it also alerts us to the possibility that basic
structural weaknesses in the Japanese financial intermediation industry might also have
developed.
On this point, public and official opinion has a head-start on formal economic
analysis. Most private and official assessments of the banks have been sharply critical of
their lending and monitoring policies, and the banks are often seen to have betrayed the
trust placed in them by sectors of the Japanese public. For instance, in a sweeping attack
on the Japanese banks, Moody's Investors Service (1994) claimed that:
A variety of problems have emerged in the Japanese banking system during the
past three years, reflecting the system's susceptibility to considerable stress.
Most obvious is a significant deterioration in the asset quality of virtually all
Japanese banks, brought on by real estate concentrations ... mismanagement, or a
combination of the two, as well as difficulty in adjusting to the industry's
overcapacity (Moody's Investors Services 1994, p.6).

Most popular evaluations of the situation are aligned with Moody's assessment,
though they tend also to manifest a greater sense of outrage. For example, the following
editorial excerpt from The Daily Yomiuri neatly captures a mood of deep public
resentment toward the banks, and a perception that financial institutions are more
suitably cast as culprits than as victims, in relation to their bad loans:
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Now that the bubble has popped, fmancial institutions are facing difficult times. As
a result, they have been rethinking their deeply-rooted profit-oriented drive. It is no
longer OK to do anything to make a profit and banks are tightening their lenient
screening of large-scale borrowers. The environment surrounding the financial
world will also become tighter as the coming few years bring the complete
liberalization of deposit interest rates and further reviews of the banking business.
It is high time that financial institutes recognize their public responsibility and the
necessity of having trustworthy management. Banks should make their two biggest
assets confidence and trust (The Daily Yomiuri, May 24, 1991).

Criticism of the banks has not only taken the fOIm of popular indignation; some
of it has also come from official quarters. Predictably this has been more muted and
more sophisticated than mainstream editorial opinion, but many of the themes are
consistent. For example, in summarising its own views of the inflation of the Heisei
boom and the subsequent epidemic of financial distress, the Economic Planning Agency
(EP A) has identified the inadequate collection and provision of information by financial
intermediaries as a significant contributing factor. lo Officials of the Bank of Japan have
expressed similar reservations about the banks' monitoring behaviour during the latter
1980s boom. For instance, Nakajima and Taguchi (1993, pp.5-7) seem critical of the
recent contribution of the banks to economic stability. They claim of bank behaviour in
the Heisei boom that: bank lending inflated asset values beyond levels that "economic
fundamentals" might justify; the ri~k tolerance of the banks increased; and the

b~s

may

possibly have succumbed to moral hazard by believing that government would bail them
out of any difficulties that they (the banks) encountered.
Academic opinion of the situation is just beginning to endorse this view. Like
Nakajima and Taguchi, Horiuchi (1994, p.20-21) suggests that the banks may have
indulged in excessive risk-taking and that they may have reduced their commitment to
monitoring below prudent levels. He cites as evidence of the higher risk profile of the
banks: the process of switching from long-term into short-term lending; the tendency of
the banks to lend to smaller enterprises; and, in the case of some major city banks,
corporate restructuring to downgrade the importance of credit assessment units.
It is ironic that the main banks which lie at the centre of Japan's banking system
should have had such criticism heaped upon them after decades of consistently reliable
perfonnance. Certainly, the near impeccable history of the Japanese banking system in
the post-war period, and the scale and suddenness of the banks' fall from grace, make it
difficult to accept simple populist views to the effect that the deterioration of corporate

lGa>A (1993, p.148).
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monitoring standards was merely due to an outbreak of aberrant greed and myopia in the
banking community.
A genuinely plausible explanation of the banks' reversal of fortune therefore
needs to incorporate structural and cyclical economic influences on the conduct of
banking. And if such an analysis is to take in banks' relationships with their industrial
clients, it needs to proceed with particular regard for the institutions that influence
corporate financial practice in Japan. On this basis, the main bank system seems to
deserve particular attention, and the questions of whether and why it might have a place
in more general analyses of bank monitoring failures in the latter 1980s stand out as

being interesting.
Of course, if the answers to these questions lead us to suspect that main bank
monitoring might indeed have faltered, it would be interesting to know how the
performance of main bank monitored finns has changed. To date, public and official
analysis of the banks' monitoring has overlooked certain aspects of this question.
Criticism of the banks has been heavily pre-occupied with the banks' bad loans and with
high profile cases of lending mismanagement: bank monitoring is usually seen to have
failed in cases of the borrower having collapsed, or having reached the verge of doing
so. This simple identification of monitoring failure with bad loans and financial distress is
understandable. The welfare losses that arise from borrower failure cannot be ignored by
those affected·. Furthermore, the losses from financial distress (such as those associated
with failed real estate ventures) tend to be stark in the public consciousness, and they are
comparatively easy to quantify.
And yet economic analysis ought to recognise the extent of corporate financial
distress as being only a partial indicator of the effectiveness of corporate governance.
Monitoring by external agents, such as main banks, is not only intended to ensure that
£inns avoid financial distress; it is also meant to ensure that finns behave efficiently. If
monitoring is not being carried out properly, we might indeed expect to see a surge in
bad loans, but we would also expect that even solvent borrowers are not performing to
their potential (that is, maximising their value). Thus, if Japan's bad loans crisis directs
our attention to the more drastic cases of monitoring failure, it also alerts us to subtle,
but perhaps equally pervasive and serious, opportunity costs that arise from solvent £inns
failing to achieve their potential.
The idea that monitoring could fail in this way is likely to be particularly
important for the main bank system. If, as experience suggests, main banks rescue their
financially distressed clients in ways that other types of banks do not, then it is hardly
likely that the failure of main banks to monitor their clients properly in ex-ante and
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interim senses will inevitably result in the liquidation of the final borrower. Thus, the
failure of main banks to monitor their clients adequately will not be easily visible. To test
whether or not monitoring has actually been effective, it is necessary to look closely at
the perfonnance of firms which are nominally monitored by main banks.

In summary, the bad loans crisis prompts at least two major questions about the
conduct of main bank monitoring. First, it is important to establish if and why main
banking could have been implicated in the general deterioration of Japanese bank
monitoring standards. Second, if theory on the first point leads us to believe that main
bank monitoring could indeed have weakened, then it is important to seek evidence of
the change in the performance of the firms whose behaviour the system is designed to
regulate. The rest of the thesis is addressed to these basic questions.

SUMMARY AND STRUCTURE OF THE ARGUMENT
The stress that the Japanese financial system suffered in the early 1990s indicates that
main banking may not be as well understood as was previously thought. Prior to the

epidemic of bad debts, academic opinion on the efficacy with which main banks monitor
their clients seemed reasonably (and rightly) united in the view that the system provided
cheap and effective monitoring. But the spectacular increase in the bad debts of these
same banks after 1990 is reason for a sober re-assessment.
Theories of the main bank system have yet to explain whether and why main
bank monitoring might have buckled under the pressures that appear to have afflicted
bank monitoring behaviour in general. And they have yet to detennine empirically
whether any change that might have occurred has implications for the performance of
the non-fmancial corporate sector. As I show in Chapters 2 and 3, a number of studies of
post-deregulation corporate finance have already shown that corporate financial
behaviour adjusted dramatically to the reconfiguration of the capital market. However,
few studies have focused on how these changes might have affected the supply of
monitoring by main banks.

In the following chapters, I attempt to fill this lacuna in the literature, with an
explanation of the reasons for which main bank monitoring may have weakened because
of the overhaul of Japan's financial markets. I then demonstrate empirically that main
banks are now less effective mechanisms for ensuring that corporations produce
efficiently.
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Chapter 2 begins the process with a brief and practical reVIew of recent
developments in the banking market in Japan, and the main banking market in particular.
Its purpose is to demonstrate that bank monitoring could have weakened as a result of
financial deregulation. I begin by sketching the decline in the franchise values of banking
that occurred alongside financial deregulation, as well as official perceptions that this
decline was linked to a relaxation of banks' monitoring standards. I also tender casual
evidence and opinion to suggest that main bank relationships may not have been immune
from the general trend toward lower monitoring standards, and I show that an inquiry
into the effects of recent change in the capital market on main bank relationships is
therefore warranted.
Chapter 3 goes on to define the main bank system in detail and to frame the
issues that bear upon the effects of capital market structure on main bank relationships.
Once these features of main banks and their monitoring have been set down, it is
possible to set about explaining them. In reviewing the literature that has already been
devoted to that purpose, I expose a number of flaws in a set of existing models.
Common to most of them is a failure to explain conclusively how main bank debt is
priced under different capital market structures and how pricing mechanisms contribute
to the provision (or suppression) of main bank monitoring. Furthermore, most existing
studies fail to come to terms with the moral hazards that might exist in the main bank
system, and how those moral hazards might direct the pricing of main bank debt and the
way in which monitoring is implemented.
In Chapter 4, I build a model to redress some of these shortcomings. With it, I

investigate the nexus between the structure of capital markets and the supply of
monitoring by main banks. The model shows that if non-main bank financial
intermediaries are beneficiaries of main bank monitoring, then there exist conditions
under which their profit maximising behaviour is governed by moral hazards that
suppress monitoring by main banks. Importantly, this is not simply due to the localised
public good properties of monitoring by which such results are often derived; it is also
fundamentally due to the peculiar degree of integration in main bank monitoring
processes.
The equilibrium properties of this simple model attack some well established
results. Specifically, ex-ante and interim monitoring by a main bank are shown to be
positively, rather than inversely, related to the cost of deposits when non-main bank
financial intermediaries have higher priority than the main bank in relation to distressed
borrowers. A closely related and equally novel finding from this chapter is that the
assignment of junior claimant status to the main bank will not necessarily ensure that it
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monitors; the outcome would depend largely on the pricing behaviour of non-main bank
lenders to the ftnn.
The comparative static properties of this model have considerable relevance to
developments in the Japanese corporate finance market during the late 1980s and early
1990s. The increasing conte stability of the capital market and an accommodating
monetary policy were both hallmarks of the Japanese corporate finance market over this
period. The model suggests that they may well help to explain the erosion of profitability
in the banking sector and the consequent withdrawal of monitoring by banks.
The argument that main banks withdrew their monitoring in response to these
effects depends, in the final analysis, on empirical evidence of changes in the behaviour
of main bank monitored firms. If financial deregulation has discouraged main banks from
participating actively in the affairs of their client firms, then it is presumably the case that

main banks have governed the performance of those firms less effectively since financial
deregulation. By extension, the efficiency of those firms should also have changed.
In Chapter 5, I test this notion by estimating the production practices of firms

with main banks. There are two aspects to this approach. The fIrst is to reconsider, in
fresh terms, the lingering question of whether firms with main bank affiliations produce
any more or less efficiently than firms which are nominally independent of such
connections. The analysis on this point takes into account recent literatUre which
explains that the effect of main banks on the performance of their client firms varies
across factors of production. It is now widely thought that, although main banks
encourage the efficient use of labour, they may inhibit the efficient employment of
capital. I estimate the extent of these effects and confrrm their operation. More
interestingly though, the analysis shows that, although a main bank affects the efficiency
with which factors are used, these effects offset one another. The analysis therefore
qualifies previous claims that main banks matter for the efficiency of their client firms.
The second aspect of the estimation goes closer to the central themes of the
study. In Chapter 5, I layout a method for determining whether firms with stable main
bank affiliations have fallen short of their potential technical efficiency. If financial
deregulation has indeed exposed finns with main bank affiliations to a dearth of
monitoring, and if main bank monitoring really matters for corporate perfonnance, then
it should be possible to discern a change in the extent to which main bank monitored
firms achieve their potential performance. The results confirm that main bank monitored

finns suffered from declining technical efficiency between the late 1970s and the late
1980s.
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The final chapter is a summary of findings. In it, the relationship between the

main bank system and the state of the capital market is redefined using the results of
Chapters 4 and 5. The argument also reviews the major limitations of the study, and
issues for further research are highlighted.
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Main Banking and the Transformation of
Japan's Capital Markets
Questions about the monitoring efficiency of Japanese banks in the late 1980s arise
against a backdrop of turbulence in the capital markets. Throughout the 1980s, the
conte stability of the capital market increased considerably. New types of finance became
possible for large borrowers, while a larger number of medium sized firms also found
that their financing options had increased dramatically. One of the many results of this
trend was that banks were forced to behave more competitively, and their margins were
compressed.

In some senses, this is to be hailed as a welcome development. Bank profits were
underwritten by fairly comprehensive financial regulation during the high growth period,
and banks were generally more profitable than non-financial industries (Calder, 1993;
Bank of Japan, 1993). That is to say, shareholders of banks enjoyed high returns on their
investments, at the expense of depositors and final borrowers. In revoking this
protection for banks, financial deregulation seems to have enhanced economic efficiency
considerably.
Even so, liberalisation has not been costless. Many commentators have observed
that deregulation of the financial system amounted to a dire reduction in the franchise
value of banking. By raising the conte stability of the capital market, financial
deregulation reduced the fees that banks received for their services. Among these fees
are those that the banks receive for their monitoring of corporate borrowers. In response
to falling revenues and rising costs, banks reduced their commitment to this monitoring,
by lending more recklessly and paying insufficient attention to the uses to which their
loans were put. The inevitable consequence was a surge in non-performing loans. l
To put this in slightly broader perspective, it seems that Japanese corporate
governance mechanisms were confronted with massive costs of adjustment, as the postwar financial system that had supported them was progressively dismantled. Under the
regulated system, banks had enjoyed a privileged status as financiers for the corporate
sector. By reason of this privilege, they had strong incentives to monitor the corporate
sector. The withdrawal of privilege amounted to a withdrawal of incentives to monitor,

lA theoretical analysis of the linkages between banks' margins and their performance as monitors forms
the subject of the next chapter.
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and the failure of banks to lend 'prudently' in the post-deregulation era can be partially
understood in these terms.
The purpose of this chapter is to explore this concept in simple empirical tenns.
Bank margins are shown to have fallen in the course of financial deregulation, and there
is an analysis of a possible nexus between the decline in these margins and the banks'
reduced provision of corporate monitoring.
A second objective of the chapter is to consider whether patterns of corporate
finance within the main bank system could have been influenced by the same factors
which have reshaped corporate capital structures more generally. Sample data on the
financial behaviour of firms with main bank connections reveal that firms with main
banks have made considerable changes to their capital structures, as changes in financial
markets have allowed them to do so.
This result strongly implies that main bank relationships have not been
quarantined from the effects of heightened competition in financial markets and the
falling profitability of banking. Hence, it is possible that some of the bank monitoring
failures that have taken place because of lower core banking profits have occurred
where main bank relationships are supposed to have averted them.
The plan of this chapter is as follows. By way of background, the next section
provides a brief overview of the post-war system of Japanese corporate finance and the
conditions under which the main bank system evolved. It then describes the contours of
recent change in Japanese capital markets, with a particular emphasis on those major
structural adjustments which have directly affected corporate finance. From that point,
the discussion turns to the hypothesis that these changes damaged the profitability of
banks, and encouraged them to reduce their production of monitoring and bear greater
risk. I then consider whether these processes might apply to firms and banks which
should have been sheltered from them by main bank connections. A final section
summarises and concludes.

PRE-DEREGULATION CORPORATE FINANCE
Japan's corporate finance markets during the early post-war years and the high growth
period are usually characterised as having been highly segmented and regulated.
Monetary authorities presided over the setting of most interest rates, notionally forcing
them as far down as balance of payments constraints would allow. They also exercised
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considerable suasion over the extent and direction of bank lending, and they enforced a
separation of the various banking and securities functions of the fmancial system.
At the same time, households depended heavily on small savings deposits as a
repository for their wealth. Finns also drew heavily on external, bank intermediated
finance and, in the presence of considerable credit rationing, 2 they formed close
associations with a relatively small number of financial intennediaries. These financial
in tennediaries , both public and private, were the necessary link between the household
and corporate sectors. And it seems that, relative to industrial enterprises, their
intermediation function was a lucrative business for them.
To understand how the partial dismantling of this system after the high growth
period might have affected the incentives of the banks to monitor their clients, at least
some understanding of the reasons for its initial existence is prerequisite. The purpose of
this section is to restate the main findings from the voluminous literature that has
evolved to address this question.
From the perspective of private agents, one of the main underpinnings of the
bank based system of industrial fmance was the composition of post-war household
balance sheets. Households had strong preferences for holding their wealth in the fonn
of liquid, short-term savings deposits, and this inevitably fostered a capital market
characterise4 by a high degree of intermediation (Ito, 1992, p.118).
Households had at least three good reasons for behaving in this way. First, as
Patrick (1994, p.14) notes, the immediate post-war inflation had left them wary of longterm investments. By distorting the relative price of present and future consumption, the
inflation encouraged households to prefer short-tenn and liquid savings deposits over
other financial stores of wealth, such as bonds.
A second reason for which bank deposits and postal savings were popular was
that they had certain tax advantages over other assets. Thus, as Horiuchi and Hamada
(1987) observe, even though tight ceilings on deposit rates under the artificially low
interest rate policy3 may have suppressed notional returns on deposits, after-tax returns
were more favourable.
Finally, as Horiuchi and Hamada also point out, households had strong
incentives to prefer savings deposits over assets such as equities, because their financial
assets were debilitated after the war. In the absence of highly developed financial
markets, transactions costs take a high toll on the diversification of small allotments of
2The assertion that credit was rationed in the immediate post-war and high growth periods is a common
one. Ito (1992) reviews the evidence in favour of it
3S uz uki (1980, 1986) explains the operation of this policy in detail.
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wealth. Therefore, risk -averse savers may prefer to concentrate their store of financial
wealth in a secure, if low-yielding, asset, such as a bank deposit
Since savers were using bank deposits for these reasons, it was obvious that
finns should draw a high proportion of their funding through the banking system.

IndeecL such was their reliance on bank debt relative to equity, that many Japanese finns
were said to be in a position of 'overborrowing' over much of the post-war and high
growth periods (Ito, 1992; Suzuki 1986; EPA, 1993). Although the reliance of finns on
bank debt was naturally conditioned by the reliance of savers on the banking system, it
also seems that finns had independent reasons for satisfying a high proportion of their
financial needs with intermediated debt
First, as Hoshi (1992b) argues, the pattern of inter-war industrial transformation
- toward a greater emphasis on capital intensive production - had been such that finns
increasingly found themselves unable to meet their funding requirements out of retained
earnings. Hence, they had turned to external forms of bank debt even before Japan
entered the Pacific War. Needless to say, the War itself and the exigencies of
reconstruction perpetuated the shortage of internal funding, and so firms retained a
heavy reliance on their bankers.
Firms also faced considerable restrictions on their issuance of direct debt.
Corporate bond issuance was tightly regulated in the early post-war years. Issues were
organised by a committee of bankers and representatives of the public authorities known
as the Bond Issue Committee. The system favoured certain sectors (notably banking and
public utilities) over others, and it inevitably led to rationing of credit in the bond
markets. Even large scale, and creditworthy, businesses faced difficulties in accessing
the markets (Horiuchi and Hamada, 1987). In any case, under the direction of the
Ministry of Finance and the Bank of Japan, a high proportion of the bonds that were
issued were ultimately bought up by the city banks. 4 Corporate bond issuance was
therefore not a viable way for fIrms to escape involvement with banks.
And yet, as Horiuchi and Hamada (1987) conjecture, even if firms had been
allowed to issue corporate bonds at market determined prices, they may not have found
it profItable to do so. Horiuchi and Hamada contend that the activities of many large
industrial finns were comparatively risky in the post-war and high growth periods.
These fIrms therefore faced considerable difficulty in issuing bonds to an uninformed and
underdeveloped market with a very limited capacity for information production. S
4See Graph 2.4.
sThe idea that bondholders have limited ability to generate infonnation about borrowers and to monitor
them is widespread in the corporate finance literature. The next chapter explores the idea in more detail.
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Moreover, there appears to have been a substantial problem with mismatching of
maturities. Although households were willing to lend short-term, the capital
requirements of firms were undoubtedly longer-term. The implied problems of maturity
mismatching between savers and investors would have made bond markets inaccessible
to both parties, and so extensive fmancial intermediation was inevitable.
The determination of the monetary authorities to maintain an artificially low
interest rate policy also contributed to the dependence of firms on bank debt. This policy
was developed in the interests of promoting export-oriented growth. Until the late
1960s, it was only effectively constrained by occasional concerns that its aggregate
demand effects were threatening the balance of payments. 6 To the extent that the policy
was successful in keeping capital prices below competitive equilibrium levels, it fostered
a degree of credit rationing. It therefore encouraged credit dependent finns to secure
their access to funds with close ties to their bankers. That said, there is abundant
evidence to the effect that the policy was not successful. Banks systematically
circumvented the regulations and bolstered their returns on lending by requiring
compensating balances of their clients on a significant scale. 7 Of course, this did nothing
to reduce the dependence of finns on bank debt. If anything, the reverse was true. By
requiring firms to lodge a proportion of their loans with their banks, compensating
balances actually fuelled the practice of overoorrowing.
The thinness of the equity market constituted yet another reason for which firms
relied on their banks. Hoshi (1992b) notes that prior to the Second World War, much
finance was carried out through equity markets, but subsequently this source of finance
declined in significance. Part of the reason for this has already been noted: the weak
state of many household balance sheets in the earlier post-war years discouraged
attempts at diversifIcation of risk through the equity markets. Consequently, finns in
need of finance found little incentive to approach them. Patrick (1994) notes that this
effect was reinforced by two further considerations. First, fresh equity was expensive for
the issuer since it was issued at par rather than market value. Second, equity was made
expensive by the fact that dividends were paid on the basis of after

tax

profit, while

interest payments were tax deductible.
The final point to note about the corporate sector's participation in a bank-based
system of finance is that it drew firms closer to certain banks, and so it laid the basis for
relationship banking and the main bank system. There are several reasons for this.

Firs~

6S uz uki (1986, p.119) observes that inflation became a significant concern after this point.
7See Graphs 2.7 and 2.8.
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corporations needed a steady source of finance, and in an environment in which credit
rationing appears to have been rife, and equity and bond financing were difficult,
forming close ties to a bank seems to have been a sensible strategy. Furthermore, the
uncertainty of the earlier post-war years undoubtedly made the process of sifting
through the competing claims for capital a difficult task. Since repeated transactions
between borrowers and their banks dissolve informational asymmetries between
borrowers and banks, they lower the cost of capital, and so £inns undoubtedly shared
with banks an interest in long-tenn relationships. 8
Finns and savers were not the only parties who had reasons to participate in a
bank-oriented system of corporate finance: banks also profited from the arrangement.
Indeed, a comparison of the high profitability of banking with the low returns on
deposits and the return on other fonns of corporate equity, indicates that the banks
generally did well out of the regulated bank centred system of fmance (Bank of Japan,
1993; Calder 1993).
There are several reasons for this, some of which have already been mentioned.
First, the lack of vigorous corporate bond and equity markets conferred a great deal of
market power on the banks as suppliers of capital. This market power was effectively
validated by the banks' ability to use compensating balances and the like to push
effective lending rates above their notional ceilings.
City banks did particularly well out of the financial structure. Although
systematic imbalances in the flow of funds led city banks to borrow from regional banks
at market determined rates, the city banks - which were particularly short of funds in the
earlier post-war years - borrowed even more heavily from the Bank of Japan through
the comparatively cheap discount window, and this supported their margins.9
In this environment, banks shared an interest with £inns in the establishment of
close and stable relations. First, and as previously noted, banks were anxious to

minimise the transactions costs that are associated with asymmetric infonnation in
financial intermediation. They could reduce the very substantial default risks that they
were facing by acquiring infonnation about borrowers through repeated transactions.
Monitoring by the banks is an important aspect of this process, and so close monitor
relations evolved naturally in the post-war and high growth periods.

8The role of banks as a vehicle for bridging informational asymmetries is dealt with at much greater
length in the nex t chapter.
9The dependence of the city banks on the Bank of Japan 's discount window is widely referred to as the
overloan phenomenon. Ito's (1992, pp.115-117) data suggest that, during the 1950s and 1960s, this
form of borrowing exceeded city bank borrowing through the call market
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Hoshi (1992b) makes the intriguing point that the antecedents of main banking
also lay in the means by which the financial distress of many war-damaged £inns was
resolved. Among the earliest post-war reconstruction initiatives of the state and the
Allied Forces was the resolution of the banking sector's problems; the theory being that
comprehensive reconstruction would be impossible if the banking system were unable to
channel capital efficiently. Hoshi notes that the revitalisation of the financial sector was
accomplished fairly quickly, and the attention of policy makers soon moved to the nonfinancial sector. As part of the reconstruction effort, designated financially distressed
£inns were compelled to negotiate business plans with external managers. Creditors,

such as banks, commonly accepted these management consulting roles. Consequently,
those banks began close monitoring involvement with their borrowing clients, and it is
from these close associations that modem main bank monitoring capacities are thought
to have developed.
More generally, Teranishi (1994) notes that refonns to the Japanese financial
system since the late 1920s had long been such as to dilute the concentration of equity
ownership. This tendency was sharply accentuated in the immediate post-war period by
the dissolution of the zaibatsu. The absence of concentrated stockholding created an
incipient vacuum in corporate monitoring. It therefore seemed natural that creditors
such as banks should take a high profile as corporate monitors. IO
Finally, the main bank system was facilitated in the early post-war years by the
rationalisation of the banking sector. Many conceptions of the main bank system assert
that it is only viable when syndication in the lending process is also feasible. This, in
turn, requires that banks be healthy, well concentrated, and willing to trust one another.

Rationalisation of the banking industry in Japan was aimed at encouraging these
features of the banking industry, and it had been proceeding at a fair clip since 1928.
The Ministry of Finance actively promoted banking mergers from the late 1920s, and
war-time conditions encouraged banks to band together as a means of diversifying their
risk (feranishi, 1994). The tendency of the banks to co-operate with one another in
syndicated lending would have been intensified still further by the prohibition of
universal banking under the Securities and Exchange Law (1948) and the emergence of
a fairly segmented capital market.
As successful as this system seems to have been with hindsight, the cumulative
effect of ongoing change to the broader domestic and international economy was to
undermine its foundations. By the mid 1980s, the monetary authorities therefore faced
10A fonnal

theory to link debt finance with bank monitoring is provided in Chapter 4.
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considerable pressure to dismantle much of the regulatory framework. The discussion
now turns to the form that those changes took, and their effects on the banking system.

THE TRANSFORMATION OF THE CAPITAL MARKET
Although pressure for financial reform had been building through the late 1970s, major
changes to corporate finance only began to occur during the mid-1980s and early 1990s.
Institutional reform over this period reconfigured the capital market in general, and
corporate financial practice in particular. In this section, I describe some of the dominant
processes in a way that clarifies their effects on the capital structure of major firms. I I
The main point of this inquiry is to demonstrate that the deregulation of the
Japanese bond and equity markets induced dramatic shifts in the fund procurement
policies of large corporate borrowers. Given a new menu of choices as to how
operations might be funded, these borrowers often rejected conventional forms of
finance in favour of new zaiteku (high-tech) forms of finance, such as direct debt and
equity issuance.
From the banks' perspective, the changes were no less dramatic. The
liberalisation of markets in corporate debt meant that they were faced with competitive
pressures from new sources of funding. Consequently, they were forced to reduce the
cost of debt (relative to their own funding costs) to traditional segments of their
markets, and they were compelled to seek out new, and often more risky, lending
opportunities. Moreover, at the same time as their margins were being pressured by
these developments in their lending markets, the banks were also confronted with costbased pressures, which emanated from the deregulation of deposit markets. The
confluence of these pressures forced a decline in the overall profitability of commercial
banking, and it encouraged the banks to bear greater risk.

11 Much

excellent research has already been undertaken into the liberalisation of Japan ' s financial
markets. Given the purpose of this chapter, I could not hope to replicate, or even add to, that literature.
For further reading, the interested reader should consult Frankel (1991 ) and Takeda and Turner (1992).
McKenzie (1985) also provides a good discussion of the liberalisation process at an earlier phase.
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Liberalisation of the Corporate Bond and Equity Markets

Some of the most important structural adjustments to corporate finance in the 1980s
were the measures that improved the access of corporations to markets in corporate
bonds and equity. As Table 2.1 and Graph 2.1 show, corporate bonds became
particularly important sources of finance for large corporations after the middle of the
decade. Correspondingly, as Table 2.1 also shows, there was a decline in the importance
of long-tenn debt.
Table 2.1

The Funding Structure of First and Second Section Corporations

1980

1984

1989

Long-tenn debt

16.2

14.0

10.1

Corporate bonds

6.5

7.5

12.8

Stocks

18.6

22.3

27.3

Sub-total: long-tenn

41.4

43.9

50.2

Short-tenn debt

12.5

13.6

11.5

En terprise Credits

46.1

42.5

38.3

Sub-total: short-tenn

58.6

56.1

49.8

100

100

100

funds

funds
TOTAL

Notes: Figures show the share of the variable in total sources of finance as a percentage.
Source: Bank of Japan (1992b)

There are undoubtedly many reasons for which a corporate bond market
eventually became viable in Japan. Perhaps one of the most compelling is that suggested
by Horiuchi and Hamada (1987). Applying in reverse their logic - that bond markets
were not feasible in the earlier post-war period because inflation was high and
individuals had very little wealth - it seems natural that several decades of spectacular
economic growth and the expansion of household balance sheets, should have raised the
feasibility of bond finance.
But whatever the fundamental reasons for the emergence of a bond market, it
was ultimately official action that endorsed the emergence of new types of corporate
finance. For domestic bond issuance, the most important of the reforms was the gradual
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removal of eligibility criteria for the issuance of bonds after early 1985. 12 In 1979, only
two firms (Matsushita Electric and Toyota Motors) satisfied the Bond Issue Criteria for
unsecured domestically issued straight and convertible bonds. By 1989, regulations had
been relaxed to the extent that 300 companies were eligible to issue unsecured straight
bonds, and 500 companies were eligible to issue unsecured convertible bonds.
Industrial and Convertible Bonds Outstanding 1979 to 1993

Graph 2.1
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Foreign markets came to be increasingly important to bond issuing finns during
the 1980s. In fact, between 1980 and 1985, the proportion of corporate funds acquired
offshore doubled, from 8.1 per cent to 17.5 per cent (Tatewaki, 1991, p.26). Indeed, so
strong was the demand for foreign debt in the earlier 1980s, that it is thought to have
forced the government into expediting deregulation of the domestic bond markets
(Horiuchi and Hamada, 1987, p.250).
Key steps to facilitate increased issuance of debt in offshore markets included
major reform of the Foreign Exchange Law (1980), the removal of the ban on Japanese

12The Bond Issue Committee had relaxed restrictions on the interest rates on corporate bonds from the
late 1970s.
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residents' issuance of yen-denominated bonds in offshore markets (1984), and the
progressive relaxation of eligibility criteria for bond issuance. Issuance in foreign
markets was particularly attractive for many corporations because commission fees
charged by Japanese banks in those markets were lower than in domestic markets, and
because reporting requirements on the issuance of foreign bonds are less onerous
(Takeda and Turner, 1992).
Graph 2.2

Japanese Corporations' Foreign Bonds 1979 to 1991
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When bond finance is available, there are several reasons for which managers
might prefer it to bank-intermediated debt. The reasons for which this is so will become
clearer in the next chapter. Nevertheless, it is worth stating a few of them here. First,
high net worth borrowers may find that they can trade on their reputation in corporate
bond markets. That is to say, suitably creditworthy borrowers can raise debt in the open
capital market at prices that are below the costs of bank debt, because the latter form of
borrowing often includes a monitoring premium. 13 As Diamond (1991) shows, the
attractiveness of bond finance increases when interest rates are generally low, because
managerial reputations then become more valuable, and the managers of borrowing
firms can therefore be trusted by potential lenders not to misuse borrowed funds. The

13That bank debt is contracted at a different price to direct debt because of the monitoring premium
inherent in the former is demonstrated in Fama (1985).
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fact that the surge in bond finance in Japan in the latter 1980s coincided with a period of
relative monetary ease seems to make this reasoning applicable.
Against this view, some scholars would argue that managers can successfully
fund perquisite consumption in the bond markets. In this conception of the world, the
weak infonnation generating capacities of bond markets mean that corporate managers
can approach them in order to secure greater control over the assets of the firms that
they run. A model to explain this idea is provided by Hoshi et al. (1993) , and the
underlying mechanism is broadly endorsed in Bank of Japan (1993b).
Horiuchi's (1993) exposition of this idea is particularly interesting, in that it links
private managerial incentives to a third cause of the surge in bond fmance, which is that
it became increasingly easy for firms to issue equity-related bonds. 14 Horiuchi argues
that managers will be able to generate free cash flow with equity-related debt, if the
price of the firm's stock is sufficiently high. This condition was obviously well satisfied
for many Japanese firms during the latter 1980s. By 1989, the inflation of stock prices
and the expectation of their further appreciation had raised the value of equity to the
point where equity-related fmance accounted for up to 90 per cent of the total funds
raised in the open capital market (Bank of Japan, 1993b; Graph 2.3). Indeed, so strong
was the appetite for equity-linked debt, that some firms were able to issue the debt
component at an effective yen interest rate close to zero (Campbell and Hamao, 1994).
Graph 2.3

The Composition of New Issues of Corporate Bonds 1980 to 1992
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Source: Bond Underwriters A ociation of Japan , Monthly B ond R eview, various issues

14Warrant were legali ed in 1981 , and in 1986, perm issio n was gran ted for detached warrant
component to be repatriated and traded in Japan.
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Finns' increasing issuance of equity and direct debt were not matched by banks'
increasing purchases of these instruments. As Table 2.2 shows, the banks maintained a
reasonably steady ratio of loans and discounts to total assets, and they have actually held
a declining proportion of total corporate bonds outstanding (Graph 2.4). The principal
implication of this is that the banks increased their lending to small-scale borrowers,
whose lack of reputation prevents them from accessing the corporate bond market.
Graph 2.5 provides confirmation of the shift

Loans and Corporate Bonds as a Percentage of Total Assets 1980 to

Table 2.2

1993

1980

1985

1990

1993

14
58

18

14

64
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14
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Corporate bonds

4

4

Loans & Discounts
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3
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4
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Source: Bank of Japan, Economic Statistics Monthly, various issues; Nikkei Telecom

Graph 2.4
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Graph 2.5

Outstanding Loans and Discounts of All Banks to Large and Small
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The Growth in Internally Generated Earnings
Another reason for the dwindling of corporations' dependence on bank-intennediated
debt throughout the 1980s was the rising importance of internally generated earnings
(Table 2.3). Corporations generated considerably greater fmance through their internal
operations, both as a result of their natural maturation and through aggressive
accumulation of financial assets. Since retained earnings are often cheaper than finance
which can be raised externally,15 firms readily increased their dependence on internally
generated funds whenever that was possible. As a result, in 1989, about 70 per cent of
real inve tment and about 90 per cent of the fixed investments of the entire corporate
ector were fmanced through internal funds (Bank of Japan, 1991c).16 As Table 2.3
15Myer and Majluf (1984) provide a widely accepted theory to explain this phenomenon, based upon
the private information of corporate borrowers.
16Corbett and Jenkin on (1994, pp.22-3) make the intere ting point that the dependence of Japanese
firm on internal finance in net flow terms is actually quite low by international standards. Nevertheless,
their analy i doe confirm a marked decline in net dependence on bank finance over the course of the
mid-1980 . Moreover, it shows that even by the end of the decade, Japanese flfffiS were not as dependent
on bank debt as they had been in the 1970s.
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shows, this is reflected in a remarkable weakening of the non-financial corporate sector's
traditional dependence on indirect debt finance.

Table 2.3
Year

Funding of the Japanese Non-financial Corporate Sector
Funds from

Outside capital

operations

Loans

Securities

Residual

1962-64

39.4

46.6

11.0

3

1965-69

50.1

43.2

5.6

1.1

1970-74

41.6

50.0

5.7

2.7

1975-79

50.6

41.5

7.5

0.4

1980-84

59.0

35.0

6.2

-0.2

1985-89

52.3

32.1

11.0

4.2

Source: Economic Planning Agency Economic Survey of Japan 1991-92 (1992)

The waning significance of bank debt, relative to internally generated funds, was
also reflected in the accumulation of financial assets by the corporate sector. Takeda and
Turner (1992) calculate that the net reliance of the corporate sector on bank debt
actually turned negative between 1986 and 1989, as corporations undertook net
repayment of debt, and accumulated substantial deposits. This same development is also
reflected in the corporate sector's ratio of financial assets to liabilities. According to the
Bank of Japan (1991c), for principal enterprises, this ratio climbed from around 51 per
cent in 1972 to about 80 per cent in 1989. 17

Interest Rate Deregulation
The deregulation of the corporate bond and equity markets was only one example (albeit
an important one) of a broad trend toward the liberalisation of a wide range of Japanese
markets. Suzuki (1987 , p.5) observes that, by the early 1980s, private sector surpluses

17Por further confmnation of this trend, see Campbell and Hamao (1994, p.23)
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had expanded considerably and, partly in consequence, the corporate sector was dealing
to an increasing extent in offshore markets. The shift in orientation not only stimulated
corporate demand for access to international financial markets, it also generated
fundamental changes in the domestic flow of funds. Since these new flows were often
inconsistent with a highly regulated system of credit price determination, by the middle
of the 1980s, the deregulation of Japanese interest rates had begun in earnest.
The deregulation of deposit costs was a major dimension of this process, and
was completed in 1994. Nominally, it began in 1979, when the first certificate of deposit
was issued. However, as Nakao and Horii (1991) observe, the process of deregulation
only picked up significant momentum after October 1985, when ceilings on the interest
rates associated with large time deposits were first removed. The deregulation of time
deposit rates continued until June 1993, when the last of them, designated maturity
deposits, were decoupled from the official discount rate and the floor rule on super
money market certificates was removed. Besides time deposits, interest rates on other
important financial instruments have also been liberalised. Most notably, these include
ordinary liquid deposits, rates on which were liberalised in October 1994.
The funding costs of the major banks were greatly affected by such changes. Of
particular significance was the fact that the newly deregulated accounts attracted higher
rates of interest than did the extant regulated accounts. Evidence on this point is
compelling. The Bank of Japan (1991, p.31, Chart 2.2) shows that the spread between
city banks' average cost of funds and the (then) regulated three month time deposit rate
rose from about 0.1 per cent in 1985 to 1.75 per cent in 1991.
Not surprisingly, the proportion of funds attracting deregulated interest rates
escalated, as depositors rebalanced their portfolios in a bid to capture the higher returns
that had become available. For example, the Ministry of Finance (1993) records that the
proportion of time deposits which attracted unregulated rates of interest rose from 7.5
per cent in 1984, when rates were regulated, to 53 per cent in 1989. Graph 2.6 shows a
similar result for a slightly wider range of funding sources.
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Graph 2.6

Percentage of Banks' Funds Raised at Market Rates of Interest
1976 to 1992
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borrowing (net of Bank of Japan funds).
Source: Bank of Japan, Economic Statistics Annual, various issues

Interestingly, much of the increase in average funding costs does not appear in
the form of a higher general level of notional lending rates of interest. In part, this may
have been due to the accommodating monetary policy that was pursued by the Bank of
Japan from the mid-1980s. In other words, although average funding costs may have
been rising relative to the cost of regulated deposit accounts, the overall level of those
costs was kept low by the conduct of monetary policy, and so notional lending rates did
not rise noticeably.
Even so, the failure of rising funding costs to drive the cost of bank debt higher
was also due to the increased competition that banks faced from alternative sources of
funding. On this point, the Economic Planning Agency (1993) observes that:
... the reason why the loan interests have declined at a steeper rate than in past
monetary relaxation period (sic), was because as monetary deregulation
progressed, there was a rise in the funding ratio of deregulated interest for
financial institutions raising funds. And these in turn strengthened the interlocking
relationship between the funding costs for financial institutions and market
interests (EPA, 1993, p.55).
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The fall in lending rates of interest relative to funding costs becomes even more
pronounced when we consider the effective rather than the face, or notional, rate.
Effective lending rates of interest are differentiated from face rates by the effect of
compensating balances (that is, a proportion of the loan which a borrower holds with the
lending bank: at an 'artificially' low rate of return). 18 As Graphs 2.7 and 2.8 show, the
long-term decline in these balances continued on a trend basis throughout the 1980s.

Graph 2.7 Ministry of Finance Estimates of Compensating Balances as a

Proportion of Total Loans: May 1973 to May 1988
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18The practice of compensating balances is not a peculiarly Japanese phenomenon, but it has
traditionally been an important source of bank revenue in Japan. The balances are important to the bank
partly because they facilitate credit creation and partly because they serve as collateral.
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Graph 2.8 Fair Trade Commission Estimates of Compensating Balances
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The Behaviour of Bank Profit
Under pressure from competitively determined deposit costs and the emergence of new
funding sources for final borrowers, bank margins contracted on a trend basis. This is
starkly evident in Bank of Japan (1991, chart 7; p.36). According to the Bank, margins
on commercial loans fell from a within-sample peak of about 5.8 per cent in 1974 to a
low point of about 1 per cent in 1988. Evidence on trends after this point has been
slightly more ambiguous. Suggesting a continuation of the low margins, the Nikko
Research Centre claims that margins on bank loans fell to a post-war low after the 75
basis point cutin the official discount rate on September 21, 1993. 19 In contrast, Okina
and Sakuraba (1994) and Bank of Japan (1991) suggest that lending margins rose
substantially after hitting their nadir toward the end of 1989. Significantly, Okina and
Sakuraba do not attribute the more recent recovery of margins to any slackening of
competition in banking; rather they suggest that the upturn in margins is linked to
attempts by banks to deal with their non-perfonning loans problems.

19Reported in Inose (1994).
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Irrespective of the degree to which the decline in lending margins has or has not
reversed itself, the profitability of the banks fell and remained fairly low in the early to
mid-1990s. In comparative international terms, the precarious profit situation of
Japanese banks is well highlighted in Moody's Investor Services (1994, p.13). Moody's
found that, among the major banks of 16 industrial countries, Japanese banks had the
lowest rate of return on assets in 1992.
Evidence that the lower rates of return fed through into bank profitability is also
provided in Bank of Japan (1993). The Bank estimated that bank rates of return on
equity (ROE) fell from a peak of around 16 per cent in 1969 to a trough of 3 per cent in
1992.20 The decline was particularly steep at the close of the 1980s; the ROE fell by
about 8 per centage points, from its local maximum of about 11 per cent in 1987.
Similar findings were recorded for rates of return on assets, which fell from 0.52 per
cent in 1970 to about 0.1 per cent in 1992. Again, the downward trend was quite
noticeable after 1987. Even Japan's city banks, which are sometimes thought to lie at
the centre of Japan's main bank system, continued to experience falling profitability right
through into the mid-1990s. The most recent available data suggests that their combined
profits fell by 13.6 per cent in fiscal 1994 (Saeki 1995).
Having noted that bank margins were on a trend decline for some years, it must
be conceded that a short-lived increase in bank profitability definitely took place in the

mid to late 1980s. Horiuchi (1994, table 1) and Bank of Japan (1993, chart 1), among
others, note that the profitability of Japanese banks actually rose significantly during the
latter 1980s. 21 At a first glance, this is somewhat at odds with the proposition that bank
margins were squeezed in the course of financial deregulation. However, this is not the
paradox that it appears to be. Horiuchi (1994) attributes the brief upward turn of bank
profit in the late 1980s to banks' relaxation of their monitoring and lending standards.
He supports the view that the banks were under pressure from other sectors of the
financial market, and he contends that banks raised their profits by shifting their business
to higher risk sectors and relaxing their monitoring standards. The discussion now turns
to this hypothesis in more detail.

20yhe rate on equity is calculated as the ratio of net income after tax to end-period capital. The rate on
assets is calculated as the rate of net income to total end-period assets. The banks included in the
calculations are those which belong to the Federation of Bankers ' Associations of Japan, except the
Second Association of Regional Banks.
21The Bank of Japan analysis shows that this ' blip ' in banks' profitability had vanished decisively, well
before the collapse in asset prices in 1990.
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BANK RISK PROFILES AND CORPORATE MONITORING
According to a number of banking analysts, the threat of falling bank profitability leads
to a reduced provision of corporate monitoring by the banks. Authors such as Veda
(1994) and Nakajima and Taguchi (1993) note that reduced profitability for the banks

causes a reduction in the franchise value of banking. Lower franchise values encourage
banks to maintain their profitability by increasing their turnover and reducing their
commitment to risk management; that is, their monitoring of new and outstanding loans.
In more detail, the argument is that the returns to financial intermediation are

partly a return for the financial intermediary's dissolution of asymmetric information
between oorrowers (firms) and lenders (depositors). That is to say, the bank internalises
the localised public good properties of monitoring a final borrower and correcting its
behaviour, by taking the responsibility for lending on behalf of all depositors.22 In
exchange for this service, the bank receives the difference between deposit and effective
lending rates of interest. When the difference between these rates falls, the bank's reward
for managing oorrower risk effectively depreciates. Hence, its incentives to seek out and
monitor low risk oorrowers will also weaken. 23
Opinion to the effect that this mechanism describes the behaviour of Japanese
commercial banks in the wake of financial deregulation is common, even in official
discourse. A particularly prevalent theme is that the banks deliberately raised their risk
profile by seeking out high risk, high return lending opportunities. The following view
expresses this sentiment quite well:
Financial deregulation and globalization have enlarged business opportunities for
fmancial institutions and have contributed to the efficiency of the financial system
by promoting competition between these institutions. At the same time, such trends
have brought about potential risks for those financial institutions which have
entered into high risk, high return business in response to the narrowing of interest
margins caused by higher funding costs (Bank of Japan, 1991b, p.l).

According to the Bank of Japan, another means by which commercial banks
raised their exposure to risk was through the slackening of their monitoring standards.
The Bank directly attributes this phenomenon to the reduced returns to banking and the
22 As a matter of practice, it also takes from the depositor some of the residual risk of borrower default
that exists even after screening and monitoring have taken place. The theoretical role of the bank as a
monitor is reviewed in much more detail in the course of the next two chapters.
23This assumes, of course, that the returns to banking are competitively determined. If they are not, then
the reduction of bank returns may not automatically reduce the supply of monitoring; it may just reduce
the economic profit of the bank. This issue is investigated in greater depth in the next chapter.
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erosion of close financial relationships between borrowers and lenders that took place
during and after fmancial deregulation. In Bank of Japan (1993b), it states:
It is certainly true that when indirect financing was dominant, corporations judged
the rate of return on investment based on lending and interest rates, and banks
more closely monitored corporations since they were their principal creditors. As
direct fmancing became more common, particularly in the second half of the
1980s, however, banks' lending standards becoming (sic) less strict and
corporations gained more flexibility in tenns of their activities (Bank of Japan,
1993b, p.3).

Banks' increasing exposure to risk assumed a variety of forms. One
manifestation is the increasing emphasis on lending to higher risk, smaller borrowers.
Both Horiuchi (1994) and the Bank of Japan (1991b, 1993) associate lending to smaller
finns with greater risk-taking by the banks. Larger finns commonly have sophisticated
internal systems of corporate control and decision-making, and so they present a lesser
credit risk than do smaller finns. But, as previously argued, for this very reason larger
and more creditworthy borrowers acquired incentives to reject bank borrowing in favour
of the open capital market. Thus, banks were forced to lend to the higher risk, small firm
sector. Takeda and Turner (1992, p.56) contend that banks may have been able to reap
a higher rate of return on this lending. However, they also suggest that this premium
was insufficient to cover the higher monitoring costs associated with lending in this
sector. 24
A now infamous symptom of the increased lending to high risk, small borrowers
was a sharp increase in lending to the real estate sector. Bank lending to real estatebased enterprises increased from 17.8 per cent of lending in fiscal 1984 to 28.8 per cent
of loans at the end of fiscal 1989. From 1986, the Ministry of Finance attempted to
arrest the trend, eventually implementing regulations to ensure that the growth in banks'
real estate lending did not exceed the rate of growth in their total lending. The attempt
proved unsuccessful. As the Economic Planning Agency (1993) and the Bank of Japan
(1991) note, the banks circumvented the guidelines by lending to small, so-called nonbanks, which then on-lent the funds to real estate-based activity. Further, more forceful,
attempts by the Ministry to stem the growth in real estate lending in 1990 and 1992
seem, with hindsigh4 to have been both inadequate and overdue.
A further point of interest concerning real estate lending is that it highlights the
propensity of banks to increase the duration of their loans. Lending to long-term
24Toshihiro Horiuchi (1994, pA) also suggests that small fmns are generally risky lending targets for
major banks.
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ventures, such as for real estate investmen4 often attracts a higher nominal return, but is
less liquid and therefore more risky, than lending short-term. Since the proportion of
banks' long-term loans to total loans increased from 39.9 per cent at the end of fiscal
1984 to 52.7 per cent at the end of fiscal 1989 (Ministry of Finance, 1993), it is
reasonable to accept that the banks increased their exposure to risk by adjusting the
maturi ty structure of their loans. 25

An interesting aspect of the real estate related lending is that it is closely tied to
weaker bank monitoring. The inflated price of real estate gave that asset the appearance
of being a valuable security against borrower default. Given what they supposed to be
reasonable collateral, banks became complacent about their monitoring of borrowers. As
the Ministry of Finance (1993) notes:
Individuals were, in effect allowed to establish fixed mortgages on their property
holdings and borrow extensively through overdraft mortgages up to a certain percentage of the appraised value of the mortgage, and without being asked what they
intended to do with the money (Ministry of Finance, 1993, p.13).

Yet another means by which banks weakened their monitoring was by increasing
their overdraft lending. This was most noticeable for city banks, the ratio of whose
overdrafts to total outstanding loans rose from 1.9 per cent at the end of 1980 to 17.6
per cent at the end of 1990. Overdrafts present a number of advantages to borrowers,
and they have undoubtedly facilitated credit expansion. But they present problems from
the point of view of monitoring, because it is quite difficult for a bank to track or
monitor the use to which overdraft funds are put (Bank of Japan, 1991b, p.7).
Another, quite differen4 means by which the major banks slackened their
monitoring perfonnance was through the downgrading of credit assessment and analysis
departments. A common problem, noted by the Bank of Japan (1991b), Horiuchi
(1994), and Nihon Keizai Shimbun (1990) among many others, was that the activity of
these departments was frequently subordinated to the work of loans promotions
sections. The reshuffle of priorities was presumably a reflection of the banks ' conscious
attempt to offset their falling margins with rising turnover. Needless to say, the strategy
was not without costs, as the expansion of loans to unworthy borrowers ultimately
matured as a dramatic increase in bad debts (to be discussed in more detail below).
This problem was exacerbated in some cases by the weakening of banks' internal
monitoring mechanisms. In a thinly veiled public warning to the banks, the Bank of

25S ee

also Bank of Japan (1991, p.51 ) for a duration analysis of bank loans which confinns this trend.
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Japan (1991b) stressed that an essential ingredient in the proper management of risk is
adequate control over branch banking by head office management
The caution followed Sumitomo Bank's widely publicised failure to ensure
adeq uate supervision of Branch staff at its Yokohama office. In October 1990,
Sumitomo's chairman resigned to accept responsibility for a branch official having
illegally directed funds to finance speculative enterprise. The resignation captured the
interest of the banking community, and it ignited a round of sweeping recriminations, in
which industry practitioners alleged that Sumitomo' s internal control systems had
deteriorated under a dangerously aggressive profit orientation. More tellingly for the
banking industry as a whole, it was also widely alleged that Sumitomo' s pursuit of a
high risk/return lending strategy, and its neglect of internal systems of control, had set an
unfortunate but competitive precedent which other major banks had felt compelled to
follow. 26
Such anecdotes throw into question the way in which banks managed their nonfinancial expenses over the course of the 1980s. It is commonly assumed that their
attempts to trim non-financial expenses as a response to declining margins represent
efficiency enhancement (Bank of Japan, 1991). Against this view, the failure of
corporate monitoring and internal control mechanisms within the banks hint at the
possibility that reduced non-financial expenses reflect the shedding of monitoring
capacity. Insofar as this alternative hypothesis is valid, the decline in banks' operating
expenses that took place during the latter 1980s turns out to have been quite insidious.
Another important conjecture on the increased risk-taking by the banks centres
on insurance-based moral hazard. Nakajima and Taguchi (1993) speculate that greater
bank risk-taking might have been stimulated by a perception that government would not

allow banks to fall into bankruptcy.27 According to this reasoning, banks anticipated that
they were protected by an official safety net, or a soft-budgeting constraint. Given this
expectation, they were more willing to bear high risk when an opportunity presented
itself, and particularly at a time when their declining franchise values seemed to increase
the necessity for risk-taking.
Admittedly, this view is contentious. It is by no means certain that the monetary
authorities stimulated, or even willingly tolerated, greater risk-taking by the banks
26See Shida (1990) for further details. Horiuchi (1994) also singles out Surnitomo as having been
particularly aggressive in downgrading the role of credit assessment relative to the role of loan
promotions. The Ministry of Finance (1993, p.40) supports the view that bank internal management
structures were weakened during the period of financial deregulation.
27This seems to have been a reasonable supposition. The monetary authorities have strongly supported
financial intermediaries that have found themselves in difficulties.
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during the period of deregulation. In fact, the banks' willingness to absorb higher risk
may actually have been restrained by the actions of the monetary authorities. In this
respect, Horiuchi (1994) argues that Japan's period of financial deregulation actually
corresponded with a period of tightening prudential regulation. In his view, the Ministry
of Finance was well aware of potential moral hazards which financial deregulation
raised. Accordingly, it maintained, if not intensified, its vigilance in bank supervision.
Examples of the monetary authorities' initiatives to uphold the banks' lending
and monitoring standards are numerous and conspicuous. Most notable among them
was the introduction of the Bank for International Settlements' capital adequacy
requirements. These were designed to restrain lending growth, and to ensure the quality
of the loans of some 90 major banks. 28 Another example of more pro-active prudential
supervision was the attempt by the Ministry to curtail bank lending to real estate. As
mentioned earlier, on at least three distinct occasions, the Ministry took decisive steps to
curb lending to this sector.
Nevertheless, it is by now a matter of history that these and any other prudential
measures were too weak and too late to stave off the bad loans that followed intensified
bank risk taking over a number of years. Graph 2.9 and Table 2.4 provide some rough
indication of the extent of the bad loan problem for the banks.
Graph 2.9

Liabilities Generated by Business Failures: ¥100 million
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Source: Tokyo Shookoo Research Ltd. Bankruptcies Monthly, various issues; Nikkei Telecom

28Chapter 4 includes some theoretical argument as to how the requirements might have this effect in the
context of main bank relationships.
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Table 2.4

City Banks' Reserves Against Possible Loan Losses 1987 to 1994

Year

¥million

1987

1 331 364

1988

1 451 427

9.02

1989

1 635029

12.65

1990

1 733 845

6.04

1991

1 879351

8.39

1992

2 138654

13.80

1993

2828766

32.27

1994

3 235 176

14.37

Change on :Qrevious :Qeriod (%)

Source: Nikkei Telecom, Annual Reports

It is important to stress that the data in Graph 2.9 and Table 2.4 almost certainly
understate the 'true' levels of bad loans, since Japanese banks prevaricate in reporting
this variable. There are several plausible reasons for such a practice. For one, the
taxation consequences of bad loans in Japan are thought to discourage banks from
aqrnitting to the non-performance of their loans. Japanese banks secure only minimal
relief for bad debts compared with their international counterparts. Moreover, they are
entitled to claim as income interest that has not been paid for up to a year.
Taxation and accounting systems which discourage the disclosure of nonperforming loans hint that the monetary authorities themselves may share the banks'
interest in overstating the quality of loans. This is not an unreasonable hypothesis. After
all, fears about the stability of the banking system may be sorely exacerbated if the true

extent of the banks' non-performing loans problems were known. Since financial
instability based upon these fears is not in the interests of the monetary authorities
themselves, it is fair to assume that they share the banks' incentives to conceal the true
extent of the non-performing loans problem.
Another reason that banks might be willing to understate their non-performing
loans concerns capital adequacy requirements. Bad loans deplete loan loss reserves,
damage the capital adequacy of the major banks, and prevent them from expanding
credit. Banks might therefore be anxious to conceal the extent of their bad loans in order
to sustain their capital adequacy.
Interestingly, the main bank system itself is sometimes considered to be another
reason for which banks under-report non-performing loans. The argument, advanced by
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The Economist (May 2, 1992, p.36), is that mam banks are expected to restore
financially distressed firms to a position of financial health. That is to say, the banks have
incentives not to abandon financially distressed borrowers to a judicially determined fate;
rather they tend to resolve their clients' difficulties privately.29 Such a strategy usually
involves major restructuring of the debts of the finn in question and a denial from the
bank that those debts are irrecoverable. Anecdotal evidence of this practice has long
been abundant 30 Only recently have official and aggregated data which confmn the
practice been available. These take the form of interest rate loan volumes that are
decomposed according to interest rate. The Bank of Japan has disclosed that, at the end
of the third quarter of 1994, some ¥7614 billion in loans and discounts outstanding
earned an interest rate less than the official discount rate of 1.75 percent (Bank of Japan,

Economic Statistics Monthly, January, 1995). Effectively these loans (and, very likely,
others as well) must have been making losses for the banks, and they can probably be
interpreted as a rough barometer of the extent to which banks are using low cost loans
as a means of resuscitating financially distressed clients.
Whatever the main reasons for banks' reticence to disclose fully their nonperforming loans, the fact remains that it is difficult to quantify the problems that they
experienced as a result of their len,ding policies in the latter 1980s. In June 1995, the
Ministry of Finance announced that bad loans by all Japanese banks totalled ¥40 trillion
or 8.8 per cent of total outstanding bank loans. 31 Private assessments often relate that
official sources take a conservative view of the problem, and that the true amount of
non-performing loans is much higher. At the time of writing, some sources put the total
above ¥70 trillion. 32

STRUCTURAL CHANGE AND THE MAIN BANK SYSTEM
To this point, I have developed a simple argument that will be familiar to students of
Japan's financial system: the deregulation of Japan's capital markets during the 1980s
increased competition in the market in financial intermediation, with the result that bank
profitability fell, and monitoring and lending standards deteriorated.
29More formal arguments to establish the reasons for which main banks do not abandon financially
distressed clients are offered in the next chapter.
30See, for instance, Sheard (1985).
31The figures include loans to bankrupt borrowers and loans on which interest has not been paid for
more than six months.
32Ishibashi (1995) and Hartcher (1995).
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There is abundant evidence to link: the deterioration of monitoring standards to
lending that funded speculative activity. Less clear is whether or not intensified
competitiveness in financial markets has mattered in the specific context of main bank
relationships. These relationships are often thought to form a special subset of the ties
that join firms and banks in Japan. As I explained in Chapter 1, they are typically
characterised by a high degree of intimacy between borrowers and lenders, in which the
borrower depends on the bank for much of its finance, and the bank reciprocates by
providing highly integrated monitoring services.
It is possible, if not likely, that even these apparently special relationships might
have been disturbed by the transformation of Japanese capital markets during the 1980s.
Many borrowers may have found the prospect of financing their operations through the
newly emerging sectors of the capital market attractive, and they may have decided to
wean themselves from main bank intermediated finance. At the very least, they may have
been able to threaten such action, and so compel their main banks to price finance more
competitively. If this has indeed been the case, then it is possible that the profitability of
main bank financial intermediation has declined, in which case, the incentives of main

banks to monitor their clients could have diminished.
This broad and simple hypothesis has recently won considerable support. For
example, Kester (1992) notes:
In the case of a number of Japanese corporations, for example, dominance in many
product markets around the world, the retention of much of their cash flow, and
fewer good investment opportunities in core businesses have resulted in
considerable financial slack building up on their balance sheets. In conjunction
with freer access to global capital markets, this has led to a recent distancing of
some Japanese industrial companies from their owner-lender main banks ...

Yet despite the plausibility of this hypothesis, there are considerable difficulties
involved in testing it with casual empirical methods. For one, it is hard to quantify the
returns to main banking. The relationships between a firm and its main bank are quite
complex, and many of the transactions between firms and their main banks are not
visible in data such as reported interest payments. Thus, there is no ready or reliable
formula for determining the main bank's valuation of its ties to its clients, and it is
difficult to quantify the returns to main banking.

Main bank relationships are not only opaque in tenns of the returns that they
generate for the bank; they are also quite difficult to assess in terms of monitoring.
Consider the role of the main bank as an ex-post monitor, by way of example. As noted

in the previous section, the quality of Japanese banks' assets is hard to evaluate at the
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best of times, but it is never more so than when there is a main bank relationship
involved Banks do not generally behave opportunistically toward financially distressed
borrowers for whom they are main. They may be heavily involved in managing the
affairs of a financially distressed client, without publicly conceding that the client is a
source of non-performing loans. Hence, without resorting to case study evidence, it is
difficult to pinpoint cases where main bank ex-ante and interim monitoring has failed,
and corrective main bank action is taking place as a result.
And yet, if it is difficult to assess main bank monitoring relationships when
borrowing firms are in trouble, it is even more difficult to assess them when they are in
normal states. Corporate monitoring in the ex-ante and interim phases is, by its very
nature, hard to observe. 33 As I mentioned in Chapter 1, one of its main purposes is to
ensure that firms behave efficiently. The main bank's failure to conduct ex-ante and
interim monitoring of its borrowers may therefore be evident in the failure of those
borrowers to perform efficiently. Financial distress is often the benchmark by which we
judge these departures from efficiency: a main bank is suspected of not having
monitored properly when its client is unable to perform its contractual obligations. In
reality, though, financial distress is only one of the more extreme manifestations of
inadequate monitoring. The partial or complete withdrawal of main bank monitoring
could produce far more moderate results, in which the borrower remains solvent, but
fails to live up to its potential. These outcomes will not necessarily be visible to the
naked eye. Consequently, it is quite difficult to tell whether a main bank is carrying out
socially efficient ex-ante and interim monitoring of its clients, simply by considering
whether those clients are solvent or not.
Thus, there are substantial difficulties involved in using direct, casual empirical
methods to assess whether the returns to main banks have fallen, and whether the quality
of main bank monitoring has deteriorated. That being so, a number of indirect studies of
the corporate governance role of the main bank have begun to emerge. Typically, these
studies draw inferences on the role of the main bank in a firm's corporate governance by
examining the more prominent aspects of the firm's capital structure. To the extent that
a bank fails to suppress certain types of financial behaviour in those finns for which it is
main, it is judged to be lacking influence as a monitor.
One such study was conducted by the EPA (1992). In reviewing a number of
previous studies which have been conducted on the tendency of firms to maintain stable

33Sheard (1 994b) explains formally why this is the case. Theories of the opacity of ex-ante and interim
monitoring are reviewed in more detail in the next chapter.
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main bank connections, The Agency observed that the number of switches of main bank

by firms increased markedly during the late 1980s. As Horiuchi et al. (1988) suggest,
the inability of main banks to retain their clients for any length of time discourages the
long-term planning horizons that are nonnally required for the proper functioning of the
main bank system. Therefore, the increasing mobility of firms can be read as evidence

that main banks are less relevant to the way in which client firms are governed. That is
to say, they are less powerful as monitors. The Agency goes on to speculate that the
turbulence in the main bank system, which is implied by the increased switching, may be
due to the changing financial behaviour of finns. It conjectures that the adaptation of
corporate behaviour to the new fmancial environment has, in some senses, weakened the
stability of the provision of finance by the main bank, and therefore the return to the
main bank.
Stated differently, the Agency's hypothesis is that finns have been more willing
to seek out cheap finance, and to pressure their main bank into competitive pricing
behaviour. Significantly, competition among the main banks is not the only means by
which this has been occurring: like the general corporate sector, firms with main banks
have been willing to approach corporate bond markets for finance. Table 2.5 and Graph
2.10 confirm this. They are based on the financial behaviour of 146 first and section
firms on the Tokyo Stock Exchange. Firms are deemed to have a main bank if,
according to Keizai Chosa Kyokai's Keiretsu no Kenkyu study, they have had the same
main bank from 1974 to 1991. 34 Table 2.5 shows the proportion of the sampled finns

that issued corporate bonds, while Graph 2.10 shows total issuance of bonds by the
sampled fInns.
Table 2.5

Proportion (%) of Sample Firms Issuing Corporate Bonds
Straight and warrants bonds

Convertible bonds

1983

3.0

3.0

1985

3.0

9.6

1987

13.0

8.2

1989

6.8

8.9

1991

13.7

9.6

Source: Sample data. See appendix for details.
brief discussion of the criteria by which Keizai Coosa Kyokai determines the main bank status of
fmns appears in Chapter 5. I am very grateful to Akiyoshi Horiuchi for having provided me with the
data.
34 A
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Total New Issuance of Corporate Bonds by Firms with Stable

Graph 2.10

Main Bank Connections 1981 to 1991: ¥million
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To appreciate the significance of the scale of issuance by firms in the sample,
consider the importance of their bond issuance relative to that of a similar set of 194
fInns, whose connections to main banks were more tenuous. 35 Table 2.5 compares oond

issuing firms which have main banks, with bond issuing firms which did not have main
banks. It shows the importance of bonds to the issuing firms by taking the ratio of their
bonds issued to their total assets.
Table 2.6

Bonds Issued per Total Asset by Bond Issuing Firms 1987-1991
Main Bank Firms

Independent Firms

Straight and warrant bonds

0.10

0.07

Convertible oonds

0.16

0.16

Source: ibid.

35Firms in this sample are drawn from the same population as the flnns used in Graph 2.10. They are
distinguished by the fact that they have changed their main bank at least once in the period between
1974 and 1991.
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Graph 2.10 and Tables 2.5 and 2.6 highlight the appetite of certain main bank
affiliated £inns for funds acquired through the corporate bond (and equity) markets.
Another way of assessing the extent to which main bank affiliated £inns use corporate
bond markets is to ask whether main bank affiliated £inns are more or less likely to rely
on bond fmance than are other fInns. Both Horiuchi (1993) and Hoshi et al. (1993) have
posed variations on this question. Loosely stated, their common hypothesis is that if
main banks control the activities of corporate managers, and if corporate bonds

represent a way of increasing managerial autonomy, then it is conceivable that close
main bank connections should affect the patterns or extent of corporate debt issues.

Horiuchi emphasised the idea that convertible bonds are the way in which managers
satisfy their private managerial perquisites, whereas Hoshi et al. suggested that any type
of direct debt issuance can be associated with the consumption of managerial
perquisites. 36 Such methodological differences notwithstanding, both studies empirically
rejected the hypothesis that main bank connections affect £inns' access to the bond
markets: Horiuchi found that main banks fail to dampen the issuance of equity-related
debt, while Hoshi et al. found that firms with main banks were no more or less likely to
issue direct debt than were other firms. In other words, firms with stable main bank ties
have had incentives to acquire debt through the corporate bond markets, just as £inns
without those ties have done. 37
Some potent inferences can be drawn from such a result. In particular, if those
finns which retain stable main bank ties have enjoyed improved access to equity finance
and the corporate bond markets, then it is reasonable to suppose that main banks would
have been pressured to reduce the price of bank intermediated finance to those firms in
order to remain competitive. In other words, just as the returns to bank intermediated
debt seem to have fallen across the board as a result of greater competition from
corporate bond markets, there is also good reason to suspect that they might have fallen
in the specific context of main bank relationships.
Evidence that this has indeed been the case is provided by Weinstein and Yafeh
(1995). These authors estimated the cost of main bank debt before and after financial
36To be more precise, the theoretical model of Hoshi et al. is constructed using a straight bond, but, like
Horiuchi's, their estimation embraces equity-related debt issues.
37Campbell and Hamao (1994) provide the dissenting finding that finns with stable main bank
connections have been less aggressive in their pursuit of new financing instruments. This study is very
thorough, and it draws on a much larger sample than those of either Horiuchi or Hoshi et al. However,
by the authors' own admission, its means of determining the main bank status of sample firms discounts
the possibility that unaffiliated firms are simply those which meet bond eligibility criteria Moreover,
their study does not reject outright the notion that frrms with main banks did increase their use of
corporate bond and equity markets as those markets became more accessible.
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liberalisation, and they were able to reject a null hypothesis that the premium paid by
firms on their main bank debt in the period 1977-79 was the same as that in the 1984-86
period. In the latter period, the premium was decidedly lower.
This could well be crucial for the provision of main bank monitoring. As the next
chapter explains, many theories of the main bank system stress that the return on debt is
the chief reason for which main banks monitor their client firms. 38 If these returns have
been declining, as the evidence suggests, then there is reason to investigate whether the
provision of monitoring has also been deteriorating.
Of course, debt contracts are not the only means by which main banks draw a
return from their client firms. Typically, banks are also major shareholders of the firms
for which they are main, and the returns that they draw from shareholding form part of
their incentives to monitor. But in terms of shareholding also, there is reason to believe
that main banks have a smaller financial interest in the affairs of their client finns since
financial deregulation. In 1987, the ceiling on bank holdings of the equity of firms was
reduced from 10 per cent of total equity to 5 per cent. Given that main banks tended to
have shareholdings close to this legal maximum both before and after the regulatory
change, it is difficult to imagine any means by which they could have increased their
shareholding in any given client firm, after 1987.
Of course, evidence on the financial relationships between finns and .their main
banks is not all one-way. In some senses at least, relationships between many finns and
their main banks have actually tightened during, and after, financial deregulation. One
means by which this has occurred is through fee and commission based income for the
main bank. Aoki et ale (1994) point out that main banks frequently take an active role in

the management of the public debt of firms for which they are main, and they earn
commission based income for their seIVices. Aoki et al. found, for instance, that in a
sample of 109 convertible bond issues, the main bank was the number one trustee in 77
per cent of cases, and that it was either number one, two or three in 96 per cent of cases.
The role of the main bank has been even more intense for overseas debt issues, since the
main bank can use its subsidiaries in order to act as a co-manager of the bond issue

(Campbell and Hamao, 1994).39
A much more significant way in which finns have been compensating main banks
for the loss of financial business is by adjusting the sourcing of their bank debt.
38These are reviewed in the next chapter.
39-fhe literature sometimes overstates the importance to the banks of fee income for bond issue related
services. For instance, in the financial year ended March 1994, total fees and commissions were only a
mere 3.5 percent of the ordinary revenue of Japan's 11 city banks (Nikkei Telecom, annual reports).
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Although, as Table 2.1 shows, major finns are now acquiring less bank debt on the
whole, they are acquiring an increasing proportion of it from their main bank. In this
way, they partially cushion their main bank against the loss of business that arises out of
more diversified borrowing patterns. For example, the Bank of Japan (1992b, p.9)
reports that first and section corporations increased the ratio of main bank short-term
debt to total short-term debt from 12.8 per cent in 1980 to 19.9 per cent in 1989. The
story is similar, if less pronounced, for long-term debt; the equivalent ratio rose from 9.9
per cent to 11.4 per cent over the same period. Aoki et al. (1994) provide the
corresponding picture for aggregated long-term and short-term lending. In their sample
of 991 finns, the main bank's loan share rose from 12.5 per cent in 1977 to 15 per cent
in 1991 (after peaking at 16.1 per cent in 1989).
Be that as it may, the fact remains that many major firms have heavily reduced
their overall reliance on bank debt. Moreover, in the course of the late 1980s and early
1990s, they showed a mounting willingness to change their main bank, in order to
secure capital on the most favourable terms possible.
Given this, it is worth investigating the hypothesis that the role of the main bank
has weakened. The spectacular surge in banks' bad debts suggests that, at some point,
banks failed to monitor at least some of their clients properly. The more detailed
evidence from main bank relationships reinforces this perception by showing that, in the
wake of financial deregulation, finns have enjoyed greater independence from their
bankers. For their part, main banks were forced to compete much more fiercely in order
to retain their clients. That they managed to remain competitive with other sources of
finance by reducing their commitment to monitoring is an hypothesis that deserves to be
investigated.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
That the competitive pressures on Japanese banks intensified in the course of the 1980s
is well beyond dispute. The relaxation of entry barriers to the capital markets and the
simultaneous deregulation of capital pricing evidently led to a severe contraction of bank
margins. Equally clear is the fact that the banks responded to these changes by
increasing their willingness to bear risk.
The willingness of banks to bear risk as a means of combating falling margins is
most obvious in the overall strategic changes that they made to their portfolios in the
course of the latter 1980s; the aggressive funding of real estate investment being the
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most conspicuous example. Yet other evidence and commentary suggests that such
lending may be typical of a much more general financial malaise, in which the overall
capacity of the banking system to lend and monitor efficiently weakened, as the returns
to financial intermediation declined. Even regulators such as the Bank of Japan and the
Ministry of Finance have suggested as much (at least implicitly), by observing that
changes to Japan's financial environment in the late 1980s are linked to a considerable
distancing of large firms from the banks which fmance and monitor them.
This may pose some interesting questions for those financial relationships which
go under the rubric of main banking. Like most other corporations, firms with stable
main bank ties have been able to lower their relative dependence on bank intermediated

debt, increase their reliance on equity, and access corporate bond markets. Partly in
consequence of the emergence of these new types of funding, the bank debt which firms
continued to source from their main banks was priced with a lower premium.
Put differently, main banks seem to have been less generously rewarded for their
corporate governance functions than they were when capital markets were more highly
regulated. If this is in fact correct, then the arguments put forward in the third section of
this chapter lead us to wonder whether deregulation of the Japanese capital markets has
exposed main bank monitoring relationships to substantially greater strains.
Among the many sub-questions which this simple conjecture throws forward,
two are particularly worthy of deeper analysis. The first concerns the way in which debt
is priced and the effects of this pricing on main bank monitoring incentives. The
evidence in this chapter suggests that firms with stable main bank ties have continued to
source a high proportion of their debt from their main bank. But the fact remains that
they have reduced their overall dependence on bank intermediated finance, and they
have raised their dependence on direct finance, which main banks either do not, or can
not, hold in large proportions. Moreover, the work of Weinstein and Yafeh (1995)
indicates that these trends have been associated with a fall in the return that main banks
earn on the credit which they continue to extend to client fums. The lesson from more
general trends in Japanese banking is that these developments imply a fall in the
profitability of banking and a reduction in banks' provision of monitoring services.
Whether or not this is as true for main banks as it appears to be for the corporate sector
in general is an issue that remains to be addressed.
The second question is essentially an empirical extension of the first. If it can be
shown, in theoretical terms, that main banks are likely to have monitored their clients
less intensely, then there is clearly a need to investigate the effect of any withdrawal of
monitoring upon final borrowers. In this chapter, I have shown that the natural opacity
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of main bank relationships makes it extremely difficult to form strong prior impressions
of the extent to which main banks have, or have not, monitored their client firms. To
establish that main banks have indeed withdrawn their monitoring of their clients in a
significant way, it would be necessary to consider the behaviour of those firms in fonnal
and systematic terms. This is the subject of Chapter 5.
Before embarking on responses to either question, a specific and rigorous
conception of main bank monitoring is needed. The next chapter therefore takes up in
detail the processes of defining the main bank system, and specifying the theoretical
reasons for which it exists as a means of supplying corporate monitoring.
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Appendix 2
This appendix lists the finns that were used in Tables 2.5 and 2.6 and Graph 2.10.

Part A
Finns with Main Banks
Name

Code

Industry

Listed Market

NITTO FLOUR Mll.LING
TOFUKU FLOUR MILLS
TORIGOE FLOUR MILL.
CHUBU SHIRYO
NISSIN SUGAR MFG.
NAKAMURAYA
YAMAZAKI BAKING
S &BFooDS
YOKOHAMA REITO
ORIENTAL YEAST
ISHllFooD
KAWASHIMA TEXTILE
SAIT AMA SENI KOGYO
SAIBO
TOSCO
KITANIHON SPINNING
AUBEX
WACOAL
TOKUSHU PAPER MFG.
SUPERBAG
TOHCELLO
KATAKURA CHIKKARIN
TEISAN
NIHON KAGAKU SANGYO
SHOWA TANSAN
TITANKOGYO
TAIYO SANSO
HONSHU CHEMICAL IND.
NIPPON PIGMENT
FUDOW
PLAS-TECH
KODAMA CHEMICAL IND.
TOHO CHEMICAL IND.
NIKKEN CHEMICALS
YUKI GOSEI KOGYO
CHUGOKU MARINE PAINT
TOYO INK MFG.
TOKYO PRINTING INK
ORIENTAL PHOTO IND.
SHOW A RUBBER
NITTOKAKO

2003
2006
2009
2053
2116
2204
2212
2805
2874
2891
2894
3009
3011
3123
3304
3409
3"583
3591
3881
3945
3971
4031
4086
4094
4096
4098
4103
4115
4119
4209
4219
4222
4409
4529
4531
4617
4634
4635
4903
5103
5104

FOODS
FOODS
FOODS
FOODS
FOODS
FOODS
FOODS
FOODS
FOODS
FOODS
FOODS
1EXTILES
TEXTILES
1EXTILES
TEXTILES
1EXTILES
1EXTILES
1EXTILES
PULP & PAPER
PULP & PAPER
CHEMICALS
CHEMICALS
CHEMICALS
CHEMICALS
CHEMICALS
CHEMICALS
CHEMICALS
CHEMICALS
CHEMICALS
CHEMICALS
CHEMICALS
CHEMICALS
CHEMICALS
PHARMACEUTICAL
CHEMICALS
CHEMICALS
CHEMICALS
CHEMICALS
CHEMlCALS
RUBBER PRODUcrS
RUBBER PRODUcrS

TO KYO/l
TOKYO/2
TOKYO/2
TOKYO/2
TOKYO/2
TOKYO/1
TOKYO/1
TOKYO/2
TO KYO/l
TO KYO/2
TO KYO/2
TOKYO/1
TO KYO/2
TO KYO/2
TOKYO/2
TO KYO/2
TO KYO/2
TOKYO/1
TOKYO/1
TO KYO/2
TO KYO/2
TO KYO/2
TO KYO/l
TO KYO/2
TOKYO/2
TOKYO/1
TOKYO/1
TO KYO/2
TO KYO/2
TO KYO/2
TO KYO/2
TO KYO/2
TO KYO/2
TOKYO/1
TO KYO/2
TOKYO/1
TOKYO/1
TOKYO/2
TOKYO/2
TO KY 0/2
TOKYO/2
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FUJIKURA RUBBER
OKAMOTO INDUSTRIES
SAKURA RUBBER
SAGAMI RUBBER IND.
ISIllZUKA GLASS
SASAKI GLASS
ASAlll CONCREfE WORKS
NIPPON CRUCIBLE
RIKEN CORUNDUM
T AKASAGO TEKKO
NI I I ETSU S1EEL PIPE
NIPPONCHUW
DAIW A REA VY INDUSTRY
KOKOKU STEEL WIRE
SUZUKI METAL IND.
TOKYOSHERING
SUMITOMO SITIX
TOKYO TUNGSTEN
NIPPON SHINDO
OPTEC DAIIClll DENKO
OKI ELECTRIC CABLE
KYOTO DIE-CASTING
NIHON SEIKAN
SAKURADA
TAKIGAMI S1EEL CONST
JAPAN STEEL TOWER
NASU DENKI-TEKKO
SANWA SHUTfER
NIPPON FILCON
TOYOKNIFE ·
NETUREN
AKASAKA DIESELS
SUMIKURA INDUSTRIAL
SHOUN MAClllNE TOOL
HAMAl
MAKINO MILLINGMACHIN
TOSlllBA TUNGALOY
TOKYO AUTO. MAClllNE
DMW
NIKKISO
SANKO ENGINEERING
MISAWA VAN
UClllDA HYDRAULICS
KATOWORKS
YAMADA
NIPPON TYPEWRITER
TEIKOKU PISTON RING
OKANO VALVE 1v1FG.
ORIGIN ELECTRIC
SANYODENKI
TEC
OSAKI ELECfRIC
KAWASAKI ELECTRIC
NITSUKO

5121
5122
5189
5194

5204
5211
5268
5355
5395
5458
5462

5609
5610
5655
5657
5691
5725
5728
5753
5810
5815
5853
5905
5917
5918
5919
5922
5929
5942
5964
5976
6022
6114
6115
6131
6135
6139
6360
6365
6376
6379
6388
6389
6390
6392
6431
6463
6492
6513
6516
6588
6644
6648
6705

RUBBER PRODUCTS
RUBBER PRODUCTS
RUBBER PRODUCTS
RUBBER PRODUCTS
CLASS & CERAMICS
CLASS & CERAMICS
CLASS & CERAMICS
CLASS & CERAMICS
CLASS & CERAMICS
IRON & S1EEL
IRON &S1EEL
IRON &S1EEL
IRON & STEEL
IRON &S1EEL
IRON & STEEL
IRON & STEEL
NONFERROUS METALS
NONFERROUS METALS
NONFERROUS METALS
NONFERROUS METALS
NONFERROUS METALS
NONFERROUS METALS
NONFERROUS METALS
NONFERROUS METALS
NONFERROUS METALS
NONFERROUS METALS
NONFERROUS METALS
NONFERROUS METALS
NONFERROUS METALS
NONFERROUS METALS
NONFERROUS METALS
MAClllNERY
MAClllNERY
MAClllNERY
MAClllNERY
MAClllNERY
MAClllNERY
MAClllNERY
MAClllNERY
MAClllNERY
MAClllNERY
OTHER FIN. INST.
MAClllNERY
MAClllNERY
MACHINERY
MAClllNERY
MACHINERY
MAClllNERY
ELECTRIC MACHINERY
ELECTRIC MAClllNERY
ELECTRIC MACHINERY
ELECTRIC MACHINERY
ELECTRIC MACHINERY
ELECTRIC MACIDNERY

TO KYO/2
TOKYO/1
TO KYO/2
TOKYO/2
TOKYO/1
TOKYO/1
TO KYO/2
TO KYO/2
TOKYO/2
TO KYO/2
TOKYO/2
TOKYO/2
TO KYO/2
TO KYO/2
TO KYO/2
TOKYO/2
TOKYO/1
TOKYO/2
TOKYO/2
TOKYO/1
TOKYO/1
TO KYO/2
TO KYO/2
TOKYO/1
TO KYO/2
TOKYO/2
TO KYO/2
TOKYO/1
TOKYO/2
TOKYO/2
TOKYO/1
TOKYO/2
TOKYO/2
TO KYO/2
TO KYO/2
TOKYO/1
TOKYO/1
TOKYO/2
TO KYO/2
TOKYO/1
TO KYO/2
TOKYO/2
TO KYO/2
TOKYO/1
TO KYO/2
TO KYO/2
TOKYO/2
TO KYO/2
TOKYO/l
TOKYO/2
TOKYO/l
TOKYO/l
TO KYO/2
TOKYO/1
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DENKlKOGYO
SANKEN ELECTRIC
TOYO COMMUNICATION
TAIKO ELECTRIC WORKS
TAMURA ELECTRIC WORK
NOHMIBOSAI
HOCHIKI
ANRITSU
AIWA
KENWOOD
MITSUMI ELECTRIC
TAMURA
ALPS ELECTRIC
TOKYO COSMOS ELEC.
FOSTER ELECTRIC
CLARION
SMK
YOKOWO
YAMATAKE-HONEYWELL
ANOO ELECTRIC
TOA ELECTRONICS
NIHON KOHDEN
CHINO
OHKURA ELEC1RIC
IWASAKI ELECTRIC
TOYO TAKAS AGO BATT.
FURUKAWA BATIERY
KYOEI SANGYO
KOKUSAN DENKI
KOA
NITCHITSU
NIPPON YUSOKI
TOYO RADIATOR
nooSHAKIKl
AKEBONO BRAKE IND.
KEllIIN SEIKI MFG.
SHOWA
NICHIBEI FUn CYCLE
MARillSID CYCLE IND.
SHOWA AIRCRAFT IND.
TOKYOKOKI SEIZOSHO

6706
6707
6708
6710
6712
6744
6745
6754
6761
6765
6767
6768
6770
6772
6794
6796
6798
6800
6845
6847
6848
6849
6850
6851
6924
6936
6937
6973
6992
6999
7021
7105
7236
7237
7238
7251
7274
7304
7306
7404
7719

KURODA PRECISION IND

7726

OVAL

7727

TOSOK

7728

TOPCON

7732

UNION OPTICAL

7736

HOYA

7741

ELECIRIC MACmNERY
ELECIRIC MACHINERY
ELECIRIC MACHINERY
ELECIRIC MACmNERY
ELECIRIC MACmNERY
ELECIRIC MACHINERY
ELECTRIC MACHINERY
ELECTRIC MACHINERY
ELECTRIC MACHINERY
ELEC1RIC MACHINERY
ELECTRIC MACmNERY
ELECTRIC MACHINERY
ELEC1RIC MACmNERY
ELEC1RIC MACHINERY
ELEC1RIC MACHINERY
ELEC1RIC MACHINERY
ELECTRIC MACHINERY
ELECTRIC MACHINERY
ELEC1RIC MACHINERY
ELECTRIC MACHINERY
ELEC1RIC MACHINERY
ELEC1RIC MACHINERY
ELEC1RIC MACHINERY
ELECTRIC MACHINERY
ELEC1RIC MACHINERY
ELEC1RIC MACHINERY
ELEC1RIC MACHINERY
COMMERCE
ELEC1RIC MACHINERY
ELEC1RIC MACHINERY
MACHINERY
1RANS. EQUIPMENT
AUTOMOBILE
AUTOMOBILE
AUTOMOBILE
AUTOMOBILE
AUTOMOBILE
1RANS. EQUIPMENT
1RANS. EQUIPMENT
1RANS. EQUIPMENT
PRECISION
INSTRUMENT
PRECISION
INSTRUMENT
PRECISION
INSTRUMENT
PRECISION
INSTRUMENT
PRECISION
INSTRUMENT
PRECISION
INSTRUMENT
PRECISION
INSTRUMENT

TO KYO/l
TOKYO/l
TOKYO/l
TO KYO/2
TOKYO/l
TOKYO/l
TOKYO/l
TOKYO/l
TOKYO/l
TO KYO/l
TOKYO/l
TOKYO/l
TOKYO/l
TOKYO/2
TOKYO/2
TOKYO/l
TOKYO/l
TOKYO/2
TOKYO/l
TO KYO/2
TOKYO/2
TO KYO/l
TOKYO/l
TO KYO/l
TOKYO/l
TOKYO/2
TOKYO/l
TO KYO/2
TOKYO/2
TOKYO/l
TO KYO/2
TOKYO/l
TOKYO/l
TO KYO/2
TOKYO/l
TOKYO/l
TOKYO/l
TO KYO/2
TO KYO/2
TOKYO/2
TO KYO/2
TO KYO/2
TO KYO/2
TO KY 0/2
TOKYO/l
TO KYO/2
TOKYO/l
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ORIENT WATCH

7764

MITSUMURA PRINTING
MIURA PRINTING
OKAMURA

7916
7920
7994

PRECISION
INS1RUMENT
OTHER PRODUCTS
OTHER PRODUCTS
OTHER PRODUCTS

TOKYO/2
TO KYO/2
TO KYO/2
TO KYO/l

PartB
Firms without Main Banks
Name

Code

Industry

Listed Market

KYOOO SlllRYO
FUn SEITO
ENSUIKO SUGAR REFINE
NlliON SUGAR REFINING
SURUGAYA
MEITO SANGYO
FIRST BAKING
KANRO
MOROZOFF
NIPPON MEAT PACKERS
ITOHAM FOODS

2052
2111
2112
2114
2205
2207
2215
2216
2217
2282
2284
2286
2608
2892
2893
2897
2898
3003
3010
3113
3206
3207
3524
3528
3532
3571
3872
3877
3887
3889
3942
4027
4065
4077
4093
4095
4099
4116
4206

FOODS
FOODS
FOODS
FOODS
FOODS
FOODS
FOODS
FOODS
FOODS
FOODS
FOODS
FOODS
FOODS
FOODS
FOODS
FOODS
FOODS
TEXTILES
TEXTILES
TEXTILES
TEXTILES
TEXTILES
TEXTILES
TEXTILES
TEXTILES
TEXTILES
PULP & PAPER
PULP & PAPER
PULP & PAPER
PULP & PAPER
PULP & PAPER
CHEMICALS
CHEMICALS
CHEMICALS
CHEMICALS
CHEMICALS
CHEMICALS
CHEMICALS
CHEMICALS

TOKYO/l
TO KYO/2
TO KYO/2
TO KYO/2
TO KYO/2
TOKYO/l
TO KYO/l
TO KYO/2
TO KYO/l
TOKYO/l
TOKYO/l
TOKYO/l
TO KYO/2
TOKYO/2
TO KYO/2
TOKYO/l
TO KYO/2
TO KYO/2
TOKYO/2
TOKYO/2
TO KYO/2
TOKYO/2
TOKYO/l
TOKYO/2
TO KYO/2
TO KYO/2
TO KY 0/2
TOKYO/l
TOKYO/l
TOKYO/2
TO KYO/2
TOKYO/l
TO KYO/2
TO KYO/2
TO KYO/2
TOKYO/l
TOKYO/l
TOKYO/l
TOKYO/l

HAYAS~SANGYO

BOSO OIL & FAT
NlliON SHOKUlllN KAKO
L&MFooDS
NISSIN FOOD PRODUCTS
SONTON FOOD INDUS1RY
SHOE!
JOMO TWISTING THREAD
HIRABO
NANKAI WORSTED SPIN.
CHUO WOOLLEN MILLS
NITTO SElMO
CAROLINA
HOTTA TEXTILE IND.
SOTOH
MISHIMA PAPER
CHUETSU PULP & PAPER
CHUO PAPERBOARD
TAlliEI PAPER MFG.
CHlYODA smGYO
TAYCA
KIBUN FOOD CHEMIFA
FUn TITANIUM IND.
TOHO ACETYLENE
NlliON P ARKERIZING
SHIKOKU CHEMICALS
DAINICmSEIKA COLOUR
AlCAKOOYO
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TOYO CHEMICAL
SHOWA mGHPOLYMER
ASAlll ORGANIC CHEMIC
NICIDBAN
RIKEN VINYL INDUSTRY
LONSEAL
MISAW A CERAMIC CHEMI
KA WAGUcm CHEMICAL
W AKAMOTO PHARMACEUT.
TEIKOKU HORMONE MFG.
TOY AMA CHEMICAL
WAKOOO
MORISIDTA TImAN
RIKEN VITAMIN
ONOPHARMACEUTICAL
mSAWTSU PHARMACEUT
TOKYO TANABE
MOCHIDA PHARMACEUTIC
SANTEN PHARMACEUTIC.
NllION TOKUSHU TORYO
FUJIKURA KASEl
TAKAS AGO IN1ERNATION
NllION NORY AKU
FUMAKll.LA
NIPPON SEIRO
DAIKIENGINEERING
TOYO BOSUIFU MFG.
HEISEl POLYMER
KINUGAWA RUBBER IND.
NIPPONMUKI
ARISAWAMFG.
Y AMAMURA GLASS
cmCIDBU CEMENT
HANEDA HUME PIPE
TOYO PILE HUME PIPE
NGK INSULATORS
TOKAI KONETSU KOOYO

TYK
CHUO DENKI KOOYO
AUTOMOBILE FOUNDRY
KAW AGUCHl METAL IND.
NIPPON CHUTETSUKAN
NIPPON SEISEN
TOHO TITANIUM
NIHON SEIKO
NIPPON FOIL MFG.
TOTOKU ELECfRIC
RIKEN ELECTRIC WIRE

AHRESTY
TOKYO RIKA MFG.
KA W AGISID BRIOOE
HITACHI TOOL ENGINEE
CHUGOKUKOOYO
TOPRE

4210
4214
4216
4218
4220
4224
4230
4361
4512
4514
4518
4520
4524
4526
4528
4530
4532
4534
4536
4619
4620
4914
4997
4998
5010
5102
5123
5193
5196
5205
5208
5210
5236
5267
5271
5333
5361
5363
5566
5605
5608
5612
5659
5727
5729
5739
5807
5808
5852
5854
5921
5963
5974
5975

CHEMICALS
CHEMICALS
CHEMICALS
CHEMICALS
CHEMICALS
CHEMICALS
CHEMICALS
CHEMICALS
PHARMACEUTICAL
PHARMACEUTICAL
PHARMACEUTICAL
PHARMACEUTICAL
PHARMACEUTICAL
FOODS
PHARMACEUTICAL
PHARMACEUTICAL
PHARMACEUTICAL
PHARMACEUTICAL
PHARMACEUTICAL
CHEMICALS
CHEMICALS
CHEMICALS
CHEMICALS
CHEMICALS
OIL & COAL PRODUCTS
RUBBER PRODUcrS
RUBBERPRODUcrS
RUBBER PRODUcrS
RUBBER PRODUcrS
CLASS & CERAMICS
CLASS & CERAMICS
CLASS & CERAMICS
GLASS & CERAMICS
CLASS & CERAMICS
CLASS & CERAMICS
CLASS & CERAMICS
CLASS & CERAMICS
CLASS & CERAMICS
IRON & STEEL
AUTOMOBILE
IRON & STEEL
IRON & STEEL
IRON & STEEL
NONFERROUS METALS
NONFERROUS METALS
NONFERROUS METALS
NONFERROUS METALS
NONFERROUS METALS
NONFERROUS METALS
NONFERROUS METALS
NONFERROUS METALS
NONFERROUS METALS
NONFERROUS METALS
NONFERROUS METALS

TOKYO/1
TOKYO/1
TOKYO/1
TOKYO/1
TOKYO/l
TO KYO/2
TOKYO/2
TO KYO/2
TO KYO/l
TOKYO/1
TOKYO/1
TOKYO/2
TOKYO/2
TOKYO/2
TOKYO/l
TOKYO/1
TOKYO/1
TOKYO/1
TO KYO/l
TOKYO/1
TO KYO/2
TOKYO/1
TOKYO/1
TO KYO/2
TO KYO/2
TO KYO/2
TO KYO/2
TO KYO/2
TOKYO/1
TO KYO/2
TO KYO/2
TOKYO/1
TOKYO/1
TO KYO/2
TO KYO/2
TOKYO/1
TO KYO/2
TOKYO/1
TOKYO/2
TO KYO/2
TO KYO/2
TOKYO/1
TOKYO/2
TO KYO/2
TO KYO/2
TO KYO/2
TO KYO/l
TOKYO/2
TO KYO/2
TO KY 0/2
TOKYO/2
TOKYO/2
TOKYO/l
TOKYO/l
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TOKYO SINTERED METAL
KA TO SPRING WORKS
FUn ROBIN INDUSTRIE
NIPPON CARBUREIER
AMADA SONOIKE
KOJIMA IRON WORKS
AMADA
AIDA ENGINEERING
ISHII PRECISION TOOL
T AKISAW A MACmNE
OKAMOTO MACHINE TOOL
KIRIU MACHINE MFG.
TSUDAKOMA
SEIREI INDUSTRY
KIORITZ
MARUYAMA MFG.
TAKAKITA
MEInMACmNE
HITACHIZOSEN TOMIOKA
NIPPON GEAR
SAKAI REA VY IND.
ORGANO
TOYO KANETSU
DAIDOKOOYO
NIPPON CONVEYOR
KOYO IRON WORKS
IWATA AIR COMPRESSOR
TORINITY INDUSTRIAL
DAIFUKU
YUKENKOOYO
OYEKOOYO
UNOZA W A-GUMI IRON
AMANO
SANJO MACmNE WORKS
COPYER
TOYO ENGIN. WORKS
SANDEN
SILVER SEIKO
AMATsun STEEL BALL
TSUBAKIMOTO
MINEBEA
NIPPON THOMPSON
NIIT AN VALVE
MIY AIR! VALVE MFG.
SANOH INDUSTRIAL
JAPAN SERVO
MATSUSHITA SEIKO
TOGAMI ELECTRIC MFG.
MORIODENKI
MEISEl ELECTRIC
T AKAMISA W A ELECTRIC
TEIKOKU TSUSHlN
MIYAKOSHI
IKEGAMI TSUSHINKl

5994
5998
6021
6042

6107
6112
6113
6118
6119
6121
6125
6204
6217
6311
6313
6316
6325
6334
6341
6356
6358
6368
6369
6373
6375
6377
6381
6382
.6383
6393
6394
6396
6436
6437
6442
6443
6444

6453
6475
6477
6479
6480
6493
6495
6584
6585
6587
6643
6647
67\1)

6711
6763
6766
6771

NONFERROUS METALS
NONFERROUS METALS
MACHINERY
AUTOMOBILE
MACHINERY
MACHINERY
MACHINERY
MACHINERY
MACHINERY
MACfllNERY
MACHINERY
AUTOMOBILE
MACHINERY
MACfllNERY
MACHINERY
MACfllNERY
MACfllNERY
MACfllNERY
MACfllNERY
MACHINERY
MACfllNERY
MACfllNERY
MACfllNERY
MACHINERY
MACHINERY
MACHINERY
MACHINERY
MACHINERY
MACHINERY
MACfllNERY
MACfllNERY
MACHINERY
MACHINERY
MACHINERY
MACHINERY
MACHINERY
MACHINERY
MACHINERY
MACHINERY
MACfllNERY
MACHINERY
MACfllNERY
MACHINERY
MACHINERY
ELECIRlC MACHINERY
ELECIRlC MACHINERY
ELEC1RlC MACHINERY
ELEC1RlC MACHINERY
ELEC1RlC MACHINERY
ELECIRlC MACHINERY
ELECIRlC MACHINERY
ELEC1RlC MACHINERY
ELEC1RlC MACHINERY
ELEC1RlC MACHINERY

TO KYO/2
TO KYO/2
TO KYO/2
TO KYO/2
TOKYO/l
TO KYO/2
TOKYO/l
TOKYO/l
TOKYO/2
TOKYO/2
TOKYO/2
TOKYO/2
TOKYO/l
TOKYO/2
TOKYO/l
TOKYO/l
TOKYO/2
TO KYO/2
TO KYO/2
TO KYO/2
TOKYO/l
TOKYO/l
TOKYO/l
TOKYO/l
TOKYO/l
TOKYO/2
TO KYO/l
TOKYO/2
TOKYO/l
TOKYO/l
TOKYO/2
TOKYO/2
TOKYO/l
TO KYO/2
TO KYO/2
TO KYO/2
TO KYO/l
TOKYO/l
TOKYO/2
TOKYO/l
TOKYO/l
TOKYO/ l
TOKYO/2
TO KYO/2
TO KYO/2
TO KYO/2
TOKYO/l
TO KYO!2
TO KYO/2
TOKYO!2
TOKYO!2
TOKYO/ l
TOKYO/ l
TOKYO/ l
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PIONEER ELECfRONlC
TENSHO ELECTRIC IND.
NIPPON COLUMBIA
SANSUI ELECTRIC
UNIDEN21
MARANTZ JAPAN
TOKO
YAGIANTENNA
SHINDENGEN ELECTRIC
NIKKO ELECTRIC IND.
SIllN-KOBE ELECTRIC
JAPAN RESISTOR MFG.
LEAD
U-SHIN
TOW A ELECIRON
NIITODENKO
HOKURIKU ELECTRIC
MORI DENKI MFG.
SIllZUKI ELECTRIC
TOKAIRIKA
NIPPON TUNGSTEN
IllNO AUTO BODY
SHINMAYW A INDUSTRIES
JIDOSHA BUHIN KOGYO
TOKYO RADIATOR MFG.
CALSONIC
PACIFIC INDUSTRIAL
FUnUNNANCE
KASAIKOGYO
nooSHA DENKI KOGYO
TOCIllGI Fun IND.
FUnKIKO
UNISHIA JECS
IKEDA BUSSAN
MIYATAINDUSTRY
JAPAN AIRCRAFT MFG.
SOKKIA

6773
6776
6791
6793
6795
6799
6801
6805
6844
6903
6934
6977
6982
6985
6987
6988
6989
6993
6994
6995
6998
7207
7224
7233
7235
7248
7250
7254
7256
7257
7258
7260
7275
7285
7301
7407
7720

TOKYOSEIMITSU

7729

RIKENKEIKI

7734

COPAL

7756

SEKONIC

7758

JECO

7768

RHYTHM WATCH

7769

ITOKI CREBIO
MITSUBISrn PENCll..
SAILOR PEN
NIPPON v ALQUA IND.

7972
7976
7992
7995

ELECfRIC MACHINERY
ELECfRIC MACHINERY
ELECfRIC MACIllNERY
ELECfRIC MACHINERY
ELECTRIC MACHINERY
ELECfRIC MACHINERY
ELECfRIC MACHINERY
ELECfRIC MACIllNERY
ELECfRIC MACIllNERY
ELECTRIC MACIllNERY
ELECfRIC MACIllNERY
ELECfRIC MACHINERY
ELECfRIC MACHINERY
ELECfRIC MACHINERY
ELECfRIC MACIllNERY
ELECTRIC MACHINERY
ELECfRIC MACIllNERY
ELECTRIC MACIllNERY
ELECTRIC MACIllNERY
ELECTRIC MACIllNERY
ELECfRIC MACHINERY
AUTOMOBILE
mANS. EQUIPMENT
AUTOMOBILE
AUTOMOBILE
AUTOMOBILE
AUTOMOBILE
AUTOMOBILE
AUTOMOBILE
AUTOMOBILE
AUTOMOBILE
AUTOMOBILE
AUTOMOBILE
AUTOMOBILE
mANS. EQUIPMENT
mANS. EQUIPMENT
PRECISION
INSTRUMENT
PRECISION
INSTRUMENT
PRECISION
INSTRUMENT
PRECISION
INSTRUMENT
PRECISION
INSTRUMENT
PRECISION
INSTRUMENT
PRECISION
INSTRUMENT
OTHER PRODUCTS
OTHER PRODUCTS
OTHER PRODUCTS
OTHER PRODUCTS

TOKYO/l
TO KYO/2
TOKYO/l
TOKYO/l
TOKYO/2
TOKYO/2
TOKYO/l
TOKYO/2
TOKYO/l
TO KYO/2
TOKYO/l
TO KYO/2
TO KYO/2
TOKYO/2
TOKYO/2
TO KYO/l
TOKYO/1
TO KYO/2
TOKYO/2
TO KYO/l
TO KYO/2
TO KYO/2
TOKYO/1
TOKYO/2
TOKYO/2
TOKYO/1
TOKYO/1
TOKYO/2
TOKYO/2
TOKYO/2
TO KYO/l
TOKYO/2
TOKYO/l
TO KYO/2
TO KYO/2
TOKYO/l
TOKYO/l
TO KYO/l
TOKYO/2
TOKYO/l
TO KYO/2
TO KYO/2
TOKYO/l
TOKYO/l
TO KYO/l
TO KYO/2
TOKYO/ l
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3 Theoretical Issues
The manifest failure of banks to deliver satisfactory corporate monitoring during the
latter 1980s poses a theoretical puzzle. Much theory in the areas of industrial
organisation and political economy asserts that banks, more than state bureaucracies, led
the Japanese economy through several decades of turbulent, yet successful, post-war
growth. Central to most of these arguments is the notion of relationship banking. Under
the banner of the main bank system, Japan's banks were closely, and often durably,
connected with their borrowers. The banks were arterial sources of funds, as well as
being valuable guides and advisers for their clients. Moreover, they proved to be
effective allies for those of their borrowers who were unfortunate enough to encounter
financial distress. But if all this is true, then is it possible that the much-vaunted
relationship banking system showed signs of fatigue during the latter 1980s?
Chapter 2 gave a descriptive answer to this problem. The evidence presented
there suggested that finns with main banks relied less heavily on main bank fmance, as
financial markets were progressively deregulated. Moreover, it appears that these firms
may have begun to pay lower premia on their main bank borrowing. Such stylised facts
lay the basis for a theory that main banks failed to maintain their monitoring standards
because increasing competition in financial markets deprived them of the necessary
incentives for doing so. One of the key tasks that this situation presents to fmance theory
is to explain why the economic behaviour of financial intermediaries might have
produced those changes. After all, there must be underlying processes that drove the
compression of bank margins, and, if close borrower relationships were imperfectly
insulated from these processes, there must be reasons for which this is so. In blunt terms,
we have yet to see why new forms of capital became competitive with the bank debt that
was being intermediated through the pre-existing relationship-oriented system.
The literature on main bank relationships has surprisingly little to say on this
question. A number of models of main banking are reviewed in this chapter to make this
point. Most of them fail to explain precisely how the price of main bank debt fmance is
determined from the main bank's cost of intermediation, and they do not explain why the
price of main bank fmance should always be consistent with the provision of fully
integrated main bank monitoring. More tellingly, those models do not often explain why
the price of capital that is generated by main banks should be lower than the price which
is available in a contestable capital market. Thus, little attention has so far been given to
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the possibility that, in a deregulated capital market, main banks might only be able to
remain competitive by withdrawing some of their monitoring services.
The next section of the chapter features a descriptive overview of the main bank
system. After explaining the form of the framework to be used in the analysis, I outline
the aspects of main bank monitoring that are distinctive. The discussion then turns to a
more detailed review of prominent models that relate the main bank's monitoring
function to the cost of capital. A common feature of these models is that they do not
show how integrated main bank monitoring is related to the price of credit, nor why a
main bank determined price of credit should be consistent with the provision of fully
integrated main bank monitoring. A discussion section clarifies the most pressmg
theoretical questions to emerge from the survey, and a final section concludes.

A DESCRIPTIVE PERSPECTIVE ON MAIN BANKS
According to Sheard (1989), many large Japanese firms claim to have a bank which is
'main' for them. This expression refers, in a loose way, to the bank which has the largest
share of the firm's financial business. A bank in this position usually enjoys its status on
the informal understanding that it will monitor the firm in question and, in particular, that
it will act in the interests of the finn's constituents, should the fum encounter adversity.
At first glance, this definition appears to specify a straightforward relationship
between a borrower and its bank. In reality, though, it is quite difficult to identify the
most important aspects of main bank behaviour, and then fit them into a theoretical
framework. In the literature on Japanese industrial organisation, the provision of finance
and monitoring by main banks is not readily detachable from the other institutions of
inter-corporate relations. Because of the predominance of group-oriented theories of the
Japanese firm, main banks are rarely cast as simple financial intermediaries that just
accept deposits and extend loans. Besides having these basic roles, they also commonly
lie at the hub of highly intricate and overlapping sets of inter-corporate linkages, and so
they are often recruited into arguments about the causes and consequences of Japan's

keiretsu. 1
Formal economic theory of main banks as mere lending institutions looks a little
inadequate in the face of such complexity. Given that main banks serve so many
argument , there are real cost involved in taking a restricted view of their features and
IPor a very thorough analysis of the form of these relationships, see Gerlach (l992b).
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functions. And yet, as with all theory, a clear and orderly exposition ultimately requires
that some restrictions be imposed.
The fonn that these limitations take will naturally depend on what is being
investigated. Since this study is about the banks' role as corporate monitors, the
relationship of main banks to inter-corporate linkages will not feature heavily in the
discussion. 2 Evidence of upheaval in the process of financial intennediation in Japan
justifies this restriction. The bad debts experience of the post-bubble economy period
alludes to a possible failure of banks to monitor their clients adequately. This failure can,
of course, exist quite independently of whatever changes have been taking place in the
conduct of main banks as facilitators of inter-corporate linkages. 3 There is therefore a
case for setting to one side the inter-corporate linkage functions of the main banks, in
favour of a tighter focus on the one-on-one financial relations between main banks and
the firms that draw funds from them.
Recent research has suggested that many economic actors are involved in even
this comparatively narrow conception of the main bank's functions. 4 Their numerous
interactions are underpinned by a rich, if somewhat amorphous, pattern of incentives.
Recognising this complexity, Aoki et al. (1994, p.1) have defmed the main bank system
quite broadly. Their defmition was specified in Chapter 1. To restate it for convenience,
the main bank system is:
... a system of corporate financing and governance involving an informal set of
practices, institutional arrangements and behaviors among industrial and
commercial firms, banks of various types, other financial institutions, and the
regulatory authorities.

The concepts of corporate financing and governance, which lie at the centre of
this defmition, need amplification. First consider the activity of corporate finance.
Brealey and Myers (1991) implicitly define this activity by asserting that the financial
manager - in whom responsibility for it is vested - faces two problems: what assets
should the finn invest in; and how should the fmance for that investment be raised?
Without intending to deny the importance of the first question or to suggest that the two

2Later in thi chapter, I will review the effect of main banks as coinsuring agents on the pricing of
finance.
31n upport of thi idea, Patrick (1994, pp.5, 11) notes that keiretsu are, for many analytical purposes,
distinct from main banking.
4Within even thi comparatively narrow definition, it is common to define the main bank system as
covering only ix major banks. While it is true that these banks eem to constitute the core of the main
bank y tern, it eems equally true that mo t other large banks exhibit similar monitoring behaviour.
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of them might not often be interrelated, I will focus the study more closely around the
second of them. In particular, I shall concentrate on the determination of the price of a
firm's borrowed finance.
Corporate governance, which is the second core element of main bank financial
relationships, refers to the way in which finn assets are managed. A strong tradition in
the theory of the finn suggests that finns are run by, or in the interests of, the people or
institutions which provide their finance. 5 For all practical purposes, governance can be
understood as the defence of these interests.
This defmition immediately raises the question: against what or whom do
financiers' interests need to be defended? In general, one of the chief threats arises from
an agency problem involving managerial failure. Jensen and Meckling (1976)
demonstrate that managers may have private interests which diverge significantly from
the interests of those whose finns they have been appointed to manage. That is, firm
managers may lack incentives to do what is required of them under the tenns of their
employment contract. But even if these incentives exist, and managers' interests are
perfectly aligned with those of their employers, there is still scope for an agency
problem. There is, after all, the possibility that managers could simply be incompetent,
and that they will be unable to do what is required of them. Thus, because of the
prospects for managerial laziness, dishonesty or stupidity, the separation of ownership
from control in the modem finn clearly creates the potential for a managerial agency
problem. It therefore requires some means by which corporate managers can be
monitored and disciplined (Stiglitz, 1985).
In the most primitive Marshallian conceptions of the finn, the shareholder is

pivotal to these processes. By virtue of their entitlement to the residual surplus of the

finn, they are assumed to be profit maximisers. They are therefore thought to have
compelling incentives to generate, in efficient proportions, infonnation about the finns in
which they share ownership, and to register any disapproval of the managers that they
appoint, either by selling their stake in the firm, or by voting management out of office.
In reality, this type of shareholder control is neither necessarily efficient, nor a

commonly observed outcome.6 As Garvey and Swan (1994) remark in their survey
article, shareholder interests place "only broad limits on the extent to which managers

SIn an increasing number of conceptions of the fmn, other constituents are also seen to have legitimate
and well represented interests. See Garvey and Swan (1994) for a review of this very broad literature.
6The notion that the modern corporation need not be governed in the interests of its owners dates back
at least as far as Berle and Means (1932) if not, as Jensen and Meckling (1976) point out, to Adam
Smith.
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can run firms in the interests of parties other than their shareholders". Perhaps the
strongest reason for this concerns the localised public good properties of monitoring and
the free-riding that it can engender. Any individual who collects information about a

finn, and then uses that information by trading in the stock (or corporate debt) of the
finn, transmits signals to other incumbent or intending investors. Effectively, these nonmonitoring investors receive information costlessly through the price at which trading
takes place, and so they free-ride on the initial information collection. As a result of this
potential for free-riding, no individual will have sufficient private incentive to collect
information about the borrower, and a socially sub-optimal provision of monitoring will
take place (Stiglitz, 1985).
Fama (1985) suggests that such a dearth of monitoring exposes would-be
creditors to the risk of managerial failure, and it therefore inflates the costs of debt
(particularly in the case of small enterprises, which are often subject to much
uncertainty). As a result, a finn that is seeking to minimise its cost of borrowed capital
may be willing to appoint an inside creditor7 as a monitor. 1bis system, otherwise known
as delegated monitoring, involves the various providers of finance to the firms pooling
their resources and delegating to one of their number (the delegated monitor) the
responsibility for the necessary monitoring of the finn, in return for some appropriately
determined agency fee. Campbell and Kracaw (1980) suggest that if the delegated
monitor's share of finance is sufficiently large and profitable, then the benefits of
monitoring become privately appropriable, the monitor becomes trustworthy, and
monitoring will take place in an efficient manner. 8 Such a process is facilitated by the
apparent existence of large economies of scale in information production.
Banking is perhaps the most common and visible application of this
arrangement 9 Lenders facing the localised public good problems that are associated with
monitoring effectively pool their resources by becoming depositors with the bank. They
accept the return offered on their deposits, and the bank earns a delegated monitoring
fee that is roughly equal to the difference between deposit costs and the return on
lending.

7Pama defines an inside creditor to be one which acquires infonnation from the finn that would not
otherwise be publicly available.
8There is a host of potential complications in this simple solution to the free-riding problem . As the next
section shows, some of them fonn the basis for the following chapter.
9Jne resolution of asymmetric infonnation between borrowers and lenders is, of course, not the only
reason for banking. Services such as maturity transfonnation are also provided by the bank, but these
are not of interest here.
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Naturally, it is not strictly necessary that the delegated monitor be a bank. In
principle at least, it could be any provider of finance to the firm, or even an external
institution, such as a ratings agency. Nevertheless, as Stiglitz (1985, p.148) points out,
banks seem to be better placed as monitors than many other providers of finance. In his
opinion, this is because their power to withdraw finance from a firm that does not
comply with its interests is likely to exceed the corresponding power of shareholders. In
a similar vein, Fama (1985) observes that inside creditors have lower priority and
commitments that are shorter term than those of other investors. Hence, their
information production is more reliable than that which might be produced through other
means. Evidence that this reasoning is valid, at least for the US case, is provided by
James (1987).

In Japan, the main bank is thought to fill the role of a delegated monitor. In
return for accruing the revenue that goes with meeting a substantial proportion of a
healthy firm's financial business, a main bank will monitor that finn on behalf of a
number of interested parties. Furthermore, it will generally involve itself in the resolution
of any financial distress that the borrower may encounter. In other words, the main bank
provides delegated monitoring which is integrated with respect to the borrower's lifecycle.

Of course, the general idea of integration in monitoring processes is not a unique
feature of main bank relationships. Banks everywhere are deeply involved· in the
screening and ongoing monitoring of borrowers, and they are rarely disinterested in the
financial distress of those to whom they have lent money. On the surface therefore, it
would seem that differences between main bank monitoring and other modes of bankbased monitoring are merely distinctions of degree, rather than of type.
While this reasoning may hold up to a point, there are still some senses in which

main bank monitoring differs qualitatively from the types of monitoring which other
banking systems deliver. Ex-ante of financial distress, main banks are engaged with their
borrowers in diverse, and often unusual, ways. As a result, their responses to the
financial distress of their clients are also likely to be different to the responses of banks in
other financial systems. Thus, integration in main bank monitoring processes is likely to
have some unique characteristics.
To appreciate this, consider the nature of ex-ante and interim monitoring in
detail. Perhaps the most distinctive feature of these activities is that both of them usually
follow from the bank's multi-dimensional interest in the fInn. Commonly, the main bank
is simultaneously a creditor of the fIrm, a participant in its day-to-day management, and a
major shareholder.
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This multi-dimensional aspect of main bank involvement with borrowers is
somewhat unusual in a comparative international perspective. Equity holdings are denied
banks in many other industrial countries, for the reason that being both a substantial
creditor and a shareholder is thought to create a significant conflict of interest. In Japan,
as in some European economies, this potential conflict is not viewed as being
unambiguously negative. 10 The main bank's status as a major creditor encourages it to
prevent other shareholders from carrying out functions that would be more risky than
those which other creditors would condone. On the other hand, the status of the main
bank as a shareholder encourages it to engage in monitoring behaviour that is more

consistent with firm value maximisation than is monitoring by a pure creditor.
Consequently, allowing the main bank to act as both shareholder and creditor appears to
be a means of resolving fundamental tensions between shareholders and creditors. With
this precept in mind, Japanese legislators have allowed main banks to own shares in a
finn up to a maximum of 5 per cent of the firm's equity.ll Main banks typically keep

their holdings at, or near this limit Furthermore, their holdings are usually higher than
those of non-main bank shareholders (Hodder and Tschoegl, 1985, p.185).12
It is not hard to imagine that shareholding by a bank might enhance its influence

over its borrowers. In Japan, this power is intensified by commercial law, which allows
shareholders to replace directors with relative ease (Aoki, 1988, 1992). If the managers
of firms are not acting in the interests of constituents, replacing them is a comparatively
easy matter. ·Since the main bank is typically recognised as being a large and wellinfonned shareholder, it is likely to be able to persuade other shareholders to participate
in any such action fairly readily, and this constitutes a compelling discipline on senior
executives, who might otherwise be delinquent
Note though, that the main bank's legal authority over the management of client
firms does not just derive from its status as a shareholder; main bank power is also

underwritten by the main bank's legal rights as a creditor. As Hodder and Tschoegl
(1985, p.186) point out, the rights of banks in general over distressed borrowers are
lOStiglitz (1985) suggests that allowing banks to hold equity in a firm might compel them to engage
more actively in the type of monitoring that maximises finn value. Hoshi et al. (1990b), Hoshi (1992)
and Hodder and Tschoegl (1985) affirm that such an arrangement seems to work well for the Japanese
main bank system. Weinstein and Yafeh (1995) tender a dissenting opinion. Their view is explained in
more detail below.
lIThe limit was 10 per cent from 1953 until 1987.
12See Prowse (1990) for an interesting discussion of the difference between the US and Japanese
systems on this point In Prowse (1992), he shows that in 1984, US commercial banks accounted for
ownership of 0.2 percent of corporate equity whereas in Japan the comparable figure was around 20.5
percent.
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comparatively strong in Japan. Finns which fail to comply with the interests of their
bankers therefore face the prospect of seizure of their assets and loan collateral. Since
the main bank is, by definition, a major creditor of the finn, its powers in this regard are
apt to be particularly compelling.
Such explicitly legal authority tends to be reinforced by the

maID

bank's

representation in the management of its client firms. Sheard (1994c) surveyed the
background of the directors of 2086 listed Japanese firms. He found that about 46 per
cent of these firms had, on their board, directors who came from other firms that had
substantial shareholdings in the host fum and were listed as a principal supplier of loans.
Gerlach (1992b) reports similar results. It is safe to infer from their findings that banks
are likely to be well represented in the senior management of the firms for which they are
main. 13 Hence, they are likely to be well qualified as monitors.

The main bank's power over its client finns does not only flow from its
representation at top-management level. As Kester (1992) points out, links between the
main bank and the borrowing firm exist at various formal and informal levels, and this

accentuates the main bank's access to information about the finn. For instance, the main
bank usually manages the finn's exchange settlement accounts, and so it has a view of
the finn's liquidity position that is much clearer than the one enjoyed by other investors
in the finn.
Such intimacy between the finn and the main bank is bound to reinforce the
credibility of the main bank's monitoring behaviour in the eyes of other constituents of
the finn. In general, if non-main bank investors are comparatively uninformed about the

finn, they will have incentives to accept, or co-operate with, main bank participation in
corporate management. In this regard, the fact that the main bank is often both creditor
and shareholder is important, since it raises the likelihood that neither class of investor
will feel that main bank monitoring under-represents their interests.
The credibility of the main bank in the eyes of other constituents of the finn is
further enhanced by the main bank's exposure as a short-term lender. Drawing implicitly
on the arguments made by Stiglitz (1985) and Fama (1985), Hodder (1988) contends
that by retaining a large stake as a short-term lender, the main bank establishes itself as a
monitor with the power to terminate the borrower's fmance. Besides constituting a
credible threat to the finn's management, short-term debt exposure also demonstrates to
other constituents of the firm that the main bank has an incentive to provide continuous,
rather than occasional, monitoring of the final borrower (Fama, 1985).
13See

also Kester (1992, p.35).
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The final point to note about the impact of main bank monitoring is that it is not
confined to the managers of borrowing finns: an increasing body of literature recognises
that main banks also influence the employees of their client fmns. In other words, the
power of the main bank to prevent employees from shirking their responsibilities
permeates the entire organisation - from top-management echelons, right down to
workers at the plant level. There are a couple of reasons for this. Garvey and Swan
(1992) have suggested that main banks induce workers to put forth more effort than they
otherwise would, because of interactions between the promotional practices of Japanese
firms and creditor based monitoring. Implicitly building on work by Sheard (1985), Aoki
(1988, 1992) has made a different, but complementary, point. He contends that main
banks induce higher effort by employees because of the importance of integrated main
bank monitoring to the maintenance of Japan's permanent employment system. By
committing itself to monitoring at all stages of the borrowing finn's life cycle, the main
bank tacitly provides an assurance to employees that their jobs are insured against the
prospect of managerial failure.
But even though the main bank is usually well-informed about its clients, and
despite its significant power to discourage wayward managerial and employee behaviour,
main bank monitored finns can, and do, suffer financial distress. When this happens, the
main bank's managerial role is likely to become even more acute than in previous, more

favourable, states. Following Sheard (1994), financial distress is defined to be a situation
in which the finn cannot perform its obligations, as a result of which, financial

recontracting must take place. In the frrst instance, this usually requires a main bank
having to decide whether to resuscitate or to liquidate the distressed finn. Having
decided which of these options is appropriate, a main bank then enjoys considerable
latitude in its choice of specific recontracting measures.
Consider the case of resuscitation first. As shown in Sheard (1985), rescue
operations are commonplace, and a wide range of methods are used to effect them. Aoki
(1990) lists a few of them:
If the company suffers a business crisis, the main bank assumes major
responsibility for various rescue operations, which include the rescheduling of loan
repayments, emergency loans, advice for the liquidation of some assets, the
facilitation of business opportunities, the supply of management resources, and
finally reorganization, to secure the claims of the consortium (Aoki 1990, p.14).

Formal studies of financial distress indicate that these various methods of
recontracting are quite effective. Hoshi et al. (1 990) investigate the behaviour of
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Japanese finns that have survived a bout of financial distress, and they find that those
finDs with main bank connections recover more quickly than do firms without such

connections. 14 They attribute this outcome to low infonnational asymmetries between

main banks and client finns, and to the stylised fact that free-rider problems are
comparatively less important in a main bank context, in which lending is concentrated
among a relatively small number of creditors. I5 As a result, main banks have powerful
incentives to carry out the functions mentioned by Aoki.
Case study evidence also suggests that part of this efficiency flows from the main
bank's assumption of junior claimant status, coupled with the effects of integration. I6
This voluntary assumption of junior claimant status is often upheld as one of the most
distinctive features of main bank monitoring. Indeed, some commentators have alleged
that it would be illegal in other banking systems, on account of its being conducted
against the interests of the shareholders of the main bank. 17
The dissolution of any informational asymmetries that arise ex-post of financial
distress is facilitated by the ex-ante and interim monitoring that occurred in prior states.
Put simply, the main bank's close association with the firm ex-ante of financial distress
ensures that it is well informed, should the resolution of financial distress become
necessary. Recognising this, other creditors tend to co-operate with main bank rescue
operations.
A similar logic usually applies even if the firm is irretrievable and must be
liquidated. Sheard (1985) shows that main banks typically assume a leading role in
managing the liquidation of a financially distressed company, and he suggests (Sheard,
1994) that subjecting the borrower to the judicial management of bankruptcy usually
occurs only after the main bank has exhausted all other attempts at private liquidation.
The salient feature of this process is that, as with rescue operations, the main bank often
assumes the role of junior claimant, and it often bears losses which exceed its nominal
exposure to the financially distressed firm.
To summarise, the outstanding features of main bank monitoring are that it is
characterised by a high level of integration and by the bank's involvement in the firm in
various guises. These features jointly imply the participation of the main bank in the

14In a more recent study, Lincoln et al. (1993) have reached similar conclusions.
15Horiuchi (1993b) reaches a similar conclusion.
16See Sheard (1985, 1994). It is difficult to be certain that the main bank cannot behave
opportunistically by elevating its claims once it assumes the management of financial distress. In
general, however, this seems not to occur.
I7See Saikei (1995b).
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management of the finn, the production of information about the finn, and, if necessary,
the resolution of the finn's financial distress.

INCENTIVE STRUCTURES AND MAIN BANK MONITORING
The previous section stylises the more prominent aspects of main banking, and it shows
why firms, main banks, and other types of financial institution, might happily co-operate
in the production of corporate monitoring. It would be easy to conclude from such an

idyllic picture that main bank monitoring amounts to a cosy and self-sustaining nexus of
shared interests, in which the banks monitor efficiently in return for the right to
intennediate a high proportion of the financial needs of their clients. Other classes of
investor can harmlessly free-ride off this process, and so the main bank system appears
to constitute a socially and privately optimal means of financing and governing the
corporate sector.
Chapter 2 casts a shadow over this simple stylisation, and it brings into focus
facts from the 1980s and early 1990s which question the ongoing efficacy of bank-based
monitoring in Japan. In their more lucrative markets, banks experienced a compression
of their margins (that is, a reduction of their monitoring fees) after financial deregulation.
In consequence, some commentators have begun to suspect a deterioration in banks'

monitoring performances. To the extent that these suspicions are valid in the context of
main bank relations, main bank integrated monitoring looks to have been fragile, and

main banks appear to have shirked the monitoring that they once provided.
There is therefore a notable disparity between the stylised accounts of successful
main bank monitoring and the post-deregulation performance of the banks. Hence, we

need theories to explain why actors in the corporate finance market could have squeezed
the margins of main banks, and whether any such action could have suppressed main
bank monitoring.
Financial intermediation theory suggests many good reasons for which a
delegated monitor, such as a main bank, could be induced to shirk its monitoring when it
is not well remunerated. Although I mentioned some of those reasons briefly in the
previous section and in the previous chapter, it is worth restating them here in more
detail, before proceeding to a review of the incentives that might induce or suppress
monitoring in a main bank-specific context.
The principal obstruction to effective bank monitoring comes in the form of a
moral hazard. Depositors who delegate monitoring implicitly signal to the bank that they
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lack the state verification technology to ascertain whether or not final borrowers are
meeting their contracted obligations. Ipso facto, they also signal to the bank that they
lack the technology to ensure that the bank itself is governing the behaviour of the finn's
managers properly. Consequently, the bank has at least some scope to shirk its
monitoring undetected, and so it may face difficulties in credibly precommitting to the
delegated monitoring contract. To compound this problem, the possibilities for inferring
any shirking from states of financial distress are limited. By reason of not being able to
observe ex-ante and interim monitoring accurately, lenders are sometimes unable to
determine whether the borrower failed by accident, or whether the main bank shirked its
monitoring responsibilities (Diamond, 1984 and Sheard, 1994b).
The implication of these various informational asymmetries is that those who
contract the main bank to monitor must incur certain 'delegation costs', which are
defined to be costs that prevent the monitor from shirking the monitoring which it has
agreed to provide. These costs are apt to have a complex structure when monitoring is
as integrated as it is in the main bank system. For instance, the contracts that are
designed to ensure monitoring by a Japanese main bank do not only have to be such as
to compel the main bank to monitor while the frrm is active; they also have to ensure that
the main bank acts in the interests of the delegating principals, should the borrower
encounter financial distress.
Consider first the possibility that the main bank may be unable to precomit
credibly to ex-post monitoring; that is, that it might be able to behave opportunistically
by shirking the management of financial distress. If this were known to be possible, noone would delegate the task of ex-post monitoring to a main bank, and integrated main
bank monitoring would not be feasible. In reality, the reputational losses from shirking
ex-post monitoring usually mean that it is not a viable 18 and I will assume throughout the

rest of the study that ex-post monitoring is a binding constraint. However, before leaving
the assumption altogether, some brief justification of it is warranted.
The first reason for which main banks are unable to shirk ex-post monitoring is
that, as Aoki (1988) suggests, in a repeated game setting, they require a good reputation
as ex-post monitors in order to secure the appropriate rents for ex-ante monitoring. He
suggests that if banks behave opportunistically, they will eventually acquire bad
reputations, and so will have trouble securing monitoring contracts from the financial

18Aoki et al. (1994, p.15). It is worth noting Ramseyer's (1994) dissenting view on this point.
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constituents of other borrowing flnns.19 Although this argument has considerable appeal,

it is not without limitations. After all, if it were a complete rationalisation of bank expost monitoring, then it would surely hold universally: banks everywhere would
presumably subordinate their claims to financially distressed borrowers, in order to
defend their reputations before future lenders and borrowers. But case study evidence
asserts that main banks' voluntary subordination of their claims ex-post of financial
distress is reasonably peculiar to Japan. Hence, there must be additional reasons why
main banks monitor ex-post
Sanctions by the monetary authorities are often thought to be another, and
perhaps more compelling, encouragement for banks to carry out ex-post monitoring. As
Aoki et al. (1994, p.1S) note, monetary authorities may be able to levy heavy
punishments against banks which fail to perfonn ex-post monitoring. Case study
evidence suggests that this inducement to rescue firms is by no means insignificant. In
their seminal, and very detailed, study of main bank ex-post monitoring, Pascale and
Rohlen (1983) suggest that pressure from the Ministry of Finance was one of the main
reasons for which Sumitomo Bank embarked on its expensive resuscitation of Mazda in
the late 1970s.
There are numerous ways in which sanctions by the monetary authorities might
work. First, the taxation system seems to discourage banks from surrendering their client

finns to the judicial management of bankruptcy. Japanese banks secure scant tax relief
against non-performing loans and so they have powerful incentives to rescue borrowers
rather than to allow them to fail. 2o Second, a large number of bank executives are fonner
officials of the monetary authorities via the amakudari convention of placing fonner
bureaucrats into the private sector. Conceivably, this arrangement might engender
informal pressure for main banks to comply with the wishes of the monetary authorities
for appropriate ex-post monitoring. Finally, bankers often suggest that if a main bank
shirks its ex-post monitoring, it could attract punishment in the fonn of heavy auditing of
its books by the Ministry of Finance.
Monetary authorities are not the only players which could coerce banks into
providing ex-post monitoring services. Other financial in tennedi aries might also
constitute a source of pressure. Sheard (l994b) suggests that main banks may find it
difficult to shirk ex-post monitoring because, if they do so, other banks to whom they
19Ramseyer (1994) contests this view. He argues that punishing small borrowers ex-post of fmancial
distress confers on the bank a reputation for ruthlessness. This reputation discourages other borrowers
from perceiving that they face a soft-budgeting constraint ex-post and falling prey to moral hazard.
2CYrhe Economist (May 2, 1992, p.36).
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have delegated monitoring responsibility on a reciprocal basis will follow suit, and so the
bank will be subjected to replications of its own behaviour.

In the analysis of the relations between non-main bank intennediaries and the
main bank's resolution of financial distress, the role of the long-term credit banks is of

particular interest. Packer (1994) notes that, in recognition of the maturity risk that they
face, long-term credit banks usually have strong collateral. Main banks are therefore
legally lower in the pecking order when it comes to financially distressed borrowers.
This may give them some incentives to resolve, rather than liquidate, distressed clients.
At the very least, it goes some way toward explaining why main banks behave as junior
claimants.
Other inducements for banks to undertake ex-post monitoring centre on the
Japanese legal system. Ramseyer (1994) speculates that Japanese banks may be less
prone than their counterparts in other countries to legal punishment for intervention in
the behaviour of troubled firms, and so they will be more willing to attempt to secure
their claims. 21 Ramseyer's emphasis on the legal con text of main bank relations is shared
by Packer and Ryser (1992), who identify important gatekeeping functions of legal
bankruptcy proceedings in Japan. They suggest that the prohibitive cost of judicially
managed bankruptcy in Japan is at least partly designed to encourage the private
resolution of financial distress by the affected parties.
A final reason for which main banks undertake financial distress resolution
concerns the magnitude of their exposure to the troubled fmn. By its very definition, a
main bank has a substantial stake in its client firms, and so it has the most powerful

incentives to involve itself in the management of any fmancial distress which any of those
firms may encounter. In this regard, Hoshi et al. (1990) make the point that main bank
debt overcomes the free-rider problem which Gertner and Scharfstein (1991) have
discussed in relation to ex-post monitoring. Gertner and Scharfstein show that a freerider problem prevents individual holders of public debt from providing ex-post
monitoring, because the gains from it are not privately appropriable: creditors who do
not contribute to the reorganisation of financially distressed borrowers enjoy the benefits
that flow from having one of their number undertaking whatever financial recontracting
may be necessary to allow the continuation of the finn . Hoshi et al. suggest that this
problem does not arise in a main bank context because the main bank is a major creditor,

21Saikei (1995b) supports this view. His reasoning does not sit well with situations in which the main
bank bears disproportionately high los es from financial distress, but it does help to rationalise more
'nonnal' , if still costly, corrective action .
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and can thus appropriate enough of the benefits of ex-post monitoring m order to
provide it. 22

In contrast to the difficulties that main banks may have in shirking their ex-post
monitoring, they may have substantial power and incentive to shirk their ex-ante and
interim monitoring obligations. These processes differ from ex-post monitoring in being
quite opaque. Consequently, the main bank is more able to avoid them without
detection, should it choose to do so. Put in another way, a main bank has the option of
shirking its ex-ante and interim monitoring on the understanding that this may force it to
confront the penalty of compulsory ex-post monitoring with a higher probability.
The point made by the discussion of financial distress in Chapter 2 is that banks
in general seem to have increased their willingness to exercise this option in the course
of the latter 1980s. Widespread dissatisfaction with the performance of banks as
monitors is less commonly directed at their failure to undertake ex-post monitoring than
it is at their failure to screen and monitor borrowers properly in the first place. 23 Notably,
this perception coincides with a marked decline in bank lending margins and general
profitability. The circumstantial evidence for main banks' having succumbed to a form of
moral hazard is therefore strong enough to merit deeper consideration.
A number of models have grappled with this problem in a main bank specific
context. At the considerable risk of some over-simplification, they can be classified as
belonging to one of two types: those which rationalise the incentives that main banks
have to provide monitoring (monitor based approaches); and those which describe the
incentives that finns have to submit themselves to monitoring (borrower based
approaches).24 I review examples of each type of model in turn.

22 A problem with this argument is that it overlooks the possibility that free-riding by non-main bank
financial intermediaries may still amount to a social (as distinct from private) under provision of ex-post
monitoring.
23 Indeed , the common claim that Japanese banks did not admit to the full extent of their bad loans
problem and engaged in protracted restructuring of their clients in the early 1990s, can be interpreted as
a complaint that banks engaged in too much ex-post monitoring and not enough ex-ante and interim
monitoring.
24The distinction between monitor and borrower based models is not one that prevails in the more
general literature on bank monitoring. However, it does seem to have taken root in the literature on
bank monitoring in Japan.
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Monitor Based Approaches

Monitor based approaches to main banking are simply defined to be those models which
analyse the incentives that the main bank has to supply monitoring when it has been
contracted to do so. They emphasise the behaviour of the monitor in supplying
monitoring, and they tend to treat demand for monitoring by constituents of the
borrowing fIrm as being fairly passive.
As we have already seen, main bank monitoring often caters for both
shareholders and creditors of the finn. The potential conflict of interest, that this
situation poses, forms the basis for one of the earliest formal monitor based studies of
the main bank system. Aoki (1984, 1988) posits an implicit conflict of interest between
Japanese shareholders and banks over the financial leverage of a finn. From the
perspective of the individual, optimal financial leverage is determined by a choice
between bank deposits and corporate shares. The individual will allocate wealth between
these assets until the dividend on shares is equal to the return on bank deposits, after
adjustment for individual risk aversion and differential taxation of interest receipts and
dividends. This optimisation process implies a capital structure for the finn that
maximises financial returns to the individual.
For the bank, the problem is slightly different because the effective ·rate of
interest earned on loans is higher than the deposit rate (and, by implication, the dividend
on shares). The differential exists because the face lending rate of interest exceeds the
deposit rate, and because the firm is required to lodge low interest compensating
balances with the bank. As a result, the bank's credit to the finn yields a higher return
than does its equity holding and so, ceteris paribus, the bank would prefer higher
leverage for the finn than would the individual shareholder. According to Aoki (1988),
the power of the bank over the shareholder in fixing corporate financial leverage reduces
to the difference between the effective rate of interest and the deposit rate, net of
corporate taxation. His statistical study of this differential revealed that it was substantial
in the period when Japanese corporations were highly leveraged25 between the early

1970s and the early 1980s. He therefore concluded that banks had held the upper hand in
their struggle with shareholders in the earlier post-war period, but that their power had
steadily waned since then.

25See Suzuki (1986) and Ito (1992, p.l15) for evidence that Japanese firms did, in fact, exhibit high
debt dependence over this period.
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Initially, Aoki did not relate his findings to the main bank system. However, in
the revised publication of his results (Aoki, 1988), he suggested that the returns to the
bank which accrue from high financial leverage might actually reflect a type of side-

payment made by the shareholder to the bank. In his view, this side-payment could be
the agency fee that the shareholder implicitly pays to the bank in order to secure ex-ante
and interim monitoring of the borrowing firm (Aoki 1988, p.148). Further, he claimed
that, via a reputational mechanism, this agency fee is likely to encourage the main bank
to undertake ex-post monitoring, should that be necessary.
Although it is not exactly clear on this point, the revised interpretation of the
theory suggests that Aoki perceived a relationship between corporate capital structure,
main bank margins, and the provision of monitoring. Delegated monitoring theory

suggests that he could have developed these ideas in different ways. He interprets
differences between shareholders' returns and those on bank loans as being the substance
of a conflict between banks and individuals over optimal leverage. However, since the
shareholder's return is optimally equated with the rate of interest on deposits, the
disparity between the bank's return on loans and the individual's return on deposits could
almost as easily reflect a simple difference between lending and deposit rates of interest;
that is, it could represent the bank's agency fee for acting as a delegated monitor on
behalf of depositors.
This reinterpretation of Aoki's results seems to add weight to them, not least of
all because it brings his ideas into closer correspondence with the more general principle
that financial intermediaries exist to bridge informational asymmetries between fums and
depositors through monitoring. But, despite this improvement of interpretation, a
number of problems remain.
In the first place, Aoki's conclusions are only loosely related to the integrated

properties of main bank monitoring. For example, he claims (Aoki, 1988, p.148) that
main banks need a strong reputation as ex-post monitors if they are to be delegated the

monitoring function which provides the main bank rents. This may erect a strong enough
defence of the assertion that main banks will undertake their ex-post monitoring
whenever it may be necessary, but it does not explain whether banks will undertake their
ex-ante and interim monitoring. Given the opacity of these earlier phases of monitoring,
it may well be optimal for the main bank to accept the rents for them, but then shirk the
activity and bear the greater risk of having to resolve financial distress. 26 In other words,

26S ee

footnote (23) for an argument that this is precisely what the banks are thought to have done in the
late 1980s and early 1990s.
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the main bank could effectively trade-off its obligations to monitor in ex-ante and interim
senses against its obligation to monitor ex-post, without the consent of other interested
parties. Aoki' s model is unable to explore the tensions involved in this choice.
A further problem with his model is that it is explained without reference to the
market in which the main bank exists. Therefore, Aoki is unable to explain how much of
the so-called main bank rent is the due return to the bank for its monitoring activity and
how much of its return is accrued as a result of imperfections (natural or otherwise) in
the banking market
By way of aside, Weinstein and Yafeh (1995) have developed a model that is
reasonably congruent with Aoki' s, and they have been led to a dim view of the economic
efficiency of these rents. They offer the interesting interpretation that a main bank
behaves parasitically because it enjoys a sequential monopoly. They argue that the main
bank confers on itself monopoly status as a supplier of the finn's credit because it is a

part owner of the finn. The inflated rate of return on debt that is implied by this position
means that the bank will earn a higher rate of return on its debt than it will on its
equity.27 In other words, it will be led to overcharge the finn for its debt capital. And,
through its influence on the borrower's management, it will force the borrower to rely
excessively on (debt financed) capital intensive production tech!liques. The opportunity
cost of introducing such a bias into the borrower's behaviour is clearly a lower return on
equity for all shareholders, including the main bank. In the main bank's case though,
such a cost is more than offset by higher returns on lending, and so the main bank is
effectively in a position to extract rents from other shareholders. 28 Although Weinstein
and Yafeh do not tender a fonnal welfare analysis of this mechanism, the thinly veiled
implication of their model seems to be that the rents earned by the main bank constitute
a source of inefficiency.
Despite their various extensions to Aoki ' s insight, Weinstein and Yafeh leave
several of the weaknesses in the basic approach uncorrected. For one, they do not
consider the way in which the returns to banks might be decomposed into supernormal

271n effect then , they are extending AoId' s work by explaining the source of high debt costs as a product
of the main bank ' s behaviour in the capital factor market. AoId had only assumed the existence of a
premium on debt.
28Note that this analysis implicitly rejects the view of Hodder and Tschoegl (1985) that the main bank 's
dual status as shareholder cum creditor can lower the firm ' s cost of capital. At bottom , the difference
arises because the efficiency effects as ociated with the main bank 's dissolution of informational
asymmetries feature heavily in the Hodder and Tschoegl story, whereas they have no part to play in the
Weinstein-Yafeh framework.
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profit and a normal return to monitoring. 29 While the main bank system may lead to the
adoption of capital intensive production techniques, and while main bank relationships
may often inflate the cost of borrowed capital, the analysis does not admit that the
ostensibly supernormal profit on main bank lending could actually reflect a normal
economic return to financial intermediation, and that the cost of capital might be
efficiently determined. Further, their analysis overlooks the proposition (reviewed in
empirical terms in the previous chapter) that the main bank could maximise its profit, not
merely by tuning the leverage of its client finns and the cost of debt finance, but also by
regulating its own provision of monitoring services. Both problems seem to arise
because the Weinstein-Yafeh framework implicitly denies the role of the bank as a party
which resolves the infonnational asymmetries that exist between borrowers and lenders.
Another limitation of Aoki's model is that it treats the cost of finance to the finn
and the bank as exogenous. In reality, the effective rate of interest that the borrowing
firm faces is likely to be determined endogenously by the competitive structure of the
banking market and by the bank's costs of intermediation. Aoki does not probe this
connection between the main bank's cost function and a competitive determination of
the effective rate of interest. By extension, he also fails to link the main bank's cost
function to its monitoring rents and to its management of its monitoring responsibilities.
The assumption of exogenously priced [mance is strong in any model of main
bank relationships. But the argument in Chapter 2 suggests that it may have become
even less welcome since the advent of financial deregulation. The deregulation of interest
rates that occurred after 1985 is widely acknowledged to have forged a closer alignment
between deposit costs and the effective rate of interest that is faced by borrowers. This
realignment of interest rates compromises the specification of Aoki' s model, since it
suggests that the shareholder/depositor can compete for some of the main bank's rents,
and so presumably reduce the incentives for the main bank to provide monitoring.
A final problem with Aoki's model is that it does not allow for non-main bank
providers of [mance, other than a representative shareholder. In reality, main bank
connections are actually characterised by the main bank having a large share in the
provision of the firm's [mance, but, as a rule, this is by no means an exclusive
relationship. Potentially, therefore, other intermediaries or providers of finance to the
29Specifically, they assume that the bank 's cost of funds lies below the rate at which it lends. Financial
intennediation theory suggests that this is only reasonable if the bank is offering some service (such as
monitoring) that depositors could not otherwise purchase at reasonable cost. Thus, in supposing a
difference between deposit and lending rates of interest, Weinstein and Yafeh come very close to
assuming monitoring by the main bank. But they ascribe no value to that monitoring, or to any other
service which the bank might supply_
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firm are beneficiaries of the main bank's ex-ante and interim monitoring. Free-riding by

these players on the monitoring that the main bank provides could diminish the provision
of monitoring in the way that Stiglitz (1985) suggests, but Aoki does not prosecute this
issue. This may partly explain why his model seems to work well for the so-called heyday of the main bank system (the early 1950s to the early 1970s) and why it may have
been inapplicable in the late 1980s and early 1990s. In the former period, there were
comparatively few non-main bank lenders in Japan's highly segmented capital markets,
whereas in the latter period, they were thriving, and the problems that attend their freeriding on monitoring may have become potent
Sheard (1994b) deals with the existence of multiple lenders in an interesting
framework. His model is built upon the idea that main banks have an incentive to cooperate with one another when there are multiple firms, and that they divide up the
responsibility for the monitoring of those firms on a reciprocal basis. He fmds that the
incentive to undertake ex-ante and interim monitoring depends upon the main bank's
intennediating a high proportion of the final borrower's debt, and on that debt earning a
return for the main bank that reflects its incentives to monitor ex-ante and ex-post of
financial distress. In general, the model shows that banks are constrained in their ability
to ·shirk

monitoring because they face retribution from co-monitors.
Sheard's model is interesting in several respects. First, and at the broadest level,

it is helpful because it places main bank monitoring in the context of more general
theoretical models that relate the actual provision of monitoring to the costs which the
monitor bears. Second, it provides a useful application of the findings of Campbell and
Kracaw (1980) who highlight the importance of a delegated monitor having a dominant
position as the firm's provider of external finance. Third, the model incorporates the
opacity of monitoring into the way in which main bank contracts (explicit or implicit) are
designed. Sheard's argument takes account of the ability of the main bank to shirk its
monitoring if shirking is the optimal strategy, and it highlights a set of conditions under
which ex-ante and interim monitoring are optimally provided. Finally, a notable feature
of the model is that it posits an explicit relationship between the ex-post rents of the
main bank and its incentive to shirk ex-ante and interim monitoring.
Nevertheless, Sheard leaves some of the more serious problems with Aoki ' s
model uncorrected. For instance, in his model, the rate of return to the main bank is
given exogenously.3o In other words, the model is incomplete in the sense that it does

30JIis findings are also sensitive to the assumption that fInns will voluntarily acquire a sufficient
proportion of their finance from their main bank.
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not specify the pricing behaviour which guarantees that the bank will not succumb to
moral hazard. The fundamental problem of the determination of the cost of finance to
the final borrower when the main bank is the intermediary therefore survives.
Another limitation of Sheard's model is that it is restricted by the assumption of
fairly homogeneous co-monitoring financial intermediaries. By insisting that the nonmain bank financial intermediaries be locked into co-monitoring arrangements, Sheard

overlooks the possibility that intermediaries from beyond the network of co-monitors
could free-ride on the co-monitoring network. 31
As financial deregulation has progressed in Japan, and as the financing options of
firms have multiplied with new entrants to the capital market, this conjecture has taken

on greater significance. Studies such as Horiuchi (1994), Campbell and Hamao (1994),
and Hoshi et al. (1993) show that, from the late 1980s, much corporate finance began to
be provided to large borrowers through institutions that may not have been locked into
reciprocal delegated monitoring arrangements. If the consequences of borrower financial
distress are different for these new institutions, then the prices that they might charge for
capital could also differ from those that the network of co-monitors would charge. This
raises the distinct possibility that the new entrants to the market could undercut the main
banks, and hence undermine the main banks' incentives to provide monitoring.
In passing, it is worth noting that this aspect of the transition to deregulated

capital markets also casts some doubt on the assertion of Gerlach (1992, 1992b) that the

main bank system of financing in return for monitoring is stable. Gerlach argues that a
high proportion of corporate finance is still intermediated through major financial
institutions, notwithstanding the tendency of firms to adjust the forms in which they take
this finance. Therefore, according to Gerlach, we are entitled to infer that financial

keiretsu relations (of which main bank ties are a subset) remain reasonably stable. The
problem with this analysis is that it overlooks the argument that it is not just important
that large institutions intermediate finance; the form of the claims of those institutions is
also significant Large financial intennediaries may well continue to intermediate a high
proportion of corporate finance, but if they are not doing so on tenns that respect the
monitoring that main banks provide, then compositional shifts that have taken place in
Japanese corporate finance during the late 1980s could still have been highly significant
for the provision of monitoring through the main bank system. To put this another way,
where banks have scope to shirk the services that they provide to the constituents of

31 He notes the possibility for such free-riding , but concedes that the model is unable to rule out its

occurrence.
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borrowing firms, it is not enough that they intermediate a high proportion of the firm's
financial needs. They also have to undertake that intermediation at prices which
encourage them to provide a full range of expected monitoring services. Evidence on
bank margins and profits from Chapter 2 suggests that this may not have been

happening, and that main banks might not have been adequately rewarded for their
monitoring.

Borrower Based Approaches
Several approaches to main bank monitoring implicitly suggest that it is best analysed
from the perspective of the borrower rather than as a problem for the main bank, and
that decisions which evoke monitoring from the main bank are actually taken by the
constituents of the borrowing firm. In these models, the delegation costs that are
required to induce monitoring by the main bank are often borne in some way or another

by the finn, and it is the borrower, or its financial manager, which must decide whether
or not monitoring is worth its expense.
In the Japanese main bank context, the most widely known of these models is the
coinsurance, or risk sharing, hypothesis. This model, traceable to Nakatani (1982,1984),
begins with the observation of Caves and Uekusa (1976) that firms which have main

banks typically pay a higher price for their capital than do firms without such
connections. The question for Nakatani was: why should firms elect to enter main bank
relationships when doing so would apparently lower their profits?
Nakatani rejected the view of Caves and Uekusa (1976) that the lower profit of
borrowers with main banks simply reflected the market power of their bankers. Instead,
he claimed that the tendency of firms to pay a higher cost of capital in the context of a
main bank relationship is a reasoned borrower response to the incompleteness of the

market in managerial labour. The inter-corporate links which main banks facilitate
therefore qualify as a form of risk sharing, or coinsurance. 32 Specifically, Nakatani
argues:

32coinsurance seems to be a slightly less ambiguous description of this practice than does risk sharing.
Risk sharing is not only used to describe the relations between different producers in the same corporate
group. In some studies, such as 0 ano and Tsutsui (1985), it refers merely to the tendency of a bank to
share risk with an individual fmn. There is therefore some ambiguity about the principal-agent
framework that is implied by risk sharing. The tenn 'coinsurance' seems to obviate this semantic
problem.
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... the setting up of a mutual insurance scheme among group members and
particularly between the banks and other group members is an institutional
response by the Japanese fInn which aims at coping with apparent market failure
in contingent claims markets of management risks (Nakatani 1984, p.229;
emphasis added).

In more detail, coinsurance is necessary because individuals are assumed not to

trade their shares sufficiently in order to displace managers who perform badly.33 In
response to this situation, the main bank agrees to rescue films which become financially
distressed. In this sense, it perfonns the function of a surrogate takeover mechanism, by
insuring the constituents of films against delinquency in the managers whom they
appoint, or at least tolerate. In return for this commitment to state contingent
intervention, the shareholders forego some of their surplus, by paying the main bank an
appropriate premium through a higher cost of capital. According to Nakatani, when a
number of firms in the same group enter this arrangement with one bank, they effectively
coinsure one another through the agency of the bank. The result is that they collectively
experience lower profit, but the stability of those profit rates is guaranteed by the main
bank.

This hypothesis persists in various forms and, to be sure, it has won some
qualified empirical support. 34 However, it has some obvious theoretical flaws. In the fITst
place, it is not as different from the models which assert that main banks seek rents from
their client films as it purports to be. The Caves-Uekusa and Weinstein-Yafeh models
both suggest that main banks extract rents from the shareholders of their borrowers,
presumably in the interests of their own shareholders. Coinsurance theory does not deny
that wealth is transferred away from shareholders. Indeed, it only differs from the CavesUekusa model in asserting that the implied rents are not ultimately channelled to the
bank, but dispersed across a group; ie. to the shareholders of other finns. Thus, the main
bank effectively draws rents from one firm at the behest of the constituents of another.

Viewed in this way, and without proof of its welfare enhancing effects, 'coinsurance'
seems to be nothing more than a euphemism for group based rent-seeking.
We can be more precise about this by discussing the failure of the coinsurance
hypothesis to deal with issues of asymmetric information. In so doing, we expose

33 An alternative, and perhaps preferable, expression of this assumption is that shareholders cannot
acquire infonnation about the fInn at reasonable cost and that their actions are, in any case, acutely
constrained by the localised public good problem that I mentioned earlier in relation to information
production by atomistic shareholders.
34See for instance, Nakatani (1984), Beason (1991) and Lincoln et al. (1993). For contradictory
evidence see Horiuchi et ai. (1988).
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another instance in which the main bank literature has overlooked the links between the
costs of integrated monitoring and the price which final borrowers pay for their fmance.
The concepts of adverse selection and moral hazard are possibly the best tools for this
exposition. As Ramseyer (1994) notes, coinsurance appears highly vulnerable to both
phenomena.
Adverse selection could arise under coinsurance as it could in any insurance
arrangement that is beset with private information. To appreciate this, suppose that finns
within a group are heterogeneous, and that firm managers have private information

about the quality of their own finns, but no such information about other finns. If so,
then bad fmns will be eager to participate in coinsurance arrangements, since they expect
their insurance premium to be subsidised by the contributions of the better performers in
the group, who will draw less extensively on their insurance. Good firms ought to
anticipate this behaviour and shun the network, since it would require them to pay an
actuarially unfair insurance premium. Thus, when they have an option to abandon the
group and acquire finance through other channels, they will exercise it. In equilibrium,
the network ends up being populated by only the very worst finns, if its existence is
feasible at all. 35 Hoshi et al. (1993) supply some empirical evidence in favour of this
conjecture by observing that, among firms with main bank connections, those which
have been the most creditworthy since financial deregulation have tended to rely more
heavily on financing through publicly issued debt, and they have relied less on bank debt
finance.
Moral hazard could arise in a coinsurance network because managers whose
firms are insured by other firms may behave in ways that allow them to draw on their
insurance. Once insured by the main bank, firms would seem to be relatively free to
engage in rent-seeking by pursuing high risk/return strategies. Admittedly, this
proposition is more contentious than the adverse selection argument. As Aoki (1989,
pp.355-6) argues, managers are likely to value their reputations, and he suggests that
these reputations would be sorely damaged if managers were to induce the financial
distress of the firms under their control. On the other hand, Ramseyer (1994) counters
that shareholders with a preference for high risk/high return activity could compensate
managers for the potential loss of reputation that is associated with financial distress, by
paying higher managerial wages in good states.

35This brings Nakatani's (1984) analysis into conflict with the more general model of Stiglitz and Weiss

(1981). in which adverse selection arguments are invoked to show that banks have strong incentives to
prevent their better clients from defecting to other intennediaries.
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One of the bases for problems of moral hazard and adverse selection is that the
simplest models of coinsurance pay insufficient attention to the role of ex-ante and
interim monitoring, by assuming that the main bank's intervention is contingent on
adverse circumstances for the borrower. If this were true, and if the main bank were only
to monitor ex-post of financial distress, then it would leave itself vulnerable to the
private information of the managers to whom it lends.
To remove this informational asymmetry (and the adverse selection and moral
hazard problems that accompany it), the main bank would presumably have to screen
and monitor firm managers in ex-ante and interim senses. Nakatani (1984, p.231) claims
that this is what happens, and he even argues that ex-ante and interim monitoring costs
are actually minimised by group formation. His reasoning is that group relations imply
repeated transactions with borrowers, and that reputation acquired through repeated
transactions ultimately dissolves informational asymmetries between borrowers and their
main banks. Hence, the transactions costs of financial intermediation are minimised by

stable group relations.
Although this argument looks good, we ought to treat it with scepticism. The
thesis that repeated capital transactions minimise monitoring costs might well explain
why banks and borrowers want to transact repeatedly, rather than at arms length in a
spot market; but it does not explain why borrowers would want to enter implicit
insurance contracts with one another. To appreciate this, note that ex-ante and interim
monitoring require some sort of payment from each firm to the main bank. If the finns
were making these payments as members of a coinsuring group, then they would not
have escaped adverse selection problems. After all, it is no more rational for good finns
to pay premia on their capital for the expensive ex-ante and interim monitoring of
fundamentally weaker firms in their group, than it is for them to pay premia for the expost monitoring of those firms. 36 Consequently, even when ex-ante and interim
monitoring are carried out by the main bank, adverse selection means that good firms
will have incentives to reject coinsurance based capital pricing whenever possible. They

will always prefer one-on-one relations with their main bank over coinsurance with other
finns.
Yet another problem with the coinsurance hypothesis is its definition of the
primary principal-agent relationship. In defining the principals as various finns in a group
and the agent as the bank, the theory overlooks the fact that the bank is also agent for its
36This might be a little extreme. Ex-ante and interim monitoring should at least reduce the exposure of
group members to the moral hazard problems that they would otherwise face. That said, adverse
selection remains an issue.
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depositors, who may constitute a further principal in the lending relationship. Put simply,
the coinsurance theory has it that the main bank is party to an insurance contract, rather
than one in intermediation. This is no minor abstraction. Many of the models in the
previous sub-section correctly emphasise that the bank's funding costs (that is, its
payments to depositors) are integral to its profit and that, in one way or another, those
funding costs can influence the main bank's incentives to monitor, and interact with,
oorrowing firms. That is, if there is an implicit coinsurance arrangement in force, its
efficiency is presumably influenced by the agency contracts that the bank has with its
depositors. Coinsurance eclipses these contracts.
Given these problems with the coinsurance hypothesis, alternative borrower
based models, in which the main bank interacts with borrowing firms through a different
principal-agent framework, have some attraction. These models are typically much
closer to the delegated monitoring models that were reviewed in the previous subsection. Commonly, they reject the corporate group as the principal unit of analysis, in
favour of one in which the main bank acts to bridge informational asymmetries between
borrowing firms and lenders.
A valuable step in this direction has been taken by Hodder (1991). Hodder
argues that long-term relationships between intermediaries and borrowers reduce the
cost of cap~tal for high growth firms because, through their role as ex-ante and' interim
monitors, main banks overcome an informational asymmetry that would otherwise raise
the cost of debt when the finn's requirement for finance exceeds a certain level. Hodder
observes that as leverage rises, so too do the potential financial distress costs for lenders.
As a result, when the finn plans to finance expenditure in excess of that which supports
the maximum investment budget that can be financed with its desired capital structure,
increasing costs for lenders arise. The finn therefore faces an increasing unit cost of
debt. A main bank can be useful in this situation because, by virtue of its monitoring, it
does not suffer the informational asymmetries that other potential creditors of the finn
would. This, in a sense, is an interesting application of economies of scale in information
production. Hodder seems to be implicitly arguing that by committing itself to long-term
monitoring relations with a finn (that is, making a substantial finn-specific investment in
monitoring), a main bank reduces the informational asymmetries that it faces, and so it
can charge the firm a lower cost of capital than could an uninformed lender. In other
words, the larger is the bank's stake in the oorrower, the lower is the unit cost of debt.
Gerlach (1992b) makes a loosely related point. He observes that the presence of a main
bank can actually increase the access of a finn to non-main bank finance, and so the main
bank relaxes the borrower's liquidity constraints.
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Hodder's idea is important here for a number of reasons. First, it explains that
the high financial leverage that has featured so prominently in the capital structure of
much of the Japanese corporate sector could represent an optimal capital structure for
the borrower, based upon the services of the monitor. The monitor based models of the
previous sub-section were unable to articulate this point. Second, and more generally,
the results define a specific connection between the cost of fmance faced by the firm and
the main bank's costs of financial intermediation. Third, Hodder arrives at this
connection by relating integration in monitoring and the role of financial distress costs to
the detennination of the borrower's capital structure. This is a significant departure from
most of the monitor based models of the main bank system that were reviewed in the
previous sub-section, in which the cost of financial intermediation is basically separated
from the cost of fmance to the firm.
A final reason for which Hodder's model is interesting (and one not noted by
him) is that his results are highly compatible with those of Stiglitz and Weiss (1981).

These authors claim that banks are unable to poach one another's clients because they
face adverse selection problems. According to Stiglitz and Weiss, the bank that would be
the victim of poaching has superior knowledge of its clients, and it will be able to keep
the creditworthy ones by charging them a lower cost of capital than the uninformed
would-be poacher could offer. Therefore, only bad borrowers end up defecting from
their relationships with their bankers, and so they form part of a market for lemons.
Stable relations between borrowers and their banks therefore have an underlying
rationale. Hodder's work effectively applies this result in a main bank context, by
showing that the main bank's informational advantage lowers the price of debt. Clearly,
the borrower would have very limited incentives to defect to would-be poachers because
those poachers would have limited knowledge of the finn, and so could not match the
price of debt being offered by the (better informed) main bank.
Comparisons between Hodder and Stiglitz-Weiss in terms of adverse selection
highlight stark differences between the models of Hodder and Nakatani. Both the
Hodder and Stiglitz-Weiss models can be invoked to show that adverse selection
discourages defection from relationship banking by good borrowers. In contrast, and as I
have already noted, adverse selection actually predicts that good borrowers will have
powerful incentives for defection in a coinsurance mechanism.
For all its strengths, Hodder' s model still replicates some weaknesses of the
other models that have been reviewed here. For one, it is similar to Aoki's (1984, 1988)
model in overlooking the possibility that the main bank might prefer to shirk its ex-ante

and interim monitoring responsibilities in favour of an increased risk of having to
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monitor ex-post. Although Hodder's model posits a plausible connection between the
cost of financial intennediation and the main bank relationship, it does not do so in a way
that fully engages the main bank's choice about whether to supply monitoring ex-ante or
ex-post of financial distress.
A second problem with Hodder's model is that it overlooks the prospect of freeriding by non-monitoring financial intennediaries. As I demonstrated in the last section,
monitoring depends on the ability of the financial intennediary to secure a sufficient
private return for its activity, and this is an important aspect of monitoring that is
reciprocally delegated. Where there is the possibility of free-riding on ex-ante and
interim monitoring, socially inadequate provision may result. Put differently, free-riding
might direct the bank's choice about whether to provide monitoring ex-ante or ex-post
of financial distress.
Hoshi et al. (1993) have developed a model which pursues the role of nonmonitoring financial intennediaries in the context of deregulated financial markets. They
argue that the shift in corporate capital structures away from bank debt, since the
deregulation of the financial sector, may reflect increased opportunities for corporate
managers to fund perquisite consumption. To establish this point, they assume that the
manager of a borrowed fmn chooses one of two alternative proj~cts. The first is financed
through debt that is raised directly, and which is unmonitored. This project allows the
consumption of managerial perquisites, commensurate with a comparatively high
probability of project failure. The second project is endorsed and financed (via
intermediated debt) by the main bank. It involves a low probability of failure, but it
generates no private perquisites for the manager. The authors show from this model that
firms with high values of Tobin's q, a concentration of collateralisable assets and low

financial leverage encourage firms to issue public debt directly rather than to take
intermediated finance through the agency of their main bank.
These results are fascinating, but the theory which underpins them could be
developed further. In particular, the model suffers from signalling, or adverse selection,
problems. It also seems to treat the delegation costs of main banking too lightly.
Adverse selection is a problem in the model because subscribers to directly issued
debt do not base their pricing decisions on fully infonned expectations of the borrower's
actions, even though any attempt to raise public debt automatically signals that managers
are planning to choose a socially sub-optimal project. Hoshi et al. do not assume that
this signal always flows through to the subscribers to public debt. In fact, there is scope
for an equilibrium in which borrowers issue public debt, and bond markets price it as
though they were expecting the borrower to choose a socially optimal project.
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For the model to overcome these problems in its present form, it would be
necessary that subscribers to public debt always price on the expectation that the
borrower will choose bad projects. Unfortunately, respecification of the model along
these lines would carry the unwelcome implication that bond finance is always associated
with socially inferior projects. Some more general theoretical analyses have overcome
this problem. Diamond (1991) posits a more elaborate model than that of Hoshi et al., in
which reputation matters to borrowers. According to DiamoncL borrowers who can
profitably approach public debt markets are those with strong and valuable reputations.
Their managers have slim incentives to consume private perquisites, even when they are
not monitored. Hence, the adverse selection problems that affect the model of Hoshi et
al. do not arise in Diamond's framework.

The whole adverse selection issue raises interesting contrasts between the model
of Hoshi et a/. and the coinsurance framework. In a coinsurance framework, adverse
selection suggests that good borrowers, rather than bad ones, will tend to defect from a

main bank: relationship, and that defection from a main bank relationship is therefore a
positive signal of the quality of a firm. By contrast, if signalling were allowed in the
model of Hoshi et a/., precisely the reverse would be true. 37
One way to resolve the signalling problems in the model of Hoshi et a/. is to
allow the main bank to take a role as an ex-post monitor. If the main bank agreed to
accept responsibility for integrated monitoring of a project that it did not finance - say,
because it had other valuable relations with the firm - then non-main bank borrowers
might be able to free-ride on the main bank's behaviour. That is, they might not
necessarily respond to signals of bad borrower quality with higher debt prices, and so
non-main bank fmance for some projects could become optimal for some privately
motivated managers. Hoshi et al. do not develop this idea, and so I take it up in a
modified way in the following chapter.
A further problem with the model of Hoshi et a/. is that it assumes that bank debt
can induce effective corporate performance, so long as the bank is paid the cost of
monitoring the borrower. The delegation costs associated with monitoring are largely
overlooked, or at least determined exogenously, and no account is taken of the
possibility that the main bank might accept the returns for acting as a delegated monitor,
and then shirk the provision of the service. In view of the vast body of anecdotal

37It is interesting therefore, that Hoshi et al. should use their model to highlight the adverse selection
problems that afflict a coinsurance arrangement.
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evidence which suggests the failure of bank monitoring mechanisms over the course of
the latter 1980s, this is a noteworthy aspect of the model.
Horiuchi (1993) has used a variation on the model in Myers and Majluf (1984) to
ask questions that are similar to those which were put by Hoshi et a/., and he reports
similar results. In his model, the manager's choice is between straight bonds and equityrelated debt. Straight bonds tend to yield fewer funds for the consumption of managerial
perquisites than do convertible bonds when share prices are rising, as they were in Japan
during the latter 1980s. Hence, the tendency of firms to issue equity-related debt during
the boom years of the 1980s can be partially understood as the exercise of a revealed
preference for managerial perquisites.
Horiuchi reasons in infonual tenus that there is an ambiguity surrounding the
likely effect of the main bank on this choice, and that the test for a main bank effect on
firms' bond issuance patterns is therefore two-tailed. On the one hand, if the main bank

facilitates mutual shareholding networks that promote the interests of incumbent
managers over those of shareholders (a la Nakatani), then association with a main bank
may mean that managers are relatively free to pursue their private interests by issuing
equity-related bonds. Hence, we would expect close main bank ties to stimulate the
issuance of equity-related debt. On the other hand, since the main bank acts as a quasiexternal constraint on managerial discretion through monitoring, association with a main
bank may mean that the manager's ability to fund perquisite consumption is more

constrained than it would otherwise be.
A third possibility - not detailed formally by Horiuchi - is that the main bank
system may indeed be designed to constrain the consumption of managerial perquisites in
the manner suggested by Hoshi et al., but it may be incapable of doing so in certain
capital market conditions. As I have already conjectured in this chapter, a system in
which firms can access corporate bond markets, while relying on a main bank monitor,
can conceivably induce the main bank to withdraw some of its monitoring. The formal
comJX>nents of Horiuchi's theory will not easily accommodate such a proposition,
because the incentives of a main bank to monitor are not explicitly analysed. Similarly,
the optimising patterns of subscribers to publicly issued debt are not fully treated.
In testing his conjecture that main banks might affect the bond issuance patterns

of firms, Horiuchi was ultimately unable to reject a null hypothesis that there is no
significant difference between the behaviour of finns with main banks and those without.
Although this may not constitute irrefutable proof that main banks have failed to monitor
those of their client finns which have issued direct debt, it certainly encourages further
inquiry along these lines.
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DIRECTIONS FOR RESEARCH
The preceding section shows that the theories which currently explain why main banks
monitor are fractured along several fault lines. The purpose of this section is to highlight
and summarise the most important, yet commonly overlooked, of the divisive issues. In
this way, the course of the remaining argument in this study is defined.
Perhaps the most pressing issue is that most of the existing literature does not
endogenise the cost of capital in the main bank system very well. Models such as Aoki
(1984, 1988, 1994), Sheard (1994b) are cases in point, since they assume the exogeneity
of the cost of [mance to the finn. One or two other models, such as Weinstein and Yafeh
(1995) and Hoshi et al. (1993), do endogenise the cost of fmance. But, as we have seen,
they only do so partially.
There are several reasons for treating this issue seriously. First, the assumption of
exogenously priced finance puts the main bank literature out of step with much of the
more general literature on delegated monitoring. In this body of work, the cost of
finance to the final borrower is usually endogenously determined by the intermediary's
cost of funds, its costs of intermediation, and the delegation costs that are necessary to
prevent the intermediary from shirking its monitoring commitments. 38
More significantly, the

as~umption

of exogenously priced finance has inhibited

the contribution of the main bank literature to debate over the cost of capital in Japan.
Much research effort has been devoted to determining whether or not Japan enjoyed a
lower cost of capital in the post-war period than did many other industrial countries. 39 If
the main bank system really is an efficient means of lowering the agency costs of
financial intermediation while ensuring corporate stability, then it should be IX>ssible to
demonstrate that financial intermediation by main banks translates into a lower cost of
capital for certain borrowers. At the very least, it seems necessary to ask whether the
conjecture of Weinstein and Yafeh (1995) - that the main bank system inflates the cost
of capital above an efficient level- is robust when account is taken of the effect that the
main bank has through its monitoring.
In relaxing the assumption of the exogenous pricing of fmance, it is important to

account for integration in the monitoring process. As Section 2 shows, much is currently
made of the role of the main bank in monitoring at all phases of the final borrower's life
cycle, and of the state contingency of some of that monitoring. However, with the

Diamond (1984) for an example.
39S ee Frankel (1991) for a review of this literature.
38S ee
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exceptions of Hodder (1991) and Sheard (1994b), insufficient attention is devoted to the
importance of the returns and penalties to the main bank in each phase of its monitoring.
To put the problem differently, the links between capital pricing, the main bank's priority
in adverse states, and its incentives to monitor in good states, are not yet well expressed

in the literature.
A similar problem also arises in borrower based models of the system. For
instance, the work of Hoshi et al. (1993) presupposes that non-monitoring
intermediaries would be willing to finance a project that a bank would not. When this
model is applied to main bank relationships, it seems to be incomplete, since there is no
explicit recognition of the role that the main bank might play ex-post of financial
distress.
Another problem that needs consideration is the role of free-riding in the pricing
of capital. Hodder and Tschoegl (1985) contend that the potential for destructive freeriding is limited in the main bank system where a network of co-monitors exhibits mutual
trust. In a more rigorous expression of the same idea, Sheard (1994b) asserts that the
scope for opportunistic behaviour by non-monitoring intermediaries is circumscribed by
reciprocity and co-monitoring. In his framework, there is little room for the kind of freeriding that could constrain the main bank's provision of monitoring.
Nevertheless, both the Hodder-Tschoegl and Sheard analyses admit that while
some arrangeinents may inhibit opportunistic free-riding on the main bank's monitoring,
there are no ready guarantees that co-monitoring main banks will be able to exclude
free-riders from their midst. In fact, none of the models reviewed in this chapter are able
to rule out the possibility that the growing number of non-main bank sources of finance
could free-ride off the monitoring that is traditionally provided by the main bank. Yet the
prospect that free-riding could generate capital prices that constrain the provision of
monitoring is a highly plausible scenario. After all, if main bank monitoring makes
potential investors more confident about lending to a fmn, and if it thereby lowers the
cost of capital to the borrower, then the price which the main bank can charge for debt
finance must surely fall, if the main bank must match the loan prices being offered by its
competitors. And if the main bank's return declines under such competitive pressure,
then its incentive to conduct ex-ante and interim monitoring must also weaken. None of
the models that have been dealt with in this chapter can categorically rule out an
equilibrium in which this mechanism is so strong that it implies the withdrawal of ex-ante
and interim monitoring by the main bank.
At first glance, such an equilibrium may look absurd. After all, why would
investors - who reduce the price of credit as their confidence in a final borrower rises -
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undercut the main bank and lower the price of that credit to the point at which their
confidence in the main bank's monitoring was no longer justified? The high degree of
integration that is inherent in main bank monitoring may provide an answer. If investors
expect to be able to free-ride on the provision of ex-post monitoring by the main bank,
or if their debt is senior to that of the main bank, then they may be less troubled by the
prospect of the borrower becoming financially distressed than the main bank might be.
Hence, the prices that they might charge for debt might be such that, if the main bank is
to match them, it would have insufficient incentives to provide fully integrated
monitoring.
Such a mechanism would also explain how it might be that non-monitoring
intermediaries could undercut the main bank in the model of Hoshi et al. (1993), even
when adverse signalling is allowed. If non-main bank intermediaries are aware that the
main bank: is not monitoring a project, but know that they are partially protected in the

borrower's adverse states, then they may be able to set the price of debt capital at a rate
that lies below the minimum rate at which the main bank would be willing to carry out
ex-ante and interim monitoring.
Moreover, the mechanism seems to be consistent with Japanese banking
experience in the late 1980s and early 1990s. As Chapter 2 shows, the conte stability of
the capital market in Japan escalated in this period, with the result that bank margins
thinned and monitoring deteriorated. The idea that characteristics of the main bank
system could have contributed to such an outcome has not yet been formally addressed,
and the conditions under which conte stability of the capital market results in pricing
behaviour that suppresses ex-ante and interim monitoring by the main bank have not
been outlined. I therefore take the question up in Chapter 4.
This, of course, is not the end of the matter. It is one thing to explain in
theoretical terms why main banks might be monitoring their clients less intensively in the
wake of financial deregulation. It is quite another to demonstrate that the diminished
monitoring role of the main bank system has translated into a change in the actual
performance of the firms which are subjected to main bank monitoring.
Most, if not all, of the models that I have reviewed in this chapter claim to show
that the main bank: system significantly affects the performance of these firms through
monitoring. In general, the models suggested that the main bank: system exists partly as
an institutional technique for enforcing contracts in the managerial labour market. 4o The

«<>Work that has followed Caves and Uekusa (1976) is the exception. Studies in this vein deny, or at
least downplay, the positive role of the main bank as a monitor.
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ultimate purpose of a main bank (as against any other type of financial intermediary in
the main bank system) is to provide cost effective policing of value creation by
corporations. If the deregulation of the capital market has raised the potential level of
free-riding by non-main bank intermediaries and thereby corroded both returns to main
banks and the incentives which give rise to monitoring, then the theories that have been
reviewed here implicitly suggest that there should have been a discernible change in the
efficiency of firms that are affiliated with main banks.
As I suggested in Chapter 1, the most conspicuous cases of such a withdrawal of
monitoring are those which lead to the financial distress of borrowers and the increased
bad debts of the banks. But by no means are these the only monitoring failures in which
we should be interested. If main banks are scaling back their production of corporate
monitoring, then we might also expect to observe greater slack in the value creation of
main bank monitored firms.
This is a difficult proposition to test with casual empirical methods. As shown in
this chapter, monitoring by banks to enforce finn value maximisation is a complicated
and, necessarily, opaque process. Thus it is natural to expect that whether or not it is
taking place is a question that cannot be decided using casual empirical methods.
Chapter 5 therefore takes a formal systematic approach to the problem, analysing the
success of main bank monitoring in terms of the efficiency of main bank monitored firms.

CONCLUSIONS
This chapter has expanded upon a point that was briefly made in Chapter 1: that our
understanding of the incentives that produce main bank monitoring remains incomplete.
Some of the many models which purport to explain main bank monitoring do so strictly
through the eyes of the monitor. Others, however, regard it as a problem for the financial
constituents of a borrowing firm.
The problem that has evolved from this partial equilibrium approach is that the
price of finance in models of main bank monitoring is often treated as exogenous, or it is
determined without reference either to delegation costs, or to integration in the
monitoring process. Always undesirable, this set of assumptions has become particularly
severe now that Japanese capital markets have been forced to come to terms with a
range of new financial intermediaries, whose competitive behaviour appears to have
changed the structure of credit price determination and, therefore, the incentives of main
banks to monitor.
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In designing a model to account for this structural adjustment in capital markets,

it is crucial to recognise the integrated nature of monitoring. The main bank clearly
provides monitoring at a number of stages, and so it requires a special set of incentives
to prefer ex-ante and interim monitoring over ex-post monitoring. If these incentives are
not generated by the process that determines the price of [mance, then the main bank
may be willing to shirk its ex-ante and interim commitments in favour of risking the need
for ex-post monitoring. Defining the conditions under which this outcome represents an
equilibrium solution in the capital market fonns the subject of the next chapter.
Once the model is developed, its underlying assumptions need to be tested. On
the whole, this is a difficult exercise. The informational asymmetries which give rise to
transactions costs in monitoring inhibit measurement of the empirical significance of
main bank behaviour. Nevertheless, some of the implications of the model lend
themselves to testing. In particular, since the model shows that financial deregulation
may have affected the incentives of main banks to provide monitoring, it would be
interesting to see whether any shift in bank: behaviour has manifested itself in terms of
corporate behaviour. I take this topic up in Chapter 5.
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4

Moral Hazard and Integrated Main Bank
Monitoring
Most existing models of main bank monitoring assume the final borrower's cost of
finance to be at least partly exogenous, as they explore the incentives that main banks
have to provide ex -ante and interim monitoring. In this chapter, I relax this assumption,
and develop a model of integrated main bank monitoring, in which the main bank's
decision over whether or not it should monitor is governed by its own cost of
intermediation and the informed pricing behaviour of its competitors.
The basic and most novel conclusion from this approach is that the integration of
the main bank monitoring process can be associated with moral hazards that obstruct exante and interim monitoring. These moral hazards come in two forms. First, there is the
standard moral hazard that is associated with banks committing themselves to
monitoring: banks may accept the returns for monitoring, but then shirk the performance
of the activity.
The potency of this moral hazard depends upon the bank earning an appropriate
return on its monitoring. The size of this return is itself conditioned on a secondary
moral hazard, that confronts intermediaries with which the main bank competes in credit
markets. Seniority for these non-main bank intermediaries effectively insures them
against losses that they would sustain if the borrower were to become financially
distressed. This insurance will engender indifference to risk and disinterest in whether or
not credit is monitored by the main bank. This, in tum, will encourage the non-main
bank intermediaries to price credit so cheaply that, if the main bank is to match their

offered price, its own return will be eroded and its incentives to monitor will disappear.
This resembles a moral hazard of insurance problem. Seniority for non-main bank
intermediaries may encourage them to take credit pricing decisions which make relevant
the insurance which is implicit in that seniority.
In summary, two moral hazards confront the main bank market. There is the

standard, or in this case primary, moral hazard that a bank might shirk its commitment to
monitoring. The existence of this primary moral hazard depends on an insurance based
secondary moral hazard problem that confronts non-main bank financial intermediaries.
The factors which activate these moral hazards expose two important
misconceptions about monitoring incentives in the current literature. Specifically, I
challenge the view of Aoki (1994), that low deposit costs for main banks are a valuable
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component of the main bank rents which underpin effective main bank monitoring. The
model below demonstrates that, in the absence of competitors, low deposit costs never
strengthen a main bank's incentive to provide ex-ante and interim monitoring. And,
when the capital markets are competitive, low deposit costs actually weaken main bank
incentives to monitor by reducing the equilibrium price of credit
I also show that the presence of non-main bank financial intennediaries can mean
that the assignment of junior claimant status to the main bank in the event of borrower
distress is not necessarily conducive to ex-ante and interim monitoring. If the low
priority of the main bank implies senior claimant status for non-main bank financial
in tennediaries , and if these intennediaries can influence the price of credit, then the
incentives that lead to monitored debt will be comparatively weak.
The results may help to explain some of the stresses that the Japanese banking
system endured in the late 1980s and early 1990s. As the discussion in Chapter 2
demonstrated, the number and type of entrants to the market in financial intermediation
expanded dramatically in this period. The model of this chapter shows how main bank
monitoring mechanisms may be threatened by such a development. 1 Furthermore, it also
shows that accommodating monetary policy - which was practised in Japan in the late
1980s - exacerbates the corrosive effects of capital market competition on main bank
monitoring. The model therefore provides grounds for suspecting that main bank
monitoring may have been defective over that period.
The next section of the chapter sets out a simple model which shows how the
interactions of a monitoring main bank, a non-monitoring financial intermediary and a
risk neutral final borrower will establish an equilibrium provision of finance that allows
for ex-ante and interim monitoring by the main bank. The following section discusses
these results both in the context of main bank theory and in relation to actual Japanese
experience with corporate monitoring. A final section summarises and concludes the
chapter.

1Interestingly , Petersen

and Rajan (1994) reach a very similar result for a more general problem .
However, their theoretical framework differs so much from the one offered in this chapter that a
comparison of the two models would not be very illuminating. Whereas managerial discretion is at the
centre of their model, in this model, it is the discretion of bankers with respect to monitoring that
produces results.
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THE MODEL
The model is essentially a monitor based approach. It draws on a technique that was
developed by Shapiro and Stiglitz (1984) in their analysis of labour markets. In this
financial context, the key optimising agents consist of a representative main bank and a
non-main bank financial intennediary. A cost minimising, risk neutral, final borrower is
used to fix the equilibrium.

The Main Bank
In this model, the main bank is a large city bank which maximises its profit in continuous

time over an infinite horizon by acting as a delegated monitor. The central bank requires
it, under the terms of a franchise contract, to accept an interest bearing deposit (of given
size), to lend that deposit to an infmitely lived borrower, and to monitor that borrower.
The deposit contract is strictly enforceable and its cost is determined exogenously, by
the central bank, through its monetary policy. The bank's interest payments on deposits
appear as d per unit time. The repayments by the firm amount to bank receipts of rM per
unit time.

The bank's income and deposit liability flows occur indefinitely unless the
borrower encounters financial distress. In this case, financial distress implies the
application of ex-post monitoring by the main bank to restore the borrower to a
condition in which it is able to meet debt repayments. 2 There are two sets of
circumstances under which financial distress might arise: either the borrower has an
unforeseeable accident, or it fails because the main bank neglects to monitor it. The
former type of failure happens to monitored and unmonitored firms alike with simple
probability b per unit time.
The chance that a firm will fail through the neglect of the bank follows a Poisson
process, and it is given by the rate of that process, which I denote with q. The choice of
a Poisson process means that, in long-run equilibrium, all unmonitored projects
encounter financial distress at least once. This is a fairly easy assumption to justify if the
final borrower operates in a sufficiently competitive final product market. If ex-ante and
2The association between fmancial distress and continuation of the fmn is for ease of exposition. It is
possible to construct a scenario in which financial distress amounts to liquidation of the borrower. This
depends, among other things, on the bank experiencing a delay in recruiting a new borrower and on the
management of liquidation being costly for the main bank.
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interim monitoring improve the position of the borrowing finn in some way, then,
analytically speaking, they form part of the technology of that finn. Thus, monitored
firms have a technological advantage over unmonitored finns. Those that enjoy this

advantage should eventually drive into distress those that do not. By such a process, the
long run financial distress of unmonitored borrowers is inevitable. A variation on this
argument uses the familiar assumption that managers of unmonitored borrowing firms
use firm assets to consume private perquisites. In the long run, competition in the
borrower's final product market means that firms which are immunised by main bank
monitoring against such cancerous management should drive into difficulty, if not out of
existence, those borrowers which are not so protected.
To avoid exposure to q, the main bank could monitor the finn at a cost per unit
time of c. By incurring c, it could identify projects which are sound, and it could force
the oorrower to undertake them. This cost is best thought of as interim monitoring, but it
might also include a component of ex-ante monitoring, since the two types of monitoring
tend to overlap considerably in practice.
The choice as to whether or not to incur c is modelled here as being binary. In
reality, the choice about a level of monitoring expenditure could well be continuous, but
it is not strictly necessary to present the model in these terms. Suppose that c is the
minimum level of monitoring expenditure that is required to eradicate such borrower
failure as is driven by q. The main bank could spend some amount on monitoring that is
less than c, but it would not benefit by doing so. Likewise, it could spend an amount on
monitoring that exceeds c, but this increment would not reduce the prospect of oorrower
failure below b. Under these assumptions, it is reasonable to present the main bank's
choice as being binary.
If financial distress occurs for any reason, then the bank will be required to

resolve it. While the oorrower is financially distressed, the bank will earn no interest on
the loan (although it will still have to meet its commitments to depositors), and it will
incur ex-post monitoring costs off per unit time. 3 The (simple) probability that the firm
will be restored to financial health in any small interval is given by

u. This term is

perhaps best thought of as the expected speed at which banks can repair their financially
distressed oorrowers. Once restored to financial health, a loan is treated as it was before

31 place no limits on the fonn that financial recontracting might take. The main bank can decide upon
its own response to financial distress and, provided it does so optimally,jwill be the outcome of a cost
minimising approach.
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the financial distress. 4 In other words, loans that failed because of shirking are subject to
shirking again after the oorrower has recovered. Similarly, loans that failed by accident
are again monitored after the financial distress has passed.
That films slip into and out of financial distress in this way introduces seemingly
unwelcome mathematical complications. In fact, though, the proposition that bank loans
vary in quality over their life-cycle is quite important. Since the main bank is assumed
not to abandon its oorrowing clients in the event of their financial distress, and since the
resolution of financial distress is a time consuming process in any event, the expected
'speed' at which loans move between bad and good states (and vice versa for that
matter) is important in the main bank's reckoning of the costs and benefits that accrue to
it from incurring c. From a slightly more general perspective, if we believe that a
distinguishing feature of main bank relationships is that they survive through good and
bad states, then we ought to admit the importance of the duration of those states to the
bank's returns.
A final assumption on which to focus is the compulsory nature of main bank expost monitoring. As suggested in Chapter 3, there are numerous justifications for this
assumption. It is worth restating five of them here. 5 First, financial distress is highly
visible. A bank that repeatedly shirks ex-post monitoring would expose itself to
sanctions by the monetary authorities. Second, Japanese banks secure scant tax relief for
bad debts. They therefore have strong incentives to resolve privately the financial
distress of debtors rather than concede that a loan is non-performing and suffer the
taxation consequences. 6 Third, there is the possibility of retribution by other creditors.
Sheard (1994b) suggests that this is a particularly compelling incentive to undertake expost monitoring where the main bank participates in a reciprocal delegated monitoring
arrangement. Fourth, as Hoshi et al. (1990) point out, the main bank is a prominent
provider of finance for the fmn. It is therefore likely to have sufficient private incentive
to intervene in order to restore the finn to a position in which it is profitable. Finally, I
invoke the arguments of Packer and Ryser (1992), that the Japanese legal system is
sufficiently costly that banks frequently find it optimal to manage financial distress
privately.

4Under appropriate assumptions about the relative magnitudes of the variables and parameters of the
model, this will be the optimal policy of the bank. Less realistic equilibria are also possible, but I do not
explore them here.
5S ee Aoki et ai. (1994, p.15 ) for a discussion of the difficulties that main banks have in shirking their
ex-post monitoring.
6The Economist (May 2, 1992, p.36).
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Given these conditions, the problem for the bank is to decide whether or not it
ought to shirk its ex-ante/ interim monitoring obligations; that is, whether or not it is
optimal to incur c. From the assumptions, the net present value of the loan in its different
states is:

(4.1a)
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where 0 = discount rate.
T

= stochastically determined time at which the state of the loan changes.

R': = the value of a loan which is not being monitored.
R~

R:

=

the value of an unmonitored loan which is financially distressed.

=

the value of a loan which is being monitored.

R~

=

the value of a monitored loan which is financially distressed.

Evaluating (4.1a) through (4.1d) gives the following :7
(4.2a)
(4.2b)
(4.2c)
(4.2d)
7A

sample of the working i provided in the appendix.
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The main bank will shirk its ex-ante or interim monitoring if and only if
>
From the system of equations (4.2), this is true when:

R: R:.
f <

c{u+8+b+q)
q

-r

M

(4.3)

inequality (4.3) has several obvious features. First, if ex-post monitoring

IS

expensive, then the main bank will not require a great inducement to monitor. That is, it
would monitor in return for a relatively low value of rM, and the pressure for monitored
debt in equilibrium would be strong. Likewise, if main banks are able to repair their
financially distressed borrowers very quickly (that is, u is high), they will have relatively
weaker incentives to monitor in the ex-ante and interim phases. Conversely, the higher is
the cost of ex-ante and interim monitoring, and the greater is the probability of
accidental failure, the greater is the inducement that the main bank will require in order
to monitor. It goes almost without mention that a high discount rate is also conducive to
unmonitored debt.
A more novel aspect of (4.3) is that the cost of deposits does not directly
influence the bank's decision as to whether or not it ought to shirk its ex-ante and
interim monitoring responsibilities. The reason is simply that the bank's deposit contract
is independent of the financial condition of the borrower. While an increase in deposit
costs may lower the profitability that flows from a monitored borrower and seem to
activate the incentive to shirk (Aoki's point), it also makes less attractive a situation in
which the borrower produces no return at all, and so it ·simultaneously discourages
shirking. These considerations perfectly counterbalance one another in the bank's
behaviour, and so the cost of deposits is irrelevant to the monitoring decision. 8
If the capital markets were closed by regulation and rM were somehow fixed,

then inequality (4.3) would be the end of the matter. Main banks would always monitor
borrowers, provided that conditions in the capital market ensured that their returns from
doing so, and the penalties for not doing so, were sufficiently high and probable.
However, the deregulation of Japanese capital markets that has taken place since the
1980s has introduced to some borrowers a new set of potential intermediaries, whose

8This is not to deny the obvious point that deposit costs are relevant to bank profit. The role of deposit
costs as an influence on bank profit is dealt with in the following sub-section. Part C of the appendix
also shows that they may be relevant to the monitoring decision when the main bank market is perfectly
competitive.
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behaviour can influence the price of finance to the borrower. It is to these alternative
intennediaries that I now turn.

The Non-Main Bank Intermediary

Suppose that the capital market is contestable by a non-main bank financial intermediary,
whose pricing behaviour detennines the main bank's return. This intermediary is part of
a perfectly competitive fringe, optimising intertemporally by offering a debt contract to
borrowers at a rate of return per unit time, 'F. For the purposes of fixing ideas, it may be
helpful to think of this intermediary as an institutional holder of corporate bonds.
There are several respects in which this intermediary differs from the main bank.
First, I assume that it is not obliged to monitor the behaviour of borrowing finns and
that it would, in any case, be unable to do so at reasonable cost. This is a common
assumption about the holders of public debt. Fama (1985) offers some empirical
justification for it, and it is used by Hoshi et al. (1993) and Diamond (1991), among
many others.
Second, assume that the deposit expenses of the non-main bank intermediary are
higher than those of the main bank. 9 Let the cost of funds to the non-main bank
intermediary be ed, and assume

e >1.

This assumption simply suggests that the city

banks are more efficient than their competitors in the collection and management of

deposits, and there are several justifications for it. First, cheaper deposit costs for the
large city banks have flowed from the so-called convoy system. This arrangement has
meant that a restricted number of large commercial banks have enjoyed preferential
access to funds from the monetary authorities. A particular example is that in much of
the earlier high growth period, those banks had preferential access to the Bank of
Japan's reserve facility at artificially low rates of interest. IO There are, of course, other
reasons for which main banks might be able to secure deposits more efficiently than
some of their competitors. For instance, they often have firms, for which they are main,
deposit their employees' payrolls with them. More generally, it is worth noting that the
city banks are, by definition, very large. They are therefore able to exploit any economies
of scale in deposit collection and management to an extent that might lie beyond the
9-Jfiis assumption is necessary in order for there to be an equilibrium in which the main bank can
compete with non-main bank intermediaries.
IOSee Ito (1992) for a discussion of the overloan phenomenon and Aoki et al. (1994, p.17) for a more
general discussion of the privileged access of main banks to cheap funding.
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reach of other intermediaries. Taken together, these considerations mean that non-main
banks are at something of a disadvantage in terms of the cost of their funds.
Third, the debt of the non-main bank financial intermediary is assumed to be
senIor to that of the main bank. In normal states, the non-main bank receives its
contracted rate of return of rF' However, if the borrower becomes financially distressed,
then the non-main bank intermediary would still receive a fraction, "I, of its return as a
result of the main bank's ex-post monitoring.
The assumption that the non-main bank can rely on the main bank for ex-post
monitoring in the event of the borrower's financial distress is admittedly awkward, when
there is only one debt contract for sale. It might well be argued that, if the non-main
bank earns the (sole) debt contract, then the main bank has no financial commitment to
the borrower, and so the main bank tie dissolves completely. But if such a dissolution
occurs, then the non-main bank cannot reasonably expect the main bank to undertake
any ex-post monitoring. Therefore, it is difficult to imagine a situation in which main
bank ex-post monitoring means that the non-main bank can price on the basis that "I> O.
Fortunately, this conjecture presents no serious problems. The model will still
work even if the non-main bank cannot depend upon the main bank for ex-post
monitoring. It is merely necessary to suppose that, if the main bank does not undertake
ex-post monitoring on behalf of the non-main bank:, there is an alternative process for
managing financially distressed borrowers. For example, financial distress might be
resolved either by judicial means, or by the joint actions of a number of other
constituents of the firm. It is not even necessary for any such alternative process of
distress resolution to respect the seniority of the non-main bank intermediary. It will
become evident that, even if "I = 0, the model will still operate properly. 11
Given these conditions and the assumption that the borrower knows the values of

b and q,12 the net present value of a loan in its various states is:

(4.4a)

(4.4b)

IlNote that we are assuming that the resolution of financial distress by a party other than the main bank
still take place at peed cx. This a umption can be relaxed with a simple respecification of (4.4b).
12It is not trictly nece ary that the non-main bank know the e parameters. It could merely guess at
them, and the core re ults of the model would still hold.
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where:

<t>

= discount rate.

R; = the value of a loan that is not fmancially distressed.
R{s = the value of a loan that is fmancially distressed.

Evaluating (4.4a) and (4.4b) gives the following:

<t>R;

= rF +(b+q)(R~s -R;)-9d

<t>R~s = 0.( R; - R~s ) + 'Y'F - 9d

(4.Sa)
(4.Sb)

We can detennine the price that the non-main bank intermediary would charge
for the loan by solving (4.Sa) and (4.Sb) for rF under the perfectly competitive condition
= O. Equation (4.6) gives this simple solution.
that

R:

r F -

9d(<t>+o.+b+q)
y(b+q)+(<t>+o.)

(4.6)

Equation (4.6) can be used to detennine whether or not the main bank ·monitors.
Implicit in (4.3) and (4.6) is the notion that the borrower has a choice about the terms on
which it borrows. It could borrow funds at the level of rM which means that (4.3) holds
with equality, thus ensuring that it is monitored. Alternatively, if the non-main bank's
price is below this level, the borrower could compel the main bank to match this lower
price. Of course, this would mean that the borrower is then not monitored. To determine
the outcome of this choice, assume that the final borrower is interested in minimising its
cost of capital and that it will reject monitoring if the cost of finance that is associated
with it is strictly greater than rF' Under this assumption, monitoring does not take place
when:

f <

c( 0.+ 8 + b + q) --....:..----~
ad (0.+ <t> + b + q )
q

y(b+q)+o.+<f>

(4.7)

Inequality (4.7) expresses the central results of the model. Before discussing its
properties in detail, I pause to define the limits to the main bank's participation in the
market. It is quite possible that the non-main bank intermediary could price finance such
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that

RSM

< 0; ie. the main bank earns negative equilibrium profit. The situation in which

this occurs is obtained by determining the level of TM that sets

R: =O.

If Tp is less than

that value, then the main bank is unable to lend to the finn, and the main bank lending
market collapses. This eventuates when the following condition is met:

d(a+8)lf
- -, -~b+q+a+<1»
- - - - - - 1 - b+q lJ < f

b+q

y(b+q) +(<1>+a)

a+8

(4.8)

Inequality (4.8) shows that if the non-main bank intermediary were fully insured against
borrower failure, and if it were not at a cost disadvantage in the deposit markets
('1-1, 8=1), then main banks are decidedly uncompetitive. Note, though, that this is only
a sufficient condition for the non-existence of main banking. Other, less extreme,
parameter values might have the same effect

DISCUSSION
The purpose of the model is to identify the factors that will discourage main banks from
monitoring, and force them to accept higher risks on their loans. Its most novel feature is
that it exposes a positive relationship between deposit costs and the main bank's
incentive to provide fully integrated monitoring of the borrower. It also shows that
assigning junior claimant status to the main bank is not necessarily a good method for
ensuring that the main bank monitors its clients.
Consider these results individually, beginning with the arguments over the cost of
deposits. The model unambiguously suggests that the cost of deposits has no effect on
the incentives of main banks to monitor when the market is not contestable by non-main
bank sources of finance. When that market is contestable, falling deposit costs will

actually reduce the main bank's return, and so they will undermine the incentive of the
main bank to deliver fully integrated monitoring.
The results of Chapter 2 suggest that such an idea sits well with the experience of
the Japanese economy in the late 1980s. Over that period, the conduct of bank
monitoring is generally held to have been poor, while monetary policy was quite
accommodating, and bank margins were low. That there was a particularly marked
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decline in the returns to main banks is quite significant 13 Clearly, the decline in deposit
costs reduced the returns to main banks, and their incentives to monitor weakened in the
manner that the model suggests.
Such reasoning is sharply at odds with that of some earlier theoretical studies,
such as Aoki (1994). Aoki has contended that the rent from main banking is necessary
for integrated monitoring, and he suggests that deposit costs are inversely related to
main bank rents. In other words, Aoki' s reasoning seems to suggest that lower deposit

costs should enhance the main bank's incentives to provide monitoring because they
raise the opportunity cost of a financially distressed borrower.
The present model suggests that this argument tells only part of the story. If the
main bank exists in a competitive vacuum, then low deposit costs will have no effect on

its incentives to monitor, because deposit costs are incurred regardless of whether or not
the borrower is financially distressed. To this extent, Aoki's implicit opportunity cost
argument is misleading. If we then introduce competitive credit price determination and
admit that non-main bank sources of finance might be available to the borrower, it
emerges that there is actually an indirect and positive relationship between deposit costs
and the main bank's incentives to monitor. As inequality (4.7) reveals, this indirect effect
works through the impact of lower deposit costs on the pricing behaviour of the nonmain bank intermediary. The senior claimant status of these intermediaries, means that

they have incentives to ignore the risk that is associated with their pricing decisions.
Therefore, as deposit costs decline, non-main bank intermediaries become more prone to
lower the equilibrium price of credit to the point at which it is no longer consistent with
ex-ante and interim monitoring by the main bank. In short, far from increasing the
incentives of main banks to conduct ex-ante and interim monitoring, low deposit costs
actually reduce them.
This resembles a moral hazard of insurance problem, in which insurance takes the
form of seniority. The greater is the seniority of non-main bank intermediaries (that is,
the greater is their insurance against financial distress), the stronger is their power to
generate pricing outcomes that make more likely the adverse states against which they
are insured. Contrary to existing theory on the main bank system, low deposit costs help
to enable this mechanism.

A moral hazard problem of this sort takes as its starting point the moral hazards
that often appear in other delegated monitoring models. As observed in the previous
chapter, monitoring has localised public good properties, and so it is possible that no
13This finding is due to Weinstein and Yafeh (1995).
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single provider of fmance will have the incentives to undertake monitoring on behalf of
the others. Delegated monitoring appears to be one solution to the problem. But this is
potentially fraught with moral hazard, since anyone who delegates monitoring implicitly
signals that they cannot observe compliance with the delegated monitoring contract at
reasonable cost.
The model shows that this moral hazard problem is not necessarily eradicated by
integrating monitoring and subordinating the monitor's claims to those of creditors with
whom it competes. Assigning claims to distressed borrowers in this way may appear to
be a good method for sterilising the moral hazard problem that the monitor faces ex-ante
of financial distress, because it raises the penalties that are associated with shirking.
However, this strategy is only effective up to a point. When deposit costs are sufficiently
low and 'Y is sufficiently high, a different moral hazard facing non-main bank
intennediaries becomes potent.
This two stage moral hazard theory may partly explain why an accommodating
monetary policy seemed to coexist with successful corporate perfonnance in the high
growth period of the Japanese economy (the late 1950s through to the early 1970s) but
why it also coincided with an apparent breakdown in monitoring arrangements in the late
1980s and early 1990s. In the fonner period, an accommodating monetary policy did not
compromise monitoring arrangements (neither, however, was it as supportive as is
commonly argued) because entry to the market in financial intennediation was regulated,
and so non-main bank intennediaries were unable to undercut the main bank. Hence,
main banks had limited incentives to shirk their monitoring. In such an environment, the

monetary authorities were able to maintain low deposit rates in order to achieve
macroeconomic objectives without fear of the corporate governance implications of their
actions. In contrast, in the latter 1980s, an accommodating monetary policy was more of
a threat to monitoring because non-main bank fonns of finance were more prevalent, and
credit was priced more competitively. The moral hazards, to which non-main bank
intennediaries are inherently susceptible, became relevant when policy turned
accommodating around the time of the 1985 Plaza Accord. Viewed in these terms, the
outbreak of financial distress in the corporate sector in the early 1990s and the
subsequent criticism of the screening and monitoring performances of major Japanese
banks are hardly surprising.
Before leaving the matter of deposit costs, it is worth highlighting the model's
similarities to, and differences from, the predictions of Diamond (1991). In Diamond's
framework, periods of easy credit mean that borrowers with good reputations will
acquire a stronger appetite for disintermediated debt, which is unmonitored. This is
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partly because borrowers' reputations become more valuable when interest rates are
low, and so borrowers are more able to give a credible precommitment to oond
financiers that they will not use borrowed funds for private purposes. Hence, monitoring
becomes unnecessary, and the borrower is in a position to borrow from bond markets at
a price that does not include a monitoring premium.
As we have seen, in the present model, lower deposit costs reduce the provision
of monitoring, just as they do in Diamond's. However, in contrast to Diamond's model,
the effect of the lower deposit costs is unambiguously to raise the probability of the
borrower encountering financial distress, because of the priority structure of claims
against a financially distressed borrower.
Importantly, deposit costs are not the only dimension of the problem to have
adjusted in the Japanese economy as a result of financial restructuring. Foremost among
the other variables to have changed is the cost of financial recontracting, f. As I have
shown, the main bank will be willing to monitor the borrower at lower values of rM
when financial distress is expensive, and it will therefore be more likely to capture the
debt contract of the fIrm on terms that guarantee monitoring.
The Bank for International Settlements'

(BIS)

1988 capital adequacy

requirements might be viewed as one mechanism by which monetary authorities can raise
the cost of financial recontracting in order to stimulate monitoring. Under these
requirements, bad debts damage a bank's capital adequacy. To the extent that this capital
adequacy is costly to repair, financial distress will be more expensive for the main bank
under the regulations than it would otherwise be.
By way of an aside, it is worth noting that the model is able to explain the
apparent tendency of the BIS' regulations to reduce lending by the major commercial
banks. Note from inequality (4.8) that higher values of f reduce the ability of the main
bank to lend profItably. Thus, while higher monitoring costs increase the incentive of the
main bank to monitor, they paradoxically undermine its capacity to lend at all. This

might partially explain why commercial bank lending has apparently been slower and
more cautious since the introduction of the requirements. 14
Another variable that might be important is the cost of ex-ante and interim
monitoring, c. On this point, the intuition is straightforward: higher values of c
discourage the main bank from monitoring. Nevertheless, it is quite difficult to speculate
14That the BIS' capital adequacy requirements have this effect in Japan is a widely held belief among
practitioners in Japan. See, for example, The Economist (April 23, 1994, p.73). Okina and Sakuraba
(1994) and de Brouwer (1995) demonstrate econometrically that lower asset quality raises minimum
loan rates.
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on the direction in which c might actually have moved in Japan. There are at least two
factors which suggest that it may have increased. First, the broader spectrum of
investment opportunities that economic liberalisation has introduced must surely have
made monitoring fundamentally more complex and expensive. Second, it is worth
recalling the point made in Chapter 2 that banks are now lending to smaller borrowers.
As I noted in that discussion, these borrowers are often thought to be more difficult to
monitor than the banks' traditional clients. That being so, the compositional changes that
have taken place in the direction of bank lending suggest that banks' costs of monitoring
their loans may have increased. Running counter to these positive cost pressures are
other developments which suggest that ex-ante and interim monitoring costs for the
banks may have eased. For example, as the Bank of Japan (1992) has pointed out, in
recent years, there have been substantial improvements in banking technology, which
should have reduced the expense of monitoring.
Movements in

e are

also interesting. With the steady progress of Japanese

financialliberalisation, it becomes likely that the difference in the cost of funds to major
commercial banks and other types of financial intermediary should be gradually
compressed. This being the case, e should have declined toward, or even below, unity.
This would raise the ability of the non-main bank intermediaries to induce shirking by the
main bank and, by inequality (4.8), it would 'weaken the viability of the main bank

system.
The final elements of the problem that need to be considered are discount rates.
Long planning horizons are important to the maintenance of debt that is main bank
monitored. On its own, this verification of a popular belief about the underpinnings of
the main bank system is not very interesting; it follows almost directly from the model's
simple setup. Slightly more noteworthy is the rmding that an increase in the discount rate
of the main bank does not affect the equilibrium to the same extent as an increase in the
discount rate of the non-main bank intermediary.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
Falling profitability in the latter 1980s meant that Japanese banks slackened their
monitoring and increased their willingness to bear risks on their loans. The theoretical
model of this chapter shows formally that this kind of mechanism could have been at
work, even in the context of Japan's widely praised main bank: system.
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Moral hazards in financial intennediation drive the findings. In the literature on
delegated monitoring, much is made of the possibility that monitors might shirk their
monitoring and, in so doing, fall prey to moral hazard. In this chapter, I have shown that
whether or not this happens to Japanese main banks depends in part on the pricing
behaviour of their competitors. If non-main banks are well insured in adverse states, then
the debt contracts that they offer to borrowers may be priced in such a way as to present
the main bank with a moral hazard. Since the non-main banks realise this when they act,
they are effectively surrendering to the insurance based moral hazard that they confront
by virtue of having debt that is senior to the main bank's.
A distinguishing feature of this result is that it does not explain the failure of main
bank monitoring by analysing the type of finance that borrowers select. Previous studies,
such as Hoshi et al. (1993) and Horiuchi (1993), have emphasised that the ability of
firms to evade main bank monitoring depends upon the way in which those firms use

bond markets. In this chapter, I have shown that a firm can be subjected to incomplete
monitoring by its main bank, even if it does not use the bond markets at all. The reason
is that when non-main bank sources of fmance are viable, borrowing firms may threaten
their bankers with defection from the main bank relationship. The structure of claims
against borrowers in the main bank system underwrites the credibility of these threats,
and so main banks may have to price debt in a way that is inconsistent with complete
monitoring. Thus, it is not firms' use of alternative sources of fmance per se that
constrains main bank monitoring. Rather, it is the mere existence of non-main bank
sources of finance and the priority structure of claims in the main bank system which
lead to incomplete main bank monitoring.
The model through which these ideas are expressed is still quite basic, and there
are many ways in which it might be refmed. In closing, I list a few of the more pressing
considerations. First, it would be interesting to model the final borrower more
thoroughly, and to incorporate into this model findings such as those by Hoshi et al.
(1993). For various reasons, borrowers may be risk averse and so may be willing to pay
their main bank for monitoring, even when rM > rF' Also, a final borrower may wish to
diversify its borrowing in ways that allow it to reward its main bank for monitoring,
while taking advantage of any cheaper funds that may be available elsewhere. The
indivisibility of debt in my model does not allow for an exploration of this idea.
Diversification is also important from the viewpoint of the main bank. A number
of studies in the delegated monitoring literature rely on diversification as a key element
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in the delegated monitor's behaviour. IS In this model, I have not allowed the main bank
to diversify its risk, and this will undoubtedly affect its monitoring incentives.

Yet another aspect of the model that needs improvement is the treatment of
fmancial distress. I have assumed that the main bank can simply be compelled to perfonn
ex-post monitoring by the central bank. In reality, and as I noted in the previous chapter,
pressures to resolve financial distress probably emanate from sources other than the
central bank. In particular, if the pressure for main bank ex-post monitoring is applied by
non-main bank lenders - as Sheard's (1994b) reciprocal delegated monitoring hypothesis
suggests it is - then the incentives of main banks to monitor may be considerably more
complex than the way in which they have been represented here.
A further issue that warrants consideration is the matter of deposit markets. In
the simple model of this chapter, deposit costs are exogenously fIxed by the monetary
authorities. This is quite a severe abstraction: rates on deposits have been increasingly
detennined by competitive process since 1985, and so it might be interesting to rework
the model so that it accounts for the effects of depositor behaviour upon the banks' cost
of funds. In doing so, it would be particularly interesting to consider the role played by
deposit insurance. In the model of this chapter, banks provide comprehensive deposit
insurance to their depositors. This is not quite an accurate depiction of reality. The
Japanese monetary authorities operate a deposit insurance scheme, and, equally
importantly, the coverage of this scheme is not comprehensive. Since insurance might
well affect depositor behaviour, it might be interesting to explore the relationship
between deposit insurance, banks' deposit costs and the conduct of main bank
monitoring. 16
Another promising extension would be to introduce equity as a financing option.
Recall from Chapter 3 that creditor monitoring can be fundamentally different to
shareholder monitoring and that main banks are usually simultaneously creditors of, and
shareholders in, their client flnns. By focusing on debt finance as the source of the main
bank's monitoring incentives, the theoretical model of this chapter eclipses some of the
incentives that main banks have to maximise their profIts on shareholding. By extending
the model to incorporate these incentives, it might be possible to undertake useful

I5See, for example, Diamond (1984) and, for a treatment of the Japanese main bank case, Sheard
(l994b).
I6That said, it is important not to overstate the role of deposit insurance (patrick, 1994 , p.17). A
compulsory deposit insurance scheme was not introduced until 1971 , and it was not drawn upon until
the bad loans problem of the early 1990s.
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extensions of Aoki' s (1984) analysis of the tension between banks and individual
shareholders over financial leverage.
The final point is empirical, and it is taken up at length in the next chapter. While
it may appear from the model in the second section that main bank monitoring has been
withdrawn under pressure from deregulated financial markets, it has yet to be
demonstrated that the effects of this action have been felt in terms of the performance of
corporate borrowers. Although a number of studies have been conducted to determine
the extent of main bank influence on the profitability of their client corporations, few
have been carried out since the deregulation of the capital markets. The next chapter
addresses this issue.
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Appendix 4
Parts A and B of this appendix explain technical aspects of the model's specification.
Part C explains the operation of the model when the main bank faces competition from
other main banks.
Part A
An Explanation of the Model's Specification

As mentioned in the text, the asset equations are closely based on Shapiro and Stiglitz
(1984). Since these authors did not fully outline the specification of their original version
of the model, I briefly explain my variation of it in these first two sections of the
appendix.
In this frrst section, I explain the specification of the asset equations. The
working is given for the case of a loan that is subjected to shirking by the main bank.
The other cases are analytically similar.
Equation (4.1a) describes the net present value of a loan that is unmonitored.
This net present value is equal to the discounted stream of interest margins which is
earned prior to the point at which the borrower encounters financial distress, plus the
discounted value of a financially distressed loan thereafter. That is, we could decompose
(4.1a) into two terms as follows:

(A4.1)

y = j(b +q)e -(b+q)T [ e-oT R~ JdT
o

(A4.2)

where X is the return that the main bank earns prior to financial distress, and Y is the
return earned thereafter.
In each expression there are two discounting terms. Those contained within the

square brackets on the right hand sides of (A4.1) and (A4.2) are standard expressions
that value the loan according to the bank's rate of time preference.
In addition to being dependent on the bank's own subjective rate of time

preference, the net present value of the loan will obviously depend on when it changes
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In addition to being dependent on the bank's own subjective rate of time
preference, the net present value of the loan will obviously depend on when it changes
state; ie. on when the borrower becomes financially distressed. Other things being equal,
higher probabilities of financial distress decrease the expected period for which the loan
yields positive net interest, and so they lower the net present value of the loan. The
integral which appears outside the brackets on the right hand sides of (A4.1) and (A4.2)
captures this effect
This probability discounting term needs explanation. 17 Note that the probability
(pr) of financial distress occurring in any arbitrarily small interval (t,
pr{ N(t,

t+~t)

= O} = 1- (b + q)~t +o(~t)

is:
(A4.3)

where N is the number of times that financial
t+~t)

t+~t)

distre~s

occurs. We are assuming that N(t,

is independent of events in (O,t].
Note also that

Poisson process. As

In short,

o(~t)

~t

is small. The term

~t~O, o(~t)

o(~t)

(read 'order'

~t)

is a property of the

also tends to zero, but it does so more quickly than

~t.

vanishes for the arbitrarily small values of ~t with which we are working.

Also:
pr{ N(t, t+~t} = I}

= (b + q)~t +o(~t)

(A4.4)

= o(~t)

(A4.5)

and:
pr{ N(t, t+~t) > I}

Now define peT) as the probability that an event (in this case financial distress)
occurs after T; ie. peT)

= pr (z > T),

where z is the time at which the event first occurs.

From the independence property of the events, we have:
peT + ~T)

= peT) { 1 -

(b + q)~T + o(~T)}

(A4.6)

so:

17The derivation in the remainder of this section of the appendix adheres to that of Cox and Miller
(1965, pp.146-147).
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p'(n

= -(b + q)p(n

(A4.7)

(A4.7) is a first order differential equation that can readily be solved to give:
p(n-p(O)e-(b + q)T

(A4.8)

Since the cumulative probability of at least one instance of financial distress is
such that P(O)

= pr (z > 0) = 1, we have pen = e-(b + q)T.

The chance that the event

will not have occurred before T is therefore 1- e-(b + q)T. By definition, this is the

distribution function of z. Differentiation will give the probability density function (pdf):
(b + q)e-(b + q)T, which is essentially the probability discounting tenn immediately

following the integral sign in (A4.1) and (A4.2).
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Part B
Calculation of the Net Present Values

In this section of the appendix, I derive equation (4.2a) from equation (4.1a). It is
possible to evaluate the other net present values in the model by an analogous process.
Equation (4.1a) is reproduced here for convenience as (A4.9)

(A4.9)

Decomposing this, we have:

(A4.10)

The second integral on the right hand side of (A4.10) can be written as:

J+
(b

q)e -(b+q+&)T R~

ar = (b + q )R~ Je-(b+q+&)T ar

o

(A4.11)

o

Evaluating the right hand side of (A4.11) gives:

J

(b+q)R M e-(b+q-H»)T
~o

ar =

b+q RM
b+q+8 ~

(A4.12)

The fIrst integral on the right hand side of (A4.10) can be integrated by parts. Rewrite it
as:

(A4.13)

or:

(A4.14)
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where:
U(T) = (b+q)e-(b+q)T

j

V (T) = e-ST(rM -d)dt
o

(A4.15)

and where:

(A4.16)

Using (A4.15) and (A4.16), equation (A4.13) can be rewritten as follows:

J

U (T)V (T)dT

o

=( 1- e-(b+q)T)v (T)I: - J(1- e--(b+q)T )(r

M -

d)e --i>TdT

(A4.17)

0

Evaluating the right hand side of (A4.17) gives:

(A4.18 )

Substituting (A4.12) and (A4.9) into (A4.10) gives:

R

M
S

=

b+q
M (rM -d)
R +~--.:....
b+q+8 cs b+q+8

(A4.19)

or:
(A4.20)
Simple rearrangement of (A4.20) gives equation (4.2a).
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Part C
The Model under the Assumption of Perfectly Competitive Main Banking
The model in the body of the chapter does not refer to the market in which the main
bank exists, and so the net present value of main bank loans fluctuates according to the
behaviour of the non-main bank intermediary. In this appendix, I show the workings of
the model under the particular assumption that the market in main bank loans is perfectly
competitive.
Because this restriction on the main banks' market is an extreme abstraction from
the real world, I have left this analysis to an appendix. Few would argue that city banks
are well cast as perfect competitors, notwithstanding whatever discipline they might
apply to one another. Nevertheless, assigning them this role is useful both as a means of
drawing out some alternative equilibria that were bypassed in the main text, and as a way
of asserting the robustness of some of the model's key results.
To solve the model, assume that there is one representative main bank and a
representative non-main bank intermediary. Set

R: = R: = R; = 0, and solve for rM

and rF respectively.18 The solutions provide three iso-profit lines that can be mapped in
(d, r) space. In the interests of a compact graphical exposition of them, I have replaced

the terms rM and rF with the generic term r.
I will explore three possible scenarios that arise from this procedure. The first
two are fundamentally different from the third. In both of them, there are two sub-cases.
Panel A describes the system when the representative main bank does not have to
compete with non-main bank sources of finance. The combinations of d and r in which

main bank lending is feasible (hereafter referred to as the feasible set) is restricted by the
lower of the two iso-profit lines for any given value of d.
Panel B in both of these cases redraws the model when the lending market is
contested by a non-main bank financial intermediary. Note that the non-main bank
intermediary has become unnecessary for the determination of a main bank monitoring
strategy. For a given cost of deposits, we can determine an equilibrium level of r using
only panel A of each scenario. Because the borrowing firm wishes to minimise its cost of
capital, and because the main bank market is perfectly competitive, a given level of
deposits produces a unique equilibrium level of r.19 For example, in panel A of scenario

R; = °

18The solution to
is given algebraically in the text.
19The only case in which the monitoring strategy is not strictly detennined is at the point of intersection
of the iso-profit functions in each of panels A and B in scenario 1. At this point, the main bank is
indifferent between monitoring and shirking.
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1, if the cost of deposits is d*, then the cost of the loan must be r*. At any other level of

r, the main bank would either earn supernormal profit, or it would register losses. For
example, at r**, the main bank would be earning negative profit by monitoring, or
supernonnal profit by shirking. Both possibilities are ruled out under the assumption of a
perfectly competitive main bank market, and so the unique equilibrium associated with

d* is r*.
There is a simple economic logic to the superfluity of the non-main bank
intermediary in this process. All points within the feasible set that the non-main bank
might generate are, by definition, intra-marginal. Therefore, like r** in panel A of
scenario 1, they do not qualify as perfectly competitive prices. If the non-main bank
generates a value of r that the main bank could match, then there will, in general, be
scope for the main bank to generate a price that is lower still. Indeed, the main bank will
be forced to generate that lower price by the incipient competitive pressures that other

main banks are applying.
One might therefore wonder as to the analytical value of the non-main bank
intermediary in this particular setting. It is still a useful means of showing the conditions
under which the main bank system will not be able to produce a cost of capital which is
lower than that which the rest of the market would provide. This is drawn out in panel B
of the first two scenarios and, more dramatically, in scenario 3.
With that in mind, let us take the scenarios in tum. Panel A of scenario 1 is
drawn on the assumption that c > Bfq

+a

and it has a strong resonance with the

imperfectly competitive main bank market in the main text. In that model, 'low' deposit
costs on a loan did not influence the main bank's incentives to monitor, but they
undermine monitoring once the pricing behaviour of non-main bank intermediaries is
admitted to the analysis. Panel A shows us that there are conditions under which the
same general result obtains, even without a non-main bank intermediary.
If we add the non-main bank intermediary (panel B) the basic story does not

change much. Lower deposit costs still reduce the main bank's incentives to monitor, as
they do in panel A. Additionally, though, they eventually undermine the main bank's
ability to participate in the lending market at all. At very low levels of d, the non-main
bank could set prices that lie outside the feasible set for the main bank.
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Diagram A4.1

Scenario 1 - Panel A
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Scenario 2 is slightly different. Here we reverse the inequality which generated
fq
scenario 1, and we assume that c < s;:
• Panel A represents a situation that often
u+a
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appears in the more enthusiastic assessments of the monitoring capacity of the main bank
system. At all points in the feasible set, the main bank monitors the loan and there is no
deposit cost that could induce it to abandon its commitment to monitoring. This would
happen if: the main bank is a cost effective interim monitor (c is low); if its priority in the
borrower's adverse states is low

if is high); if the finn depends on main bank monitoring

for its solvency (q is high); and if the main bank optimises over a very long run (8 is
relatively low).
The situation is slightly different in panel B of the scenario. The introduction of
the non-main bank intermediary does not mean that the main bank will ever abandon exante and interim monitoring, but it does introduce the possibility that the main bank
might be unable to participate in the market. As in the first scenario, the deposit cost of
the loan can eventually fall so far that the main bank system is not viable.
Diagram A4.3
r
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Diagram A4.4

Scenario 2 - Panel B

d
Scenarios 1 and 2 are distinguished from each other in terms of assumptions
ahqut the parameters of the main bank's problem in panel A. Scenario 3 might be a subcase of either of them (it is drawn as a sub-case of 1). In it, the parameters of the model
are such that the main bank is universally unable to participate in the market. The non-

main bank's iso-profit line is always below, and flatter than, either of the main bank's
iso-profit lines. Therefore, all values of r that the non-main bank might generate lie
outside the feasible set. This scenario arises when

~<t>+a+b+q)
b
< 1+ ~
.
nb+q +<t>+a
u+a

Ai)
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Diagram A4.5

Scenario 3

d
Differences notwithstanding, the three perfect competition cases make some important
points. First, they confinn, for a perfectly competitive main bank lending market, that
there is no case in which lower deposit costs enhance the incentives of main banks to
monitor. At best, lower deposit costs make no difference to the main bank's incentives
to undertake ex-ante and interim monitoring. Second, all scenarios demonstrate that,
under perfect competition, lower deposit costs undennine the ability of main banks to
compete with other classes of financial intermediary. Finally, the results offer a contrast
with Sheard (1994b). Sheard considered the prospects for co-operation among main
bank monitors. This appendix offers a basic analysis of the main bank market, in the

alternative case of non-eo-operative behaviour. While such behaviour might be too
extreme to be suitable as a benchmark case, it does show how competition among main
banks might impact upon the provision of cOI]X>rate monitoring.
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5 New Evidence on Main Banks and Corporate
Efficiency
The ultimate purpose of financial contracts that provide monitoring is to enhance the
value of the borrowing finn (Hellwig, 1990; Sheard, 1994b). Therefore, if main bank
relationships are the efficient corporate finance mechanism that the literature often holds
them to be, then, in some way or another, they should improve the performance of firms
which draw capital through them. Most of the models reviewed in Chapter 3 strongly
assert that this is the case. They suggest that main banks police the value creation of
their clients, and that they underwrite efficient corporate performance.

In Japan's post-war and high growth periods, this was a very reasonable
perspective. Case study evidence almost unanimously indicated that main banks
monitored their corporate clients, and there was little doubt that they were the
cornerstone of financial strategy for many successful finns.
More recent evidence from the banking system is a little more ambiguous. A
healthy main bank relationship requires that the main bank itself be financially sound
(Hoshi, 1992b), yet the balance sheets of most Japanese banks in the early 1990s
indicated that this condition did not generally hold very well. In Chapter 2, I suggested
that much of the reason for this was that as their returns on lending fell, banks began to
relax their monitoring standards.
One of the key points for this study is that the declines in banks' margins and
lending standards may have been as relevant to main bank relationships as they have
been to lending relationships in general. Chapter 2 provides casual evidence that firms
have been increasingly willing and able to force their main banks into pricing finance
competitively, by switching main banks, and by drawing finance from the bond markets.
The more formal evidence of Weinstein and Yafeh (1995) reinforces this impression, by
showing that the margins on main bank lending have been compressed in the course of
financial deregulation.
It was against this background that the model of Chapter 4 was formed. The
model showed that there are certainly conditions under which the rising contestability of
the capital markets could undermine the returns to main banks, and thereby weaken the
provision of monitoring by main banks.
Although this is an hypothesis worth testing, there are clearly serious
impediments to doing so directly. For one, the relationships described in the mooe1 are
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murky. By its very nature, monitoring is imperfectly observable to anyone but the
monitor and the firm that is subjected to it. Similarly, in the intimate and often secretive
relations between firms and their banks, it is difficult to measure the returns that a main
bank is drawing from its clients. Thus, formal measurement of the linkages between the
return on debt and the provision of monitoring is a difficult task.
A further problem is that the financial linkages between firms and their banks are
not restricted to debt. Main banks are not only creditors of their client finns, they are
also shareholders, managers of syndicated loans, loan trustees, etc. The model of
Chapter 4 is limited by the fact that it does not consider any of these facets of the main
bank relationship.

In sum, the finance-for-monitoring relationships that link firms to their main
banks are multi-dimensional, fluid, often secretive, and therefore fundamentally difficult
to quantify. Problems of measurement therefore prohibit reliable and direct testing of the
model in Chapter 4.
Yet problems of measurement ought not to discourage testing of the model
altogether. After all, some of the questions that the model raises are far more general
than its framework might seem to suggest. The biggest of these is clearly the degree to
which main bank monitoring improves the performance of firms at which it is directed.
Specifically, if monitoring by maln banks is meant to improve the performance of the
firm, then

w~

would expect firms with main banks to behave efficiently. Consequently, to

the extent that main bank monitoring has been withdrawn (and not replaced by any other
source) as Chapter 4 predicts, we would expect that firms operating under the
governance of main banks are less efficient than they were.
Unlike the direct nexus between finance and bank monitoring, the broader effects
of main banks on corporate efficiency are testable phenomena. In this chapter, therefore,
I investigate the possibility that main bank monitored firms are less efficient than they
were. This involves estimating the production functions of some large and medium sized
Japanese firms before and after financial deregulation. Using these estimates, I construct
indices of the efficiency of the sampled finns, and draw inferences on the manner and
extent of main bank influence upon them.

In the con text of the literature on main banks, this method is innovative in two
respects. First, it differs from most earlier studies in juxtaposing the effects of the main
bank on the efficiency with which different factors of production are used. Research has
often been divided in its view of the effects that maln banks have on the efficiency of
their client finns. Some studies have claimed that main banks lead to less efficient u age
of capital, whereas others have shown that a main bank can enhance the efficiency with
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which labour is used. In this chapter, I measure these two conflicting effects using
standard production theory.
The chapter also contributes to the literature by measuring the effects that main
banks have on finn-specific technical efficiency. Technical efficiency not only measures

whether firms with main banks have lower or higher expected output than other similarly
placed firms; it also reveals the degree to which each finn falls short of its own potential
perfonnance. To date, the literature on main banks has not embraced this approach.
Several interesting results emerge from the estimation. First, the analysis shows
that main bank relationships may never have been as significant for corporate efficiency
as has been commonly believed. Although main banks have undoubtedly affected the
efficiency with which certain factors of production are used, these effects have been of
roughly equal size, but opposite sign. Therefore, they tend to offset one another.
In relation to the more central question of the trajectory of corporate efficiency

in the era of financial deregulation, the model shows that the technical efficiency of main
bank monitored firms did indeed decline as financial deregulation progressed. Thus, the
evidence fails to reject the broad hypothesis of previous chapters: that changes in the
pattern of financial regulation are consistent with main banks being less effective
monitors than they were.

MOTIVATION
As Chapter 3 reveals, research into the effect of capital structure on the perfonnance of
Japanese firms proliferated after the mid-1980s, and it has been a subject of sustained
econometric interest since Caves and Uekusa (1976). A strong theme in this literature is
that Japanese corporate perfonnance is driven by capital structures in peculiar ways, and
by main bank connections in particular.
The exact reasons for the effect of a main bank connection on corporate
perfonnance remain highly controversial. In the interests of fixing ideas as ' to how
corporate perfonnance might be defined, it is useful to concentrate on the fundamental
concept of efficiency. At the broadest level, this amounts to the ability and willingness of
the firm to generate value added; that is, maximum possible output from a given set of
core inputs by following the best possible practice. Farrell's (1957) seminal work on
efficiency provides a method for quantifying the technical and allocative efficiencies of

firms relative to the group of sample firms that they belong to. Allocative inefficiency
refers to the finn's failure to select the correct combination of inputs at given factor
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prices and known technology. Technical inefficiency, on the other hand, arises when a
firm produces less than it could with a predetermined set of inputs and technology.
Previous research suggests that main banks might affect both the allocative and
the technical efficiency of their client finns, with the balance of their effects being subject
to fierce contention. Although I will devote most of this chapter to a study of the main
bank effect on technical efficiency, allocative efficiency is also important, and so it is
worth reviewing the theory that main banks can drive it
One of the most commonly cited channels through which main banks affect
allocative inefficiency is through capital usage. According to this hypothesis, main banks
enjoy market power as capital suppliers, and so the price at which they supply debt
capital generates supernonnal profit. Nonnally, we would expect borrowing finns in this
position to use less capital than other finns, but they may be prevented from doing so
optimally by the main bank's corporate governance role. Because it participates actively
in the management of its client finns by virtue of being a firm owner, the main bank may

be able to coerce borrowers into an excessive reliance on (debt-fmanced) capital
intensive production. l In other words, it can force its client finns to borrow a higher
proportion of their funds than might otherwise be optimal. In doing so, it extracts rents
from other shareholders, and it becomes a source of allocative in~fficiency.
Besides leading to an aliocatively inefficient use of capital, main banks may also
lead to a technically inefficient use of capital. Since their stake as creditors often
outweighs their stake as shareholders, they may well content themselves with
undertaking only so much monitoring as may be necessary to ensure the solvency of the
firm. For, if their claim to the residual surplus of the firm is low relative to their claim as
creditors, they will only have weak incentives to undertake 'extra' monitoring that is
designed to ensure corporate profit maximisation. Hence, finns that main banks monitor

will persistently under-utilise their resources, and they may well suffer from technical
inefficiency.
Not all analysts of the main bank system would agree that main bank connections
imply uncompetitively priced finance and a constraint on value added. For example,
some studies have claimed that main bank monitoring can improve the productivity of
labour, thereby stimulating the technical efficiency of the main bank' s client finns . Recall
from Chapter 3 the arguments of authors such as Garvey and Swan (1992), Aoki (1 988)
and Sheard (1985): that main bank monitoring enhances labour productivity by

lThis is the sequential monopoly problem , identified by Weinstein and Yafeh (1995), and discussed in
Chapter 3.
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maximising workers' incentives to supply effort. Thus, even if main bank: credit appears
to be quite expensive, there are substantial technical efficiencies to be realised by
drawing on it
Also, the opinion that there is a sequential monopoly problem which amounts to
a source of inefficiency is open to some dispute. It supposes that main banks transfer
wealth from shareholders to creditors, and not the other way around. Prowse (1990,
1992) and Lichtenberg and Pushner (1994) adopt a slightly different perspective on this
issue. Prowse notes the potential for concentrated ownership to internalise the localised
public good problems that would otherwise prevent monitoring by shareholders, and he
recognises the efficiencies that such shareholder monitoring might produce. However, he
also observes that creditors may be reluctant to lend to firms that exhibit concentrated
shareholdings. This is precisely because a dominant shareholder can affect the behaviour
of the finn. Having borrowed funds from creditors, a large shareholder may have
incentives to behave opportunistically, and compel the finn to act in ways that the
creditors would not condone. Thus, because concentrated shareholding internalises the
localised public good aspects of shareholder governance, it is creditors who have reason
to fear shareholders, and not, as Weinstein and Yafeh would have it, vice versa. A main
bank: is uniquely positioned to assuage the fears of creditors in this regard, because it
acts as a covenant of sorts: a finn with a main bank: borrows on the understanding that
its activities might be affected by shareholders' interests. But, by 'appointing' a major
creditor-cum-shareholder (the main bank:) to the position of main shareholder, the finn
circumscribes any opportunistic behaviour. In short, the presence of a main bank
amounts to a promise that creditors' interests will be respected. If this promise is
credible, it will lower the risks faced by creditors and, therefore, the cost of borrowed
capital. 2

In summary, the effect of main banks on corporate efficiency is deeply
contentious. Perhaps the most important feature of the debate is that it invariably turns
upon the capital structure of the fInn. For instance, the Garvey-Swan analysis leans on
the assumption that a main bank: is motivated to monitor by reason of its status as a
creditor. The authors readily concede that if the main bank: were not monitoring on this
basis, then its effect on the prexiuctivity of labour would be quite different In a similar
vein, the Weinstein-Yafeh (1995) and Caves-Uekusa (1976) studies emphasise that main
bank rent seeking and capital based allocative inefficiency take place through the main

2It is perhaps worth recalling that Chapter 4 highlights the perverse effects which these assurances to
creditors might have.
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bank's provision of debt, as opposed to equity, finance. Fmally, the analyses of Prowse
(1990, 1992) and Lichtenberg and Pushner (1994) suggest that the concentration of
equity ownership among financial institutions may enhance the efficacy of main bank
monitoring and the efficiency of the borrowing firm.
But if the influence of main banks on productive efficiency depends upon
corporate capital structure as these various arguments predict, then there are good
grounds for supposing that the extent of this influence may have weakened considerably.
Chapter 2 showed that there have been considerable changes to corporate capital
structures in recent years. In particular, more intense competition in financial
intermediation means that banks now have to price capital far more competitively than
they once did. In such an environment, it is difficult to sustain the Weinstein-Yafeh
argument that main banks can remain as a cause of the inefficient use of capital. Equally
though, those who believe that main bank returns contain a monitoring premium have to
reckon with the fact that the size of that premium may have shrunk, and so the main
bank ought to make a weaker contribution to efficiency through its monitoring. Either
way, the result would seem to be the same: financial deregulation ought to mean that
main banks have less influence on their client firms than they used to. In the next section,
I outline a method for testing this proposition.

METHOD
In this chapter, I use two methods to test the effect of the main bank on corporate
efficiency. The first, and reasonably conventional, approach is to estimate average
corporate perfonnance using ordinary least squares, with multiplicative dummy variables
to test whether main banks affect the contributions of capital and labour to output. The
hypothesis here is very general: if main bank monitored finns are behaving differently
from other firms, then there should be a difference in the way that they use factors of
production to generate output. Hence, estimation of the effects of main banks on
production could proceed by estimating the average production function of a large
sample of fIrms, and attaching dummy variables to the firms which have main banks.
Variations on this average production function approach have already been
applied in the literature.3 Though the general method may be a compelling means of
establishing that main bank monitored finns are somehow different, it is inarticulate
3Lichtenberg and Pushner (1994) is the most recent such study of which I am aware.
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when it comes to expressing the nature of these differences. For instance, an average
production function approach does not tell us whether the main bank affects technical or
allocative inefficiency, or some combination of the two. Indeed, it may tell us nothing
more than that £inns with main banks effectively face factor prices that differ from those
faced by other finns. In short, average production functions tend to be vague about the
causes of differential performance among £inns in the same sample, because they do not
differentiate among the various types of inefficiency under which a finn may be
operating.
In reviewing the large literature on frontier production functions, Schmidt (1986)
points out that this vagueness about causality is not the only reason for which we ought
not to be entranced by average production functions. He notes that an average
production function approach only allows us to compare a subset of individual £inns
with the average of the sample from which they were drawn. As a rule, our genuine
theoretical interest in efficiency is not stimulated by such comparisons; rather, the
benchmark against which we would really like to measure the actual performance of a
firm is usually the theoretical standard of its own maximum performance.

This is certainly true in the matter of main bank monitoring. Theoretical literature
which imputes a monitoring role for main banks does not often claim, much less
frequently prove, that main bank monitoring produces greater corporate efficiency than
other systems do. It merely tells us that main banks are a distinctive means of performing
certain monitoring functions, which are necessary inputs into efficient value creation. 4
Other governance systems may achieve the same ends, and we do not usually know, or
even rightly suspect, whether those other systems are more or less effective. At any rate,
there seems to be a legitimate and unfilled role for econometric work that does not make
judgments about the efficacy of main bank monitoring based upon comparisons with
other modes of corporate governance. We could quite usefully restrict our attention to
finns with main banks, and judge the worth of main bank monitoring by the difference
between what these £inns actually achieve and what we believe they are capable of.
Using this methodology, we could test changes in the effectiveness of monitoring by
assessing whether main banks are closer to, or further from, efficient performance at
different points in time.
It is quite understandable that econometric work on main banks has not

embraced this theme, and that inferences about the effects of main banks are invariably
4Chapter 4 of this study is the nearest case in point. There, I did not attempt to compare the response of
main bank monitoring to monitoring that is carried out through different channels; I merely focused on

the likely responses of the main bank system to certain developments in capital markets.
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based upon comparisons between main bank monitored firms and a suitable control
group. For one thing, such comparative analysis of governance modes can be an
attractive issue for economists. It is often all the more so for seeming easier than a
struggle with the invisible and abstract notion of potential perfonnance. The rest of this
section demonstrates that this need not be the case, and it explains a means of measuring
the efficiency of main bank-monitored firms that does not need to take recourse to the
performance of other firms. I then apply the method to a Japanese data set, from which I
draw fresh inferences about main bank monitoring and corporate efficiency.
The model employed for this purpose draws heavily on the procedure that is
followed in Zhao (1994) and Drysdale et al. (1995).5 A brief description of this model's
characteristics follows.
Let there be n number of firms at the start of a production period. Suppose that
the ith firm has a vector of productive inputs. In the course of the ensuing period, it uses
these inputs to produce some flow of value added according to a well-defined
production function. Let this production function be:
(5.1)
where: Yi

= the output of the firm

ui = iinpact of non-price and organisational factors of the firm.

Assume ui > o.

= a vector of coefficients
Xi = a vector of core inputs used by the fInn
~

The model can be interpreted as follows. When the ith finn effectively applies its
finn-specific attributes to produce the maximum possible output by following the best
practice, then ui takes the value of zero. This implies that the maximum possible output
that the finn could produce for its given set of inputs, following best possible practice is
given by:
(5.2)

5The econometric literature on production frontiers is large and quickly growing . For a recent survey,
see Kalirajan and Shand (1994). A very similar model to the one presented here is also described in
some detail by Battese and Coelli (1992).
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However, the maximum possible output could vary among £inns which would be
using different levels of inputs based on their fixed endowments. The maximum possible
output of the ith finn can therefore be redefined as the following stochastic frontier
production function:

(5.3)
If any particular firm were to adopt the best practice, it would generate output

y;., such that y;. > Yi. When we allow the possibility of shortfalls from effectively using
firm specific characteristics to obtain this maximum possible output, then the ith finn's
production function can be written as:
(5.4)
The assumption that ui > 0 clearly means that the realised output of the ith finn
is less than its maximum possible output. The term Vi also indicates the presence of
factors beyond the control of the firm. These might include factors such as unanticipated
changes in consumers' tastes and preferences, changes in weather conditions, regulations
etc. Because of natural rigidities in the process of production, it may not be efficient for

£inns to adapt instantaneously to such caprices of nature. We would therefore be wrong
to infer that unexpected changes in a finn's operating environment are a source of
inefficiency that the firm could overcome. 6 Hence, unbiased estimation of corporate
efficiency requires separation of the errors in the frontier from firm specific
shortcomings.
Following Farrell (1957), technical efficiency is defined as the ratio of the finn's
actual to its potential output. By combining (5.1) through (5.4), we can write this as:

(5.5)

As Drysdale et al. (1995) note, a useful property of the estimator proposed by
(5.5) is that it distils stochasticity in the production frontier from firm specific

6Equally, we would be wrong to confuse a downward shift in frontier efficiency with an improvement in
the efficiency of the finn.
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inefficiency. Neither of the more conventional total factor productivity or detenninistic
frontier models boast this feature. 7
To estimate TE, a number of assumptions about the error terms are required.
Formally, these are:
Uj

....

N(J.l,O:);

uj > 0

(5.6.1)

Vj .... N(O,~)

(5.6.2)

E(uju j ) = 0 Vi'# j

(5.6.3)

E( u U = 0: Vi = j
E(V;Vj) =0 Vi '# j

(5.6.5)

=~ 'Vi = j

(5.6.6)

j

(5.6.4)

j )

E(VjV j )

E(ujvJ =0 Vi

(5.6.7)

The assumption that the ui are truncated normally distributed means:

for ui > 0

(5.7)

where f(*) is the distribution function of a standard normal variable.
From (5.7) it can be shown that the mean and variance of the ui respectively are
(Zhao, 1994):

E(u

j )

=J.l + o~ {f (-J.l / au) / [1- F( -J.l/ au)]}

(5.8)

(5.9)

where F(*) is the density function of a standard normal distribution.
Given the mean and variance of the ui' we are almost able to estimate technical
efficiency; that is, exp(-ui)' The remaining hurdle is the fact that

U

is not directly

7The Lichtenberg-Pushner analysis is of the fanner type.
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observable. The expectation of it must therefore be conditional on the (observable) total
error term ei; where ei= Vi - ui' With this in mind, note that the joint density function
f(uj, ei) can be written as:

-3:

[(Ui - ~)2 / a: ]+[(ei + uJ /~]}
21t<J <Jv [ 1It

F(-Jl/ <J~)]

(S.10)

Integration of (5.10) with respect to ui gives the density function for ei'

From (5.11), we can derive the density function of U conditional upon e as:

ex

-

~

[( ui

-

~'

)

/0"

r

f (uJ e.) = .J21tcr' [1- F (-~' / cr' )1

(5.12)

Equation (5.12) completes the requirements for a measure of technical efficiency.
The best predictor of an unobservable random variable conditional on the value of a
known random variable is the expectation of the unknown random variable, conditional
on the value of the known random variable (Kalirajan and Flinn, 1983). Now:

TE j

= E[exp{-u;}] =

Jexp{-u;}f{u

j /

e;}duj

(S.13)

o

Substituting in the right hand side of (5.12), and then evaluating this integral
gIves:

(S. 14)

13S

Equation (5.14) expresses the technical efficiency of the ith fum, and it can be
estimated using maximum likelihood techniques. IT we have a Cobb-Douglas or translog
production function, we may substitute in (Yi - xi~)for ei. The log likelihood function
associated with (5.14) then becomes:

L(S',y) =-

~ Ni(ln21t+ 1nd)- Ni 1n[1- F(-z)]- ~ Niz2+ ~)n[1- F(-z;)]
N

+ ~ LZ;2 l

N

~ L(Yi -Xi~)'(Yi -xi~)/(1-y)d

l

(5.15)

l

where:

zt = [~(1- "() - Y(Yi - Xi~)] I ~y(1- "()d8 = (~O ,d-, "(,~)'
z=~/~ydN = number of firms

"(=0: Idd-=a:+~
The parameter 'Y is a particularly important element of the vector 8. It measures
the ratio of the variance of the residuals derived from firm specific deviations from
efficiency to the variance of the total error term. High and significant values of 'Y
therefore indicate the presence of a stochastic production possibilities frontier.
The parameters of the model are obtained by partially differentiating the log
likelihood function with respect to the various arguments in 8, and setting these partial
derivatives to zero. Zhao explains that, although the model is fully determined, an
analytical solution to it is not easy. He therefore suggests an approximation based upon
the algorithm of Pitt and Lee (1981). Using this algorithm and the various exogenous
parameters of the model, it is possible to calculate the technical efficiency of each finn in
the sample. 8 Estimates for a set of Japanese firms appear in the next section.

8A

fortran program to make the calculations was developed in the Research School of Pacific and Asian
Studies at The Australian National University. The analytical solutions to the partial derivatives of the
log-likelihood function for a panel data set are provided in Zhao (1994).
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ESTIMATION

Functional Form
For the purposes of estimation, (5.1) takes on the following functional fonn:

lnYi =

Po + PllnK + P2 InL + P3 lnDE + P4InFINRAT+ psMBlnK + P6MBlnL+ui
(5.16)
The specification is a simple Cobb-Douglas fonn, with capital and labour as the

productive inputs. In addition to these basic factor inputs, two binary multiplicative main
bank dummy variables, MBlnK and MBlnL, appear. These test the notion that the main
bank affects the efficiency with which capital and labour are used. Based on the common
finding that main banks reduce the efficiency with which capital is used, we would
expect a priori that

Ps < O. Equally, though, the Garvey-Swan (1992)

and Aoki (1988)

hypotheses on the laoour productivity effect of main banks suggest that we should
expect

P6 > O.
Two capital structure variables also feature in the estimation. The debt/equity

ratio (DE) and the proportion of equity held by financial institutions (FINRAT) are the
relevant financial variables. The fonner is designed to capture the relative influences of
creditors and shareholders in directing the behaviour of the finn. Finns that exhibit high
debt to equity ratios are likely to be influenced heavily by creditors, both because those
creditors are prominent as suppliers offmance and because in highly leveraged finns they

will be averse to high risk/return activity. The aversion to risk can be explained by the
fact that a creditor's ability to recoup the full value of its investment in the case of
financial distress is slim if it stands in a long queue of other similarly placed creditors.
Also, creditors will not necessarily tend to monitor with a view to profit maximisation,
and so we might expect creditor controlled finns to exhibit some slack in the generation
of output. At any rate, probable differences between shareholder and creditor monitoring
give reason to investigate whether or not it is worth trying to control for their respective
influences.
The proportion of shares held by financial institutions features because studies
such as Prowse (1992) and Lichtenberg and Pushner (1994) find it to be important.
Their argument is that financial institutions have a certain corporate governance role to
play in the absence of active takeover markets. As mentioned earlier, they perform this
function by holding large blocks of shares, and thereby privately appropriating the
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localised public good properties of shareholder monitoring. Under this hypothesis, we
would expect the profit of the finn to be increasing in the proportion of shares held by
financial institutions.
Table 5.1

Expected Parameter Signs

Variable

Expected Sign

Capital

(+)

Labour

(+)

Proportion of shares held by fmancial institutions

(+)

Debt-equity ratio

(-)

Data

Data were extracted from the annual reports of 175 corporations on the First and
Second Sections of the Tokyo Stock Exchange. They were taken from Kaisha Nenkan
and from Nikkei Telecom.

9

In order to test the hypothesis that the effect of main bank

monitoring might have changed as financial deregulation took place, two periods were
selected: 1979 and 1989. That is to say, right hand stock variables are defined at the end
of the finn's 1978 and 1988 accounting years; output is measured over each of the
following years.
Gross profit is the dependent variable. The more desirable measure of value
added was available for the latter period, but not for the former. lO A number of other
accounting measures of output based upon operating and ordinary income were also
available, but these are even less suitable.
The two productive inputs are labour and capital. Labour is defmed by the
number of workers on hand at the start of the period, and capital is defmed by the initial
stock of fixed assets.
The debt/equity ratio is defined as the ratio of the book value of total debt to the
book value of equity.l1 Unfortunately, Japanese accounting practices are notoriously
inadequate in dealing with inflation, and this could be a source of errors in variables.
91 am also grateful to Akiyoshi Horiuchi for having provided me with some of the data.
10More accurately, it was not available at reasonable cost
11 Arguably, it would be better to use bank debt instead of total debt since banks could be motivated to
act only in order to protect their own loan based credit Against this view stands the hypothesis that
banks do not merely monitor out of interest for their own debt; they also monitor on behalf of a wide
range of creditors. This argument was explored at length in Chapter 3.
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However, since the book values are used for both debt and equity, we have the slight
consolation of knowing that any measurement error which might arise from inflation is
minimised by the fact that it is working on both the numerator and the denominator of

the expression.
Firms are labelled according to whether or not they had a main bank. Making an
infonned judgment on this question is a perennial problem for students of Japanese
corporate finance. Here, I have used the classification system provided by Keizai Chosa

Kyokai in its publication Keiretsu no Kenkyu. Keizai Chosa Kyokai determines whether
a bank is main for a certain finn with a highly flexible analysis of: the bank's
shareholding in the finn; its debt exposure to the finn; its representation in the
corporation's board of directors and; various, less formal, ties between the bank and the

finn
Although these criteria will establish a finn's main bank in any given year, this
identification is not enough to confrrm a main bank connection. As Nakatani (1984)
suggests, a finn that changes banks frequently cannot be said to have a close monitoring
relationship with its bankers. It is therefore safe to infer a main bank connection only
when the relationship between finn and bank proves to be durable over a very long
period. With this in mind, a finn is deemed to have a main bank only if, according to

Keizai Chosa Kyokai, it has had the same main bank from 1974 to 1991. Finns which
have changed their main bank within this period are classified as independent.
By way of summarising these properties of the data, Tables 5.2 through 5.5
provide some key statistics for the sampled firms.
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Table 5.2

Mean of Selected Statistics for Sample Data - Total Sample

Variable

1978n9

1988/89

Assets*

15819

36156

Fixed assets*

4868

12619

Debt*

10439

20241

Shareholders' equity*

5380

15915

Number of employees

955

1086

Number of finns

175

175

Proportion of sample with 51

51

main banks (%)

Proportion of shares held by 20

27

financial institutions (%)
Gross profit*

4798

9213

*denotes value in ¥rnillion

Table 5.3 Mean of Selected Statistics for Sample Data - Main Bank Firms
Variable

1978n9

1988/89

Assets*

16343

38443

Fixed assets*

5175

14547

Debt*

10844

21882

Shareholders' equity*

5499

16561

Number of employees

980

1169

Proportion of shares held by 21

28

financial institutions (%)
Gross profi t*

4743

9661

*denotes value in lirnillion
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Table 5.4

Mean of Selected Statistics for Sample Data - Independent Firms

Variable

1978n9

1988/89

Assets*

15264

33735

Fixed assets *

4543

10577

Debt*

10008

18503

Shareholders' equity*

5255

15232

Number of employees

928

999

Proportion of shares held by 20

26

financial institutions (%)
Gross profit*

4856

8738

*denotes value in ¥million

Table 5.5

Industries of Sample Firms

Name of Industry

Firms with Main Banks

Independent Firms

Food

7

Textiles

11
5 .

0

Pulp and paper

2

1

Chemicals

8

10

Rubber

1

3

Glass and ceramics

1

2

Machinery

9

11

Non -ferrous metals

12

6

Precision instruments

7

5

Electrical machinery

21

13

Transport and automotive

4

12

Phannaceutical

1

8

Iron and steel

5

2

Other

3

5

TOTAL

90

85
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Results
In this sub-section, I report the main results of the estimation, and I highlight their most

significant features. A more detailed analysis of their economic implications is left until
the next section.
To test the general validity of the model, I estimated the average production
function (5.16) by OLS, using the full sample of firms. Tables (5.6) and (5.7) report the
results.
Table 5.6

Selected 0 LS Regression Diagnostic Statistics
Actual Statistic

Actual Statistic

1979

1989

R2

0.73

0.75

N/A

Adjusted R2

0.72

0.74

N/A

Heteroscedastici ty

2.58

15.45

1.24 (14.45)

RESET (2)

0.15

0.46

3.89

RESET (3)

0.60

0.36

3.04

RESET (4)

1.22

0.52

2.65

Test

Cri tical Statistic

* The heteroscedasticity test is the Breusch-Pagan-Godfrey test. Statistics are X2 distributed under a
null hypothesis of homoscedasticity. The critical statistics are the 95 per cent lower and upper bounds
respectivel y.
**RESET statistics are F distributed under a null hypothesis of correct model specification. Critical
statistics are at the 95 per cent confidence level. Numbers in brackets indicate the powers to which
predicted values of the dependent variable were raised in the test

The basic diagnostic tests support the reliability of the estimates. The R2
statistics indicate that the model explains much of the variation in the dependent variable
in both years. Moreover, the RESET tests show that the data do not reject the Cobb-

Douglas model, which equation (5.16) imposes upon them. Finally, the Breusch-PaganGodfrey test fails to reject the homoscedasticity of the residuals in the first period. Since
the second period residuals are more dubious (they are homoscedastic at the 99 per cent
level of confidence, but not at the 95 per cent level), I have reported the t statistics on
the basis of White's standard errors.
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Table 5.7

OLS Coefficients from Equation (5.16)

Variable name

1979

1989

Capital

0.69

0.58

(7.89)

(6.39)

-0.17

-0.11

(-3.73)

(-2.46)

0.29
(2.88)

0.36
(3.60)

0.09

0.12

(2.54)

(1.84)

-0.19

-0.20

(-1.70)

(-1.87)

0.23

0.26

(1.64)

(1.75)

0.46

0.73

(1.14)

(1.70)

Debt-equity ratio
Labour
Finrat
MB Capital
MB Labour
Intercept

*Numbers in brackets are t statistics. The second period statistics are based on White's standard errors.

Now consider the

~i

themselves. From Table 5.7, it emerges that the coefficients

on labour and capital are both reasonable. Sample firms appear to have been operating at
constant returns to scale. An F test that ~1 + ~

=

1 convincingly validated this

hypothesis in both periods. 12
The coefficients on the two capital structure variables are statistically significant,
of respectable magnitude, and they are in harmony with theory. Substantial ownership of
corporations by financial institutions does enhance profit as theory would predict,
although the significance that we can attach to this result slips below 95 per cent in the
second pericxi. The coefficient on DE suggests that finns with higher ratios of debt to
equity are more likely to be governed in the interests of their creditors, rather than in the
interests of their shareholders.
The main bank dummy variables are significant only at the 90 per cent level of
confidence, but they are large. As we would expect, the elasticity of gross profit with
respect to capital is much lower if the finn has a sustained main bank connection.

121n the second period, I checked the restricted least squares test with a Wald test, because of the
heteroscedasticity .
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Conversely, the elasticity of gross profit with respect to labour is much higher if the finn
has a robust main bank affiliation.
These effects cancel each other out. To confirm this formally, I tested the
restriction that

P5 + P6 =

O. The homoscedasticity of the residuals in the first pericx:i

means that restricted least squares will do for this purpose. The actual F statistic (under
the null hypothesis of a valid restriction) was 1.63, which is insignificant at conventional
confidence levels.

In the second period, the test of no net main bank effect is slightly trickier, due to
doubts about the distribution of the residuals. To avoid heteroscedasticity induced bias in
the test, I applied the Wald test that Greene (1993, p.392) suggests. It is X2 distributed
with one degree of freedom, and it returned a value of 1.95, which is insignificant
Hence, we may again accept the null hypothesis that the main bank has no net effect on
output.
As I cautioned in the previous section, it is somewhat unsophisticated to base
inferences about efficiency entirely on the estimation of an average production function.
I therefore set

P5 = P6 = 0, and separately estimated the technical efficiency of the firms

with and without main banks by equation (5.15).
Consider first the estimates of the technical efficiency of the firms that have main
bank connections. For these to be meaningful, the frontier production function must be
distinguishable from the average performance of the sample finns. A t test on the
significance of 'Y fails to reject this assumption for both periods. 13 In the first period,
approximately 80 per cent of the shortfalls from maximum efficiency are due to firm
specific technical inefficiencies, with the remainder being due to stochastic variation in
the production possibilities frontier itself. In the second period, the finn specific
shortfalls explain 87 percent of the deviations from technically efficient perfonnance.
Table 5.8 suggests that the mean efficiency of main bank monitored firms
declined slightly over the periods. Although the drop is modest, it is consistent with the
prediction of Chapters 2 and 4: that firms with main banks were monitored less intensely
in the latter 1980s than they were in the latter 1970s.

13Drysdale et al. (1995) caution that a t test i comprom i ed by the truncated nonnality of th e ui'
Nevertheles , they claim to know of no better te t, and they recommend it on the basis that it will be
asymptotically valid.
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Table 5.8

The Technical Efficiency of Main Bank Affiliated Firms

Statistic

1979

1989

Mean

65.45

62.37

Range

24.6-90.2

12.4-90.1

Standard deviation

15.6

17.6

Median

68.5

66.3

'Y

0.80

0.87

(5.55)

(11.27)

*Except for 'Y, figures are as a percent of total efficiency. Figures in brackets are t ratios.

The full range of estimates is charted in Graph 5.1, which arranges the efficiency
estimates in ascending order in order to show the change in average efficiency between
periods.

Graph 5.1

The Technical Efficiency of Firms with Main Banks
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Graph 5.1 suggests that the worst perfonning firm in the sample is very
technically inefficient. This firm (a textiles company), was easily the least efficient in both
periods. In order to establish that it was not exerting undue leverage over the results, I
re-estimated the model without it. The model was still able to distinguish a frontier in
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both perioos (that is,

~

was still significant at conventional confidence levels). The mean

efficiency of the sample rose to about 69 per cent in the first perioo, and to about 65 per
cent in the second period.
It is also useful to consider whether firms, whose main bank connections are not
so robust, have experienced rising or falling efficiency. Intriguingly, the coefficient on

~

was low and statistically insignificant in both perioos for this group. In other words, the
variance in the finn specific component of performance was low relative to the total
variance, and so it was not possible to identify a stochastic proouction frontier that is
distinct from the average performance of the group.

DISCUSSION
The first interesting point about the results is that they quantify, for the first time, the
degree to which firms with main banks achieve their potential output. Whereas previous
studies have considered the efficiency effects of main banks by comparing the
performances of their clients with other frrms, I have taken the additional step of testing
the extent to which main banks compel their client finns to achieve potential technical
efficiency.

.

The estimation results from this process confirm the reduced technical efficiency
with which main bank monitored firms operated in the late 1980s. They therefore
suggest that main banks have become a less effective source of corporate monitoring. At
first glance, this inference might be contested on the grounds that the retraction of
corporate monitoring is only one among many possible explanations of the phenomenon
of reduced technical efficiency. In truth though, this problem of observational
equivalence is not quite as serious as it seems. Recall that one of the advantages of the
estimation procedure employed in this chapter is that its decomposition of error terms
separates movements in firm specific efficiency from changes in the broader environment
under which firms operate. Thus, we may be reasonably confident that the decline in the
average technical efficiency of firms with main banks reflects the weaker performance of
the firms themselves, and not adverse changes in the conditions under which they
operate. Since monitoring is the very mechanism which ensures that firms do not depart
from best practice, we may also be confident that the estimation highlights a certain
weakening of monitoring arrangements across the 1980s.
One alternative explanation of declining technical efficiency that does warrant
consideration is the view that main bank monitoring may have become less conducive to
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the attainment of high degrees of technical efficiency, because it came to revolve more
around the main bank's status as a creditor, rather than as a shareholder. Recall in this
regard that the legal ceiling on banks' holdings of the stock of a finn was lowered from
10 per cent to 5 per cent in 1987. If main banks became more motivated to monitor as
creditors as a result of such developments, then they may have become less interested in
seeing to it that their clients maximised their profits. Any such increasing indifference to
profit maximisation on the part of the monitor might explain greater slack in the process
of production. Importantly, though, this would not mean that main banks are any less
committed to monitoring their client firms; it may simply be that the decline in technical
efficiency follows from a change in the form of main bank monitoring.
Although I cannot dismiss this interpretation of the results, it may not be overly
problematic. For one thing, Japanese main banks have long been thought to monitor
primarily as creditors (Aoki, 1989; Garvey and Swan, 1992).14 Thus, it is unlikely that
they only became interested in creditor based monitoring after the legal ceilings on their
shareholdings were lowered in 1987.
A further interesting aspect of the technical efficiency estimates is the particular
period from which they were derived. The late 1980s were a period of reasonably solid
growth in the Japanese manufacturing sector: average annual growth between 1985 and
1990 was about 4.6 per cent (MIT!, Industrial Statistics Monthly, various is·sues). Yet
this seemingly impressive growth rate belies shortcomings in the technical efficiency of
the firms concerned. The efficiency of large firms in that sector was somewhat lower
than best practice suggests it could have been.
This was much more true of firms with stable main bank connections than it was
of more independent fmns. That is, there is a distinct technically efficient frontier from
which firms with main banks diverge in some degree. In contrast, it was not possible to
discern a distinct technically efficient frontier for firms which are not dependent in a
stable way on main bank finance.
Such a finding sits oddly alongside the evidence for a main bank coinsurance
network. Recall from Chapter 3 that Nakatani (1982, 1984) compared firms with and
without main banks, and he found that a finn's association with a main bank: lowers the
variance of its operating profit. Put differently, his results suggest that the main bank
forces corporate profitability to converge on a mean level. The present results suggest
that even if Nakatani is correct, and main banks are part of a coinsurance network that

14Recall also from the historical discussion in Chapter 2 that main bank relations are thought to have
evolved in the post-war period from debt, rather than equity, ties between fInns and their main banks.
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stabilises profitability, it is not because the main bank monitors in such a way as to
promote technical efficiency in production. If anything, the wide variation in the
technical efficiency rates of main bank affiliated firms implies that firms with such ties
can diverge significantly from mean performance. 15
None of this is to say that main banks are irrelevant to the workings of their
client firms. In the comparative institutional terms by which the efficacy of main bank
monitoring is commonly judged, main banks definitely affect the performance of the
corporations which borrow from them. In this regard, the average production function
estimates in Table 5.7 show that main banks have some influence over the average
efficiency of their client firms with respect to the usage of particular productive factors.
They affect the performance of these firms in terms of both capital and labour usage,
and, what is more, this influence persisted even after a decade of upheaval in the capital
markets. 16
The size and sign of the effects is in accordance with theory. A number of studies
have suggested that main banks improve labour productivity (Aoki, 1988; Garvey and
Swan, 1993), while a number of others have claimed that main banks tend to reduce the
efficiency with which capital is used (Weinstein and Yafeh, 1995, Caves and Uekusa,
1976). The data were able to reject neither of these hypotheses.
What is most interesting about this result is that the relative magnitudes of the
two effects are such as to be offsetting: the data cannot reject the proposition that main
banks reduce the average productivity of capital by about as much as they increase the
average productivity of labour. Hence, we cannot reject the hypothesis that the net main
bank effect on average productive efficiency is nil.
This is a potentially important finding. It suggests that if main bank monitored
firms do have overall profitability that is different from other finns, it is not because the

main bank affects the average productive efficiency of those finns. Thus, if we remain of
the view that main banks make a net contribution to the total value of firms in a
comparative sense, we are compelled to look beyond the effect of the main bank on the
physical processes of production.
A final feature of the OLS results that deserves comment is the fall in the
statistical significance of the FINRAT variable. Although

~4

was slightly larger in the

I5It would not be wise to push this conjecture too hard. Individual main banks might be stabilising the
technical efficiency of their client finns, but different banks might be doing so around different means.
In other words, we would only expect a set of main banks to homogenise the technical efficiency of
frrms, if the practices of the banks themselves were fairly homogeneous.
I6Weinstein and Yafeh were also able to reject a null hypothesis of no main bank effect in their cost
function estimation for the latter 1980s.
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second period than in the first, its standard error had risen to an even greater extent. One
possible explanation for this could be the previously mentioned decline in the ceilings on
banks' share ownership. It would not be surprising if this development has diluted the
corporate governance role of financial institutions. If so, shareholdings by financial
institutions can be expected to be slightly less reliable as a predictor of efficiency.

CONCLUSION
The central finding from this chapter is that main banks appear either to have retracted
some of their monitoring of their client fIrms, or at least changed the form of their
monitoring so that it has become less conducive to technically efficient performance. The
analysis clearly shows that firms which are monitored by main banks were further away
from the frontier of efficient performance in the late 1980s, than they were a decade
earlier.
However, this is not to say, in a broader comparative sense, that main banks no
longer affect the efficiency with which their client firms use specifIc resources. As theory
would predict, main banks raise the contribution of labour to output, and they lower the
contribution of capital. The key, and most novel, point from the average production
function estimates is that the relative magnitudes of these effects have been such as to be
offsetting.
In some ways, this last result prompts some interesting questions. For if main

banks have had incentives to retract some of their monitoring, then why are their effects
still visible in regressions that make comparisons across modes of corporate governance
(Table 5.7)? To be sure, the urgency of such questions is reduced somewhat by the fact
that the influences of main banks nullified themselves as comprehensively in the latter
period as much as they did in the late 1970s. Even so, there is no escaping the
suggestion that main banks remain a significant feature of the Japanese corporate finance
landscape. Further work on their influences in individual factor markets therefore seems
justified 17

17More specifically, work on the allocative efficiency effects of main banks is in order. I have been
prevented from carrying out such a study by the lack of comprehensive and reliable input price data. As
I have noted in previous chapters, capital price data are particularly difficult to obtain, because effective
interest payments tend to diverge substantially from the notional or reported costs of capital.
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Appendix 5
This appendix lists the fIrms that appear in the estimation.

Part A
Sample Firms without Main Banks
Finn Name

Code

Industry

Listed Market

NlliON SUGAR REFINING
NIPPON MEAT PACKERS
ITOHAM FOODS
BOSO OIL & FAT
NlliON SHOKUHIN KAKO
NlSSIN FOOD PRODUCTS
SONTON FOOD INDUSTRY
MISIDMA PAPER
FUn TITANIUM IND.
TOHO ACETYLENE
NlliON P ARKERIZING
TOYO CHEMICAL
ASAHlORGANlC CHEMIC
NlCHIBAN
RIKEN VINYL INDUSTRY
LONSEAL
W AKAMOTO PHARMACEUT.
TOY AMA CHEMICAL
WAKOOO
MORISHITA JINTAN
IllSAMITSU PHARMACEUT
TOKYO TANABE
MOCHIDA PHARMACEUTIC
SANTEN PHARMACEUTIC.
NlliON TOKUSHU TOR YO
FUJIKURA KASEl
NIPPON SEIRO
DAlKIENGINEERING
TOYO BOSUIFU MFG.
KlNUGA W A RUBBER IND.
NGK INSULATORS
TYK
AUTOMOBILE FOUNDRY
KAWAGUCHI METAL IND.
NIPPON CHUTETSUKAN
TOHO TITANIUM
NIPPON FOIL MFG.
KA W AGlSm BRIDGE
RlKEN ELECTRIC WIRE
KA W AGlSm BRIDGE
TOKYO SlNTERED METAL

2114
2282
2284
2608
2892
2897
2898
3872
4077
4093
4095
4210
4216
4218
4220
4224
4512
4518
4520
4524
4530
4532
4534
4536
4619
4620
5010
5102
5123
5196
5333
5363
5605
5608
5612
5727
5739
5921
5 0
5921
5994

FOODS
FOODS
FOODS
FOODS
FOODS
FOODS
FOODS
PULP & PAPER
CHEMICALS
CHEMICALS
CHEMICALS
CHEMICALS
CHEMICALS
CHEMICALS
CHEMICALS
CHEMICALS
PHARMACEUTICAL
PHARMACEUTICAL
PHARMACEUTICAL
PHARMACEUTICAL
PHARMACEUTICAL
PHARMACEUTICAL
PHARMACEUTICAL
PHARMACEUTICAL
CHEMICALS
CHEMICALS
OTHER
RUBBER PRODUcrS
RUBBER PRODUcrS
RUBBER PRODUcrS
GLASS & CERAMICS
GLAS S & CERAMICS
AUTOMOBILE
IRON & STEEL
IRON & STEEL
NONFERROUS METALS
NONFERROUS METALS
NONFERROUS METALS
ONFERROUS METALS
ONFERROUS METALS
NONFERROUS METALS

TO KYO/2
TOKYO/l
TOKYO/l
TO KYO/2
TO KYO/2
TOKYO/l
TO KYO/2
TOKYO/2
TOKYO/2
TO KYO/2
TOKYO/l
TOKYO/l
TOKYO/l
TOKYO/l
TOKYO/l
TO KYO/2
TOKYO/l
TOKYO/l
TO KY 0/2
TO KYO/2
TOKYO/l
TOKYO/l
TOKYO/l
TOKYO/l
TOKYO/l
TO KYO/2
TOKYO/2
TO KYO/2
TO KYO/2
TOKYO/1
TOKYO/l
TOKYO/l
TO KYO/2
TO KYO/2
TOKYO/l
TO KYO/2
TO KYO/2
TO KYO/2
TOKYO/2
TOKYO/2
TO KYO/2
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NIPPON CARBUREfER
OKAMOTO MACHlNE TOOL
KIRIU MACHlNE MFG.
TSUDAKOMA
KIORITZ
NIPPON GEAR
KOYO IRON WORKS
IW ATA AIR COMPRESSOR
YUKENKOGYO
SANJO MACHINE WORKS
TSUBAKIMOTO
NIPPON THOMPSON
NITT AN VALVE
SANOR INDUS1RlAL
JAPAN SERVO
MATSUSHITA SElKO
TOGAMI ELECIRIC MFG.
MEISEl ELECfRlC
T AKAMISAW A ELECTRIC
IKEGAMI TSUSHINKI
TENSRO ELECIRIC IND.
YAGIAN1ENNA
SillNDENGENELECIRIC
SHIZUKI ELECTRIC
TOKAIRIKA
NIPPON TUNGSTEN
RINO AUTO BODY
SHINMAYWA INDUSTRIES
TOKYO RADIATOR MFG.
PACIFIC INDUSTRIAL
KASAIKOGYO
nOOSHA DENKI KOGYO
TOCHIGI FUn IND.
FUnKIKO
MIYATAINDUSTRY
JAPAN AIRCRAFr MFG.
TOKYO SEIMITSU

6042
6125
6204
6217
6313
6356
6377
6381
6393
6437
6477
6480
6493
6584
6585
6587
6643
6709
6711
6771
6776
6805
6844
6994
6995
6998
7207
7224
7235
7250
7256
7257
7258
7260
7301
7407
7729

RIKENKEIKI

7734

SEKONIC

7758

JECO

7768

RHYTHM W ATCR

7769

ITOKI CREBIO
MITSUBISHI PENCIL
SAIT..ORPEN
NIPPON VALQUA IND.

7972
7976
7992
7995

AUTOMOBll..E
MAClllNERY
AUTOMOBll..E
MACHINERY
MAClllNERY
MAClllNERY
MAClllNERY
MAClllNERY
MAClllNERY
MAClllNERY
MACHINERY
MAClllNERY
MACHINERY
ELECIRIC MACHINERY
ELECIRIC MACHINERY
ELECIRIC MACHINERY
ELECIRIC MACHINERY
ELECTRIC MACHINERY
ELECTRIC MACHINERY
ELECTRIC MACHINERY
ELECTRIC MACHINERY
ELECIRIC MACHINERY
ELECTRIC MACHINERY
ELECTRIC MACHINERY
ELECTRIC MACHINERY
ELECTRIC MACHINERY
AUTOMOBll..E
TRANS. EQUIPMENT
AUTOMOBILE
AUTOMOBILE
AUTOMOBILE
AUTOMOBll..E
AUTOMOBILE
AUTOMOBll..E
TRANS. EQUIPMENT
TRANS. EQUIPMENT
PRECISION
INSTRUMENT
PRECISION
INSTRUMENT
PRECISION
INSTRUMENT
PRECISION
INSTRUMENT
PRECISION
INSTRUMENT
OTHER PRODUCTS
OTHER PRODUCTS
OTHER PRODUCTS
OTHER PRODUCTS

TO KYO/2
TOKYO/2
TO KYO/2
TOKYO/1
TO KYO/l
TOKYO/2
TO KYO/2
TOKYO/1
TO KYO/l
TO KYO/2
TOKYO/1
TOKYO/1
TO KYO/2
TO KYO/2
TOKYO/2
TOKYO/1
TOKYO/2
TOKYO/2
TOKYO/2
TO KYO/l
TO KYO/2
TO KYO/2
TOKYO/I
TOKYO/2
TOKYO/1
TOKYO/2
TO KYO/2
TOKYO/1
TO KYO/2
TOKYO/l
TO KYO/2
TOKYO/2
TOKYO/1
TO KYO/2
TO KYO/2
TOKYO/1
TO KYO/l
TOKYO/2
TO KYO/2
TO KY 0/2
TOKYO/ l
TOKYO/ 1
TOKYO/ l
TO KYO/2
TOKYO/ 1
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PartB
Sample Firms with Main Banks
NITTO FLOUR MILLING
TOFUKU FLOUR MILLS
TORIGOE FLOUR MILL.
CHUBU SlllRYO
NIPPON FORMULA FEED
NISSIN SUGAR MFG.
NAKAMURAYA
YAMAZAKI BAKING
S&BFooDS
YOKOHAMA REITO
ISHllFooD
KAWASIllMA TEXTILE
SAlTAMA SEN! KOOYO
SAmO
KITANIHON SPINNING
WACOAL
TOKUSHU PAPER MFG.
SUPERBAG
TOHCELLO
KATAKURA ClllKKARIN
TEISAN
NlliONKAGAKUSANGYO
NIKKEN CHEMICALS
YUKI GOSEI KOOYO
CHUGOKU MARINE PAINT
TOYO INK MFG.
TOKYO PRINTING INK
SHOW A RUBBER
RIKEN CORUNDUM
NIPPON CHUZO
DAIW AREA VY INDUSTRY
KOKOKU STEEL WIRE
SUZUKI METAL IND.
TOKYOSHERING
SUMITOMO SITIX
TOKYO TUNGSTEN
NIPPON SHINDO
OKI ELECfRlC CABLE
KYOTO DIE-CASTING
NIHON SEIKAN
SAKURADA
TAKIGAMI STEEL CONST
JAPAN STEEL TOWER
NASU DENKI-TEKKO
SANW A SHUTfER
NIPPON FILCON
AKASAKA DIESELS
HAMAl
MAKINO MILLINGMACHIN

2003
2006
2009
2053
2056
2116
2204
2212
2805
2874
2894
3009
3011
3123
3409
3591
3881
3945
3971
4031
4086
4094
4529
4531
4617
4634
4635
5103
5395
5609
5610
5655
5657
5691
5725
5728
5753
5815
5853
5905
591 7
5918
5919
5922
5929
5942
6022
6131
6135

FOODS
FOODS
FOODS
FOODS
FOODS
FOODS
FOODS
FOODS
FOODS
FOODS
FOODS
1EXTILES
TEXTILES
1EXTILES
TEXTILES
TEXTILES
PULP & PAPER
PULP & PAPER
CHEMICALS
CHEMICALS
CHEMICALS
CHEMICALS
PHARMACEUTICAL
CHEMICALS
CHEMICALS
CHEMICALS
CHEMICALS
RUBBER PRODUCTS
GLASS & CERAMICS
IRON & STEEL
IRON & STEEL
IRON & STEEL
IRON & STEEL
IRON & STEEL
NONFERROUS METALS
NONFERROUS METALS
NONFERROUS METALS
NONFERROUS METALS
NONFERROUS METALS
NONFERROUS METALS
NONFERROUS METALS
NONFERROUS METALS
NONFERROUS METALS
NONFERROUS METALS
NONFERROUS METALS
NONFERROUS METALS
MACHINERY
MAClllNERY
MACHINERY

TOKYO/l
TO KYOf2

TOKYOf2
TO KYOf2
TOKYO/l

TOKYOf2
TO KYO/l
TOKYO/l

TOKYOf2
TOKYO/l
TO KYOf2
TOKYO/l
TO KYOf2

TOKYOf2
TO KYO/2
TOKYO/l
TOKYO/l
TOKYO/2
TO KYO/2
TOKYO/2
TOKYO/l
TO KYO/2
TOKYO/l
TO KYO/2
TOKYO/l
TO KYO/l
TO KYOf2
TO KYO/2
TO KYOf2
TO KYO/2
TO KYO/2
TO KYO/2
TO KYOf2
TO KYOf2
TOKYO/l
TO KYO/2
TO KYO/2
TOKYO/ l
TOKYO/2
TO KY 0/2
TOKYO/ 1
TOKYO/2
TO KYO/2
TO KYO/2
TOKYO/ 1
TO KYO/2
TO KY 0/2
TO KYO/2
TOKYO/ 1
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TOSHIBA TUNGALOY
TOKYO AUTO. MACIDNE
DMW
NIKKISO
SANKO ENGINEERING
UCHIDA HYDRAULICS
ORIGIN ELECIRIC
SANYODENKI
TEC
OSAKI ELECfRIC
KAW ASAKI ELECIRIC
NITSUKO
TOYO COMMUNICAnON
TAIKO ELECTRIC WORKS
TAMURA ELECfRIC WORK
NOHMIBOSAI
ANRITSU
TAMURA
ALPS ELECTRIC
CLARION
YOKOWO
ANDO ELECfRIC
TOA ELECTRONICS
NIHON KOHDEN
CHINO
KOKUSAN DENKl
KOA
AKEBONO BRAKE IND.
KElliIN SEIKI MFG.
NICHIBEI FUn CYCLE
SHOWA AIRCRAFT IND.
KURODA PRECISION INn

6139
6360
6365
6376
6379
6389
6513
6516
6588
6644
6648
6705
6708
6710
6712
6744
6754
6768
6770
6796
6800
6847
6848
6849
6850
6992
6999
7238
7251
7304
7404
7726

OVAL

7727

TOSOK

7728

TOPCON

7732

UNION OPTICAL

7736

HOYA

7741

ORIENT WATCH

7764

MITSUMURA PRINTING
MIURA PRINTING
OKAMURA

7916
7920
7994

MACIDNERY
MACIDNERY
MACIDNERY
MACIDNERY
MACIDNERY
MACIDNERY
ELECIRIC MACHINERY
ELECIRIC MACHINERY
ELECTRIC MACHINERY
ELECIRIC MACHINERY
ELECTRIC MACHINERY
ELECTRIC MACHINERY
ELECIRIC MACHINERY
ELECIRIC MACHINERY
ELECTRIC MACHINERY
ELECTRIC MACIDNERY
ELECTRIC MACHINERY
ELECTRIC MACHINERY
ELECIRIC MACHINERY
ELECTRIC MACHINERY
ELECTRIC MACHINERY
ELECTRIC MACHINERY
ELECIRIC MACHINERY
ELECTRIC MACHINERY
ELECTRIC MACHINERY
ELECTRIC MACHINERY
ELECTRIC MACHINERY
AUTOMOBILE
AUTOMOBILE
TRANS. EQUIPMENT
TRANS . EQUIPMENT
PRECISION
INSTRUMENT
PRECISION
INSTRUMENT
PRECISION
INSTRUMENT
PRECISION
INSTRUMENT
PRECISION
INSTRUMENT
PRECISION
INSTRUMENT
PRECISION
INSTRUMENT
OTHER PRODUCTS
OTHER PRODUCTS
OTHER PRODUCTS

TO KYO/l
TO KYO/2
TO KYO/2
TO KYO/l
TO KYO/2
TO KYO/2
TOKYO/1
TO KYO/2
TOKYO/1
TOKYO/1
TO KYO/2
TOKYO/1
TOKYO/1
TO KYO/2
TOKYO/1
TOKYO/1
TOKYO/1
TOKYO/1
TOKYO/1
TOKYO/1
TOKYO/2
TO KYO/2
TO KYO/2
TO KYO/l
TOKYO/1
TO KYO/2
TO KYO/l
TOKYO/1
TOKYO/1
TO KYO/2
TO KYO/2
TOKYO/2
TO KYO/2
TO KYO/2
TOKYO/1
TOKYO/2
TOKYO/1
TO KYO/2
TO KYOj2
TO KYO/2
TOKYO/ 1
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6 Conclusion
A common feature of acute recessions is that they prompt reflection upon the excesses
of the booms which precede them. This is certainly true for Japan in the early 1990s.
With the wisdom of hindsight, spectators have interpreted much financial activity in the
latter 1980s as having been myopic, if not fundamentally irrational. Central to this rather
simplistic perspective is the role of Japan's rnajor banks. Their lending was seen to have
improperly supported enterprises whose intentions were neither well conceived, nor
compatible with the long-term public interest. Hence, the bad loans under which the
banks were labouring in the early 1990s came to be regarded as a monument to folly and
a testament to banks' responsibility for the so-called "bubble economy" episode.
Such 'bank bashing' might be no more than the ordinary response of public
opinion to hard times, if it did not stand in such stark contrast with the banking system's
reputation. Japanese banks were once highly praised for their engagement in corporate
governance. Yet after almost five decades of successfully directing private sector
growth, and after having given birth to an impressive literature on the virtues of
relationship banking, they suddenly squandered their good reputations.
More than anything else, it is the extent to which banks lent to dubious, or
speculative, ventures that feeds perceptions of their failures. Yet debate about the banks'
performance ought not to be confined to this type of lending. For among the factors
which motivated the most questionable bank loans, are influences which also raise
concerns about the more fundamental institutions of Japanese industrial finance. In this
regard, dispassionate commentary often attributes the decline in bank lending standards
to the decline in bank profitability over the course of financial deregulation. According
to this reasoning, the lower profits of the banks were fuelled by the deregulation of the
capital markets, and they encouraged the banks to bear greater risk on their portfolios.
Such a theory hints at some very pervasive processes. If the relaxation of a broad range
of restrictions on banking has indeed affected bank lending standards, then, quite
possibly, it has also threatened the basis of relationship banking and corporate
monitoring mechanisms.
In this study, I have investigated this hypothesis in relation to Japan's main bank

system. I have shown that the problems which confronted the banking system in general
are indeed relevant to this particular sub-system of corporate finance and governance.
The study has shown, in both theoretical and empirical terms, that the channels of main
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bank monitoring and finance have been vulnerable to structural changes in Japan's
financial markets, and that financial deregulation has undennined the ability of main
banks to provide effective monitoring.
At a theoretical level, the study linked the increasing conte stability of the
Japanese capital market to a marked fall in bank profitability, and to a decline in the
incentives of main banks to monitor their corporate borrowers. In particular, I confmned
the frailty of integrated main bank monitoring in the face of competition from forms of
finance that lie outside the purview of the main bank system.
The empirical analysis in Chapter 5 confinned that the result of these
developments has been a reduction in the power of main banks to monitor their
corporate lx>rrowers. The analysis showed that firms with main banks have been slightly
less efficient in the wake of financial deregulation. Hence it is possible to infer that the
monitoring failures which were so prevalent in the Japanese corporate sector of the
1980s and 1990s might also have occurred where main bank relationships were
supposed to have averted them.
Interpreted at the broadest possible level, such findings suggest that institutional
theories of Japanese economic growth and transformation may need fresh direction.
Research which praised the institutions of Japanese industrial [mance initially emerged as
a corrective to the thesis that Japan's economic successes are due to a sharp-witted and
entrepreneurial state bureaucracy (Calder 1993). At least insofar as main banking is
concerned, the present study suggests that the corrective has itself been seriously
challenge<i
None of this is to prophesy that the mam bank system is doomed, or that
Japanese banks and firms will, in future, resort to arms length financing transactions. It is
quite clear from Table 5.7 that main banking has remained a major feature of Japanese
industrial [mance, despite considerable change to the capital markets. Indeed, the study
only goes so far as to suggest that the pre-existing means of main bank monitoring must
adapt to more liberal financial markets. As Aoki et al. (1994) conjecture, it is still
possible that the main bank system will meet these challenges.
The purpose of this final chapter is to unify the various arguments that have led
to this point. In the next section, I review findings on the reasons for which contestability
of the capital market matters for the provision of main bank monitoring. I then
summarise the econometric results from Chapter 5, before concluding with some notes
on ways in which research in this area might usefully continue.
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THE PRICING OF MAIN BANK DEBT
To date, much research on the effects of financial deregulation on main bank monitoring
has focused on the factors driving firms' revealed demand for disintennediated, over

main bank intermediated, debt. 1 The underlying idea in this literature is that firms evade
monitoring by taking the fonner, rather than the latter, type of finance. Yet evidence of
loose bank monitoring standards in the 1980s, and the depth of the banks' bad loans
problems in the early 1990s, encourage the idea that bank monitoring of corporations
can be ineffective, even when the banks actually secure lending contracts.

In Chapter 4, I showed that there are conditions under which main banks could
be induced to shirk monitoring which they had been engaged to provide. The findings
from the supporting model challenge several important notions that have recently been
circulating in the literature. First, I have shown that an accommodating monetary policy
may not necessarily produce the kind of main bank returns that are required for the
provision of integrated monitoring. It has been widely thought that lower deposit costs
increase main banks' incentives to monitor, because they raise the margins of the banks,
and therefore the opportunity cost of a failed borrower. However, Japanese monetary
history in the late 1980s and early 1990s does not support this reasoning. The evidence
presented in. Chapter 2 suggests that while monetary policy may have been reasonably
accommodating over this period, bank margins were low rather than high, and bank
monitoring standards were slack, rather than firm.
A possible reason for this unusual situation - at least in the context of main bank
relationships - is that low deposit costs, coupled with more intense competition in the
banking market, may have driven down the returns to lending, and so increased the
willingness of main banks to shirk their monitoring. Importantly, the priority structure of
claims within the main bank: system may feature in the resolution of this process, and it is
on this point that the model challenges a second article of faith among many main bank
theorists. Previously, it has been widely held that the assignment of junior claimant status
to the main bank strengthens its incentives to monitor. The model in Chapter 4 qualifies
this hypothesis by showing that it will not necessarily be valid if the main bank's junior
status reflects the senior claimant status of other financial intermediaries, whose
behaviour determines the price of debt
Nevertheless, priority in adverse states is not absolutely critical to the link between
the provision of monitoring and the cost of deposits. In the appendix to Chapter 4, I
IHoriuchi (1994) and Hoshi et al. (1993)
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showed that even if main banks compete only with each other, low deposit costs can still
drive them to shirk their monitoring. Indeed, there are no circumstances in a perfectly
competitive main bank market under which lower deposit costs will induce main banks
to increase their monitoring. One of the important features of this result is its
demonstration that the priority structure of claims is not strictly necessary for the model
to work as it does; the mere inability of main banks (with identical junior claimant status)

to collude over debt pricing will give extremely similar results to those obtained in less
perfectly competitive markets. Interpreted broadly, such a result suggests that, to the
extent that main banks are competitive rather than collusive, accommodating monetary
policy settings are detrimental to the quality of their monitoring.
The final point on which the results touch is the relationship between direct debt
markets and main bank monitoring. Most previous studies suggest that main bank
monitoring may fail because corporate bond markets unleash the pri vate desires of
corporate managers in a way that main bank intermediated finance does not. Advocates
of this hypothesis suppose that, unlike main bank finance, direct debt is not subject to
monitoring. Therefore, if a manager has private incentives which diverge from those of
the firm for which he is responsible, he can evade monitoring simply by choosing direct
debt rather than main bank intermediated finance.
Such an argument clearly assumes that the source and type of finance determine
whether or not monitoring is carried out. In contrast, I have suggested that main bank
financing can be consistent with managerial failure just as direct finance can. This is
because it is not only the source, but also the price, of finance which determines whether
or not main bank monitoring is properly carried out. In other words, it is not necessarily
the form of external finance per se that determines the efficacy of main bank monitoring.
Rather, the mere fact that firms can credibly threaten to switch to public debt finance
may induce monitoring failure. Crucially, it is the very structure of claims against
borrowers in the main bank system which facilitates the credibility of such threats.
The conclusions from the analysis would seem to be reasonably clear: main
banking can only succeed when the banks at the core of the system have some degree of
protection from competition, and when monetary policy is firm enough to guarantee
lending rates of interest that are consistent with monitoring. But as reasonable as these
arguments might appear to be, there are highly practical grounds for being cautious
about their direct policy relevance. First of all, and as noted in Chapters 1 and 2, the
degree to which we can attribute monitoring failures to weaknesses in the main bank
system must be qualified with the recollection that bad lending by Japanese banks was by
no means confined to loans that were extended through main bank relationships.
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Monitoring failures were a common phenomenon across much of the corporate sector,
and so it would be inappropriate to target main bank arrangements as the exclusive cause
of the corporate financial distress of the early 1990s.
More generally still, although Japan appeared to suffer from a particularly
virulent form of bank monitoring failure during the 1980s, the phenomenon was common
to a number of industrial countries. In many of them, relationships between banks and
their borrowers are thought to be far less intimate than they are in the main bank system,
yet broadly similar outcomes were observed. 2 That being so, it would be wrong to lay
too much of the blame for monitoring failure at the feet of Japanese-style relationship
banking.
A further reason for circumspection about the model's prescriptive power is that
multiple equilibria are possible, and not all of them will be as adverse as the one on
which I have focused. For instance, there is ample scope in the model for a case in which
main bank returns fall under competitive pressure, but not by enough to induce a

retraction of monitoring services. Under these conditions, the strengthening of
competition in the banking market might be beneficial, since it would lower the cost of
capital to the final borrower, without compromising the provision of monitoring
services. The main reason for not developing this brighter scenario in the context of
Chapter 4 is that the gloomy case, on which I have dwelt, is in much closer alignment
with the stylised facts about bank margins and monitoring that were presented in
Chapters 1, 2 and S.
A final reason to be careful with policy prescriptions from the model is that, after
all is said and done, the reasons for which main bank monitoring evolved in the first
place are complex. Although legal and bureaucratic conventions are undoubtedly part of
the rationale for main banking, the system also seems to have developed because the
various participants in the corporate finance market once found it to be a workable mode
of corporate governance. If one of the lessons of bad debts from the "bubble economy"
is that the system is now less reliable in the wake of financial deregulation, then we may
anticipate that private transactions will adjust to accommodate the new realities, and that
new forms of corporate governance will eventually and inevitably emerge to replace the
old. To that extent, policy initiatives aimed at propping up the old-style main bank
system would be unwelcome.

2possibly the strongest parallel that can be drawn in this regard is with the United States' savings and
loans crisis.
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One of the more cautionary implications of this final conjecture is that the model
cannot be interpreted as an argument against the liberalisation of Japan's financial
markets. Though it does show how corporate governance failures may occur when main
bank relationships are nested within a contestable capital market, we are not entitled to
infer from the reasoning that an increasingly contestable capital market is undesirable
from the viewpoint of efficiency. As a matter of practice, the gains to borrowers from
liberalisation, in terms of reduced capital cost, are likely to be very large. The task of
policy-makers is to validate these gains by allowing, rather than impeding, the evolution
of those corporate governance practices which replace or upgrade versions of the oldstyle main bank system.

CORPORATE PERFORMANCE AND MAIN BANK MONITORING
The theory that was outlined in Chapter 4 generates fundamental questions about the
effect of main banks on their client fmns. After all, if monitoring is the means by which
the value creation of fmns is policed, and if main banks provide a distinctive form of that
monitoring, then should it not be true that finns with main banks go about their business

in distinctive ways, and should the differences not be visible in terms of efficiency? By
simple extension of this idea, if there is reason to believe that main bank monitoring has
been withdrawn, there is also reason to believe that the efficiency of main bank
monitored finns has changed. This was the issue that motivated Chapter 5.
As shown in Chapter 3, much research effort has been applied to proving that
main banks matter for the performance of their client finns. While it has been fairly

common to find that the presence of a main bank implies lower profit for a firm, a
consensus has not formed around the reasons for the results. Some authors have asserted
that main banks behave parasitically, by using their market power to price capital above
perfectly competitive rates, and/or forcing their clients to rely too much on capital
intensive production techniques. Contesting this view have been other studies that
emphasise the monitoring role of the main bank. If main banks charge a higher price of
capital, the reasoning goes, it must be because they are providing a monitoring service.
Complicating the argument still further is the view that main bank monitoring is
not necessarily a cause of lower profit at all. Some studies emphasise that main banks are
actually positive influences on the productivity of labour. Authors such as Aoid (1988 ,
1992) and Garvey and Swan (1992) have stressed an intimate nexus between the
financial contracts that shape main bank monitoring and the productivity of labour.
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Specifically, these authors argue that main banks raise the productivity of labour, and so
it becomes reasonable to ask whether any premium that might be paid on main bank
capital is effectively a means of underwriting labour productivity. While such arguments
appear to be highly plausible, they are at least superficially at odds with the finding that
main banks reduce the profitability of their client firms. In summary, there is persistent
confusion as to the effects of main banks on corporate efficiency.
In Chapter 5, I attempted to resolve some of the issues by modelling the

efficiency of a set of Japanese firms. After differentiating between the effects that main
banks have on capital and labour usage, I used recent developments in the production
econometrics literature to explore the possible effects of main banks on the efficiency of
the finns that main banks are nominally responsible for monitoring.
There were several conclusions from this inquiry. First, the results affirmed the
hypothesis that the productivity of labour in firms that have main banks is higher than in
firms without such connections. Second, the study validated the hypothesis that firms
with main banks use capital less efficiently. A third, and crucial, finding from the study
was that these two effects are offsetting. Therefore, firms with main banks are neither
more nor less efficient (in an average sense) than independent firms.
I also pointed out that such comparative exercises are not the only means by
which main bank monitoring ought to be judged. Main banks can be deemed to be
effective monitors if they force their client firms to achieve their (unobservable) potential
performance. A means of testing this particular efficiency effect of main bank monitoring
was explained in Chapter 5. Testing of the model exposed a surprising degree of
heterogeneity in the technical efficiency of firms in the sample, and it also showed that
firms with main banks have experienced declining technical efficiency. This seems to be
consistent with the argument in Chapter 4: that main banks have had reduced incentives
to monitor since financial deregulation, so the performance of the firms for which they
are responsible has deteriorated.
It is worth considering these results in the light of Aoki' s (1990) verdict on the

effects of bank monitoring:
... one cannot deny that in Japanese practice there is a close positive relationship
between the degrees of management freedom from bank control and the level of
corporate profits (Aoki, 1990).

The corollary of Aoki' s remark is that firms which are tied to their banks are less
efficient than those which are governed by other means. The results from the average
production function model were a little ambiguous about this. On the one hand, they
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supported Aoki' s observation, by showing that firms with high levels of debt tend to be
less efficient than those firms which depend more heavily on equity fmance. However, if
financial institutions are substantial shareholders in a certain firm, then, ceteris paribus,
that firm's output is likely to be higher than that of other similarly placed firms. It would
therefore seem that corporate performance is not determined so much by the degree to
which a firm depends on its bank for its fmance; rather it is the nature of the finance
which is ultimately important. In particular, we see that Japanese financial institutions
tend to enforce efficient value creation when their interest in the firm is as shareholders,
but they are somewhat more lackadaisical when their exposure takes the form of debt.
Aoki's remark lends itself to another interpretation. It is that firms may be less
profitable if they have strong, institutionalised ties to a certain main bank. The technical
efficiency estimates in Chapter 5 provided some support for this view, by showing that
main bank monitored firms tend to perform with a technical efficiency that is
considerably lower than that of best practice. In contrast, firms without stable main bank
ties tend to be much more homogeneous in terms of their performance.
The literature suggests several reasons for which the main bank system might be
responsible for such inefficiencies. One of the more sophisticated hypotheses is that
advanced by Weinstein and Yafeh (1995): that the main bank's shareholdings confer
upon it privileged status as a creditor. This privileged status enables and encourages the
main bank to force its client firms into excessive borrowing and an over-dependence on
capital. To this perspective one might add the proposition (discussed in Chapters 3 and
5) that creditors have constrained incentives to monitor with a view to enforcing firm
value maximisation. The sum of these two arguments is that main banks may induce
inefficiency through two channels. In the first place, they may create excessive
dependence on capital in their client firms because they are interested in those firms as
creditors. Second, they may monitor the use of any borrowed capital without a view to
maximising the residual surplus of the firm. The negative main bank coefficient on capital

in the OLS estimation supports this reasoning, and it may also help to explain why main
bank monitored firms are apparently well below maximum efficiency.

It is important for the study that main bank induced inefficiencies appear to
derive from the main bank's influence as a creditor rather than as a shareholder. The
assumption that main banks ultimately monitor as creditors was, after all, the assumption
on which the model of Chapter 4 rested. Equally interesting in this context is the result
that the efficiency of main bank affiliated firms declined over the two periods. This is
consistent with the withdrawal of creditor monitoring in the manner suggested by
Chapter 4.
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At the risk of reading too much into these results, they also seem to have some
implications for coinsurance theories of main banking. Nakatani (1984), among others,
has claimed that main banks lie at the centre of a coinsurance mechanism, and that they
stabilise the performances of the members of their group. The substantial variability of
the technical efficiency estimates suggest that, if this is so, it is not because main banks
tend to enforce technical efficiency in production rigorously. If anything, precisely the
reverse is true. Abbeglen and Stalk (1985, p.190) seem justified in describing firms with
stable group membership as being "large, ponderous and slow moving". Moreover, the
evidence from this study is that the sluggishness of these firms has become more, rather
than less, pronounced since the late 1970s.
Nevertheless, there are limitations on the extent to which we may interpret the
results as a statement about coinsurance. For one, the model has comparatively little to
say about the monitoring role of the main bank in cases of financial distress. Many
studies have emphasised that if a main bank has any role at all to play in the affairs of its
clients, it is as a means of dealing with the incomplete contracting that characterises a
state of financial distress. Since production functions tend to assume normal states for
the monitored firm, they are not a useful means of testing this proposition.
Another shortcoming of the model is that it was unable to analyse the effects of
main banks on the allocative efficiency of their corporate clients. Much theory has it that
main banks are as much an influence on allocative efficiency as they are on technical
efficiency. Unfortunately, the absence of reliable input price data prevented testing of
this proposition.

TOPICS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
There is still considerable work to be done on how main banks interact with their client
frrrns. At various points throughout the body of the study, I have highlighted those
weaknesses in the modelling procedures which seem to offer the most promising avenues
for further investigation. By way of conclusion to the study, I reiterate the main concerns
here.
Perhaps the most pressing questions concern theoretical modelling of the final
borrower. It may well be that the exposure of Japan's corporate fmanciers to greater
competitive pressure has enhanced efficiency by lowering the cost of capital faced by
borrowers. On the other hand, it al

0

appears from Chapter 4 that fresh competition has

undermined traditional monitoring practices, and imposed fresh costs on those economic
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agents who depend upon monitoring. The tensions between these costs and benefits
suggest that the model of Chapter 4 has complex welfare and efficiency implications that
remain unexplored.
To deal properly with these issues, it would be necessary to extend the model so
that it incorporates borrowers' decision making processes. As it stands, the model
supposes that main bank debt and other forms of debt fmance are perfect substitutes.
There are reasons to doubt this assumption. After all, much of the evidence reviewed in
Chapter 3 suggests that the constituents of borrowing firms, such as employees and
shareholders, are often

beneficiaries of main bank monitoring. Under certain

circumstances, those agents may prefer that the finn pay the main bank a premium for
the monitoring of corporate managers, notwithstanding the availability of cheaper debt
finance. To put it differently: a finn's threat to abrogate its main bank relationship may
not be quite as credible as the model in Chapter 4 portrays it to be. The reason for this is
that I have assumed that financial decisions within the finn are driven simply by the
imperative of capital cost minimisation. A more realistic representation of the finn would
allow financial decision makers within it to balance the benefits of lower capital costs
against the loss of services provided by the main bank.
The tension between shareholders' and creditors' interests may well feature in
this balancing process. A number of studies have concluded that the role of the main
bank as a shareholder cum creditor may be material to the form of its monitoring. Future
theoretical work might therefore seek to address the way in which a main bank's stake as
a shareholder affects its monitoring, when capital markets are highly contestable.
Just as it excludes the role of financing by issuing equity to new shareholders, the
model also overlooks the role played by internal fmance. In Chapter 2, I noted that firms
have increased their reliance on internally generated funds since the early post-war
period. Precisely how this increasing dependence on internal fmance will affect the
corporate governance role of the main bank is an issue that remains to be investigated.
Another feature of borrower behaviour that would bear further investigation is
the role played by the investment demand function . I have made the strong (yet
common) assumption that the borrowing finn requires a fixed amount of debt. If, as
seems reasonable, the borrower's demand for debt fmance has a non-zero price
elasticity, this assumption should be relaxed. In other words, the main bank's gross
return on lending and its incentives to monitor could come to depend upon the price
elasticity of the finn's demand for debt. The model in Chapter 4 abstracts from this
relationship.
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A further complicating factor is the market in which the main bank exists. In the
appendix to Chapter 4, I introduced the assumption that main banks might behave as
competitors. In reality though, reciprocity and syndication in main bank lending
relationships strongly imply that there is also a degree of collusion among the banks in
the system. 3 The main bank financing relationship is by no means an exclusive one
between borrowers and their banks. Indeed, authors such as Teranishi (1994) point out
that the syndicated aspects of main bank lending are fundamental to the operation of the
system. A high degree of diversification has always been nonnal, with large firms
commonly meeting only 15 percent of their borrowing needs through their main banks,
and with much bank lending in the main bank system being syndicated. 4 Despite the fact
that finns may only meet a relatively small proportion of their financing needs through
their main banks, reciprocal delegated monitoring among banks prevents these low
proportions translating into a socially sub-optimal provision of monitoring.
The model in Chapter 4 did not address this reciprocity in main banking
relationships. Future work might therefore inquire into how debt is priced in integrated
monitoring systems when it is highly divisible among co-monitors. As I pointed out in
Chapter 3, some work on main bank incentives to monitor under diversification has
already been undertaken, and it has shown that a certain degree of diversification can still
be consistent with monitoring. A possible next step for research would be to show that
the endogenously determined price of debt under such arrangements can produce
equilibrium credit prices that are consistent with main bank monitoring.
At one level, it would seem that syndication is only of superficial importance. If
banks are syndicating their lending to multiple finns on the basis of reciprocal delegated
monitoring, then they presumably share an incentive in ensuring that their co-monitoring
intennediaries are suitably rewarded for their monitoring efforts. Thus, if the non-main
bank intennediaries were co-operating, then the problems raised in the imperfectly
competitive version of the model in Chapter 4 would simply not arise.
Yet there are senses in which syndication poses some very distinct analytical
issues. For instance, the segmentation of Japanese capital markets in the post-war period
and the prohibition of universal banking under Article 65 of the Securities and Exchange
Law (1948) forced banks to capitalise on their complementarities by banding together
and syndicating their lending. 5 In this regard, the long-term credit banks seem to have
3See Sheard (1994b) and Toshihiro Horiuchi (1994) and Calder (1993, p.139).
4Aoki et al. (1994).
5The obstructions to universal banking have since been relaxed by the passage of the Financial Systems
Reform Act (1992).
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been particularly important. Packer (1994) and Patrick (1994) argue that the three longtenn credit banks were a major source of long-tenn [mance, as well as expertise in
project evaluation and loan syndication. These contributions were particularly valuable in
the earlier post-war years, and so at that time, the long-tenn credit banks fonned an
important complementary mechanism to the main bank system. The fact that capital
markets were segmented, and that complementary skills were developed by different
financial institutions, hints at the importance of inter-bank relationships in the conduct of
monitoring.
Syndication may also be important as a mechanism for diversification. Studies
such as Hoshi (1992b) and Teranishi (1994) indicate that in the past (and possibly in the
present, for that matter), main banks have used reciprocity in monitoring arrangements
as a means of diversifying their exposure to specific risks. This idea has its parallels in
more fonnal and general theoretical literature. For instance, in Diamond's (1984)
analysis, diversification is one of the key institutional features of banking that minimises
the agency costs which constrain the effectiveness of financial intennediation.
Diversification is therefore an issue of both theoretical and practical significance for the
main bank system, and future work would do well to consider how it affects main bank
monitoring incentives.
The final obvious way in which the debt pricing theory of Chapter 4 could be
modified is in its treatment of the relationship between deregulation of deposit markets
and the incentives of main banks to monitor. In the fonnal modelling section of the
chapter, I assumed deposit costs to be detennined exogenously by a central bank that
was otherwise remote from financial intennediation. Now that the interest rates on
deposits in Japan have been fully liberalised, this assumption seems less valid. 6 Pricebased competition among financial institutions takes place in deposit markets, just as it
does in lending markets. And presumably that competition is shaped by the costs of
monitoring and by the fonn of deposit insurance arrangements. By downplaying this
aspect of the market in financial intennediation, I have not given depositors the chance
to take their decisions optimally, based upon the risks and returns that they face.7
In addition to the corrections that could be made to the model in Chapter 4, there
are amendments that could be made to Chapter 5. Above all, it would be interesting to

6It is not, of course, altogether invalid. Monetary policy obviously retains a strong influence over deposit
costs. It is just that the channels of its influence will have changed as a result of financial deregulation .
7To be sure, the structure of deposit markets was not completely avoided in the model. Cost advantages
in depo it market were shown to be important to the functioning of main banking, and they were
captured in the variable 8.
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add more data. This would be a worthwhile exercise, not just for the sake of improving
the efficiency and consistency of the estimators: a larger data set would also permit
different qualitative inferences. For example, by adding cross-sectional observations, it
would be possible to test whether certain firms with certain main banks have more stable
efficiency levels than do subsets of other fmns. In the model in Chapter 5, the data set
only made it possible to test for a general main bank effect; it was not possible to test
whether any such effect differs according to the type or identity of the bank.
If time series data were then added to the model, we could test whether the main

bank relationship produces more stable levels of efficiency intertemporally. For instance,
we could test whether firms with main banks have a variance in their efficiency that is
intertemporally more stable than the efficiency of a firm that is independent of banking
ties.
This would become still more interesting if reliable price data on inputs were
available. In that case, it would be possible to extend the analysis of Chapter 5 to
embrace the effect of main banks on allocative efficiency. As we have seen, there has
been considerable debate over the notion that main banks adversely affect the allocative
efficiency of their client fmns. Unfortunately, the absence of reliable price data on inputs
prevented an analysis of this question in the context of Chapter 5.
The fundamental point of these various additions is that they would facilitate a
deeper analysis of the coinsurance hypothesis of the Japanese firm. Nakatani's
hypothesis can be interpreted broadly as a belief that main banks act to smooth corporate
performance across a group and across time. If that is so, then we should be able to
show that firms within a group have stable efficiency collectively speaking, and that such
firms also have stable efficiency in tertemporally. However, as mentioned in Chapter 5,
the data requirements for such an exercise are prohibitive, and so I have left that project
for another day.
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